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The Poet: The spiked greenness of the shining bamboo makes 
a perfect setting for the stately beauty of the Campanile, the majesty 
of a tower rearing its head heavenward—
T he Co-ed: H ow cute!
The Poet: A  tree— symbol of Cod’s love for man! A  tree—  
the delight of artists of the pen and brush since the World began! 
A  tree-—in which all earthly loveliness is consummated! A  tree—
T he Co-ed: H ow cute!
r
The Poet: Here gloomy halls of learning have given place to 
temples of beauty. The creamy ivory of the walls blends with the 
warm red of the sun-kissed tiles. Graceful arches disclose vistas of 
loveliness—
T he Co-ed: Horv cutel
T he Poet: With the lights shirting softly through the magnolia 
branches and eating eerie shadows on the cool white floor, with a 
star-lit sky for a ceiling and a Woodland scene for a backdrop—
T he Co-ed: H ow cute!


To the Students of L. S. U .:
In acceding to the request of the Gumbo staff for a few Words by 
way of prologue to this issue of your annual publication, I gladly avail 
myself of the opportunity thus afforded to express to you my keen appreci­
ation of the loyalty with which the student body has acquiesced in all meas­
ures taken by the administration during the current session. Even when these 
measures ran counter to your wishes and possibly to your judgment, you 
have with most encouraging unanimity subordinated your personal feelings 
to your desire for the continued growth and prosperity of the University, and 
have refrained from any action which might have an untoward influence.
For forty years my life has been bound up with that of this institution— 
as student, as instructor, and now for a brief period as directing head— and 
it is only natural that the advancement of our school in prestige and useful­
ness should be my chief interest and greatest personal ambition. Your atti­
tude has shown that We are like-minded in this matter, and if this cordial 
sympathy in aims and ambitions shall continue to animate administrative offi­
cers, faculty and students, a bright future is ahead for the Ole W ar Skule.
Yours sincerely,
Officers o f Administration
T homas W. A tkinson , B.S., C.E.
Acting President
Dean of the College of Engineering and 
Director of Engineering Experiment Station
C harles E. Coates, Ph.D.
Dean of the Audubon Sugar School
R obert L. T ullis, LL.B.
Dean of the L aw School
Clarence A . Ives, Sr., M .A .
Dean of the Teachers College
A rthur  T. P rescott, M.A.
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
W illiam R. D odson, A.B., B.S.
Dean of the College of Agriculture and 
Director of Agricultural Experiment Station
Officers of Administration
W illiam E. Brougher, Maj.,U.S.A.
Commandant of Cadets
M ary C. H ercet, B.A.
Dean of Women
C harles H. Stumberg, M .A .
Director of University Extension
James A . M cM illen, A .B ., B .L .S .
Librarian
W alter Prichard, M.A.
Dean of Men
R obert L. H imes
Business Manager
R oger P. Swire, B.A.
Treasurer
E li T. M onsour 
John  A. C hauvin  
Fay Ka h n  
L ucy M ercer
Earl N olen 
G. T. O wens 
John  Cann  
E. A. Brown
H. H. R ichardson 
Bert E. D urrett 
J. J. Baker 
Clarence Y ancey
Student Council
Charles C. M a s o n ..................................................................................President
Stewart W o r l e y ..........................................................V ice-President
L eslie W i l l s o n .................................Secretary-Treasurer
Co-ed Executive Council
z fb -
Fay K a h n ..........................................President
Bessie Cu r r o w ...................................Vice-President
M ildred Ja c k s o n .................................................Secretary
E lizabeth W i l d e s ...............................................................Treasurer
E lizabeth G i b b e n s .................................................Representative-at-Large
L ucile Sp e n c e r ........................................................Senior Class
Frances M a h i e r .................................................Junior Class
CoRALIE G l L F O I L ............................Sophomore Class
Evelyn M orcan . . . .  Freshman Class
M en’s Honor Council
B ert  E . D u r r e t t ........................................................................... President
F r a n c e s  H . A l s t o n .........................................................Vice-President
Jam es  R . D a w k i n s .......................................................................... S e c r e ta r y
C. C. M a so n  C. W . A by
D. W. C arrol  J. T. C o m p to n
C . B C ooley  N. F. L aG r an g e
Fay K a h n ............................President
BESSIE CURROW . . . .  Vice-President
M ildred Ja c k s o n ...................................Secretary
E lizabeth W i l d e s .................................................Treasurer
E lizabeth G lB B E N S ...................................Representative-at-Large
Evelyn M o r c a n .................................................Freshman Representative
Women’s Honor Council
R alph P ercy Saxon  
Died January) 4, 1928
Frances Josephine Sheets 
Died February/ 22, 1928
Lawrence A llison M artin
Died February 27, 1928


P O S T  G R A D U A T E S

W illiam A lbert A lexander
NEW IBERIA
Candidate for M.S. in Geology 
Sigma Chi; Geological and Mining Society; 
Pan-Hellenic.
Francisco Camps-Campins
Candidate for M.S. in Chemistry 




Candidate for M.S. in Chemistry
M ack Coussons
DUBBERLY
Candidate for M .A . in Government 
Kappa Sigma; Pi Sigma Alpha.
A ugustus D eL ee
NORWOOD
Candidate for M .A . in History 
Editor 1927 Gumbo.
M rs. T h u rza  P. G oodrich
BATON ROUGE
Candidate for M .A . in Education
P O S T  G R A D U A T E S
P O S T  G R A D U A T E S
R obert W . G rigsby
M1NDEN
Candidate for M .A . in History 
Kappa Sigma; Pi Sigma Alpha.
E lsie K ean
BATON ROUCE
Candidate for M .A . in English 
Kappa Delta; Delta Gamma Delta.
Judith M cG regor
BATON ROUGE
Candidate for M .A . in English 
Baptist Student Council.
R alph L. O ’Q uinn
BATON ROUCE
Candidate for M .A . in Mathematics
E mmett P. T atu m , Jr.
SHREVEPORT
Candidate for M.S. in Ceology 
Kappa Sigma; Geological and Mining 
Society.
S E N I O R S

Benjamin D. A llbritton
Candidate for LL.B. degree 
CLARKS
Band; First Lieutenant, R .O .T .C .; Square 
and Compass; Pan Hellenic Council; Dag­
gers; Phi Delta Phi; Mu Sigma R h o; 
Lambda Beta Phi.
A lcee John  A lleman
Candidate for B .A . degree in Journalism 
JEANERETTE 
Newman Club.
L. J. A lleman, Jr.
Candidate for B.E.E. degree
NATCHITOCHES
American Institute of Electrical Engineers; 
Glee Club; Tiger Quartet; Theta Xi.
H azel A nderson
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
WELSH 
Chi Omega.
A ngelina C. A nzalone
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
INDEPENDENCE
W .A .A .; Treasurer W .A .A . in ’27 and 
’28; “ L”  Club; Hikers Club; Mu Sigma Rho.
W isie V irginia A rrington
Candidate for B.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
BROOKHAVEN, MISS.
Loren A . Bailey
Candidate for B.E.E. degree
NEW ORLEANS
American Institute of Electrical Engineers; 
First Lieutenant, Co. “ E ” ; Theta Kappa 
Alpha.
S E N I O R S
Flora L. A braham
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE 
Baptist Student Council.
S E N I O R S
A lcee E mile Becnel, Jr.
Candidate for B. A . degree in Arts and Sciences
ST. GABRIEL
K atherine Belcher
Candidate for B. A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUCE
Frank W . Bennett
Candidate for B.S. degree in Forestry 
BATON ROUGE
Mu Sigma Rho; Lambda Chi Alpha.
N. Frank Black




Candidate for B. A . degree in Teachers’ College 
BRUSLY
James H. Bordelon
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
MOREAUVILLE
T om Bourg
Candidate for  B .A . degree in A  rts and Sciences 
HOUMA
Chi Omega.
M rs. Earl L. Bradsher
Candidate for  B .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUCE
Pi Sigma Alpha; Mu Sigma Rho.
♦, • .
M arcia Broome
Candidate for B.S. degree in Home Economics 
BATON ROUGE
S E N I O R S
A lice M. Brown
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Irving Ray Burns
Candidate forB.A.degree in Arts and Sciences
HAYNES VILLE
V irginia Leigh Campbell
Candidate forB .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Y .W .C .A .; Women’s Pan Hellenic; Kappa 
Gamma.
L uceil C hambers
Candidate for B.S. degree in Home Economics 
SICILY ISLAND
W .A .A .; Women’s Pan Hellenic; Kappa 
Gamma.
John A . C hauvin
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
GUEYDAN
Freshman Basket Ball; Company Football; 
Senior Representative to Student Council; 
Senior Invitation Committee; Louisiana Lan­
cers ; Scabbard and Blade; Sigma Chi.
Frank T . Clarke
Candidate for B.C.E. degree
BATON ROUGE
Sigma Tau Sigma; Theta Xi.
Jesse Coates
Candidate for B.S. degree in Chemical 
Engineering 
BATON ROUGE
Alpha Chi Sigma; Kappa Alpha.
M artin S. Comeaux
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
YOUNCSV1LLE 
Newman Club.
C ecil B. Cooley
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
MERRYVILLE
“ L ”  Club; Alpha Zeta; Sigma Chi.
Jennie V ivian Costa
Candidate for  B .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
INDEPENDENCE
Louis M ilton Crow
Candidate for B.S. degree in Geology 
OAK GROVE
Geological and Mining Society; Theta 
Kappa Beta.
C harles Cecil D abadie
Candidate for B .A .degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE 
First Lieutenant, Co. “ B”
Fern D avis
Candidate for B.M . degree 
SHAW
Sigma Alpha Iota.
M arie D ean
Candidate fo r  B.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
GREENSBURG
Chi Omega.
E ileen D on ahue
Candidate for  B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Gumbo Stall, 28; Newman Club; Theta 
Alpha Phi; Tau Kappa Alpha; Delta Gam­
ma Delta; Kappa Delta.
S E N I O R S
S E N I O R S
Josephine D orsey
Candidate for B. A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BOGALUSA
Delta Gamma Delta; Chi Omega.
A nnette O gden D uchein
Candidate f  or B.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Women’s Pan Hellenic; Pi Sigma Alpha; 
Theta Sigma Phi; Delta Gamma Delta; 
Kappa Delta.
H arry A ndrew D ufresne
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
MONTZ
Senior Cap and Gown Committee; Com­
pany Football; Captain Co. G  ; Scabbard 
and Blade; Phi Delta Sigma.
WlLMON I. DUPLESSIS 
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
CEISMAR
Agricultural Club; Alpha Gamma Rho.
Bert Edmonds D urrett
Candidate for B. A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
ARCADIA
Honor Council; Student Council; Major 
and Commander, Co. “ A  ; Senior Rmg 
Committee; Pan Hellenic; Daggers; Scab­
bard and Blade; Sigma Nu.
E lda M ae Edcerton








M arcel H owell E lissalde
Candidate for B.E.E. degree 
BATON ROUGE
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
S E N I O R S
Carlos M. E rwin
Candidate forB .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
FRANKLINTON
Fred H adley Fenn
Candidate for B.C.E. degree.
ALEXANDRIA
First Lieutenant, Co. “ C ” ; Y .M .C .A .; 
A .S .M .E .; Scabbard and Blade; Mu Sigma 
Rho; Sigma Tau Sigma; Theta Kappa Nu.
D orothy Fleming
Candidate forB. A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Delta Gamma Delta; Kappa Delta.
Frances W . Flory
Candidate forB.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Pi Sigma Alpha; Mu Sigma Rho.
M itylene Floyd
Candidate forB.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
NEW ORLEANS
W .A .A . ; Y .W .C .A .; Delta Gamma Del­
ta; Delta Zeta.
M argaret L. Fort
Candidate forB .A . degree in Teachers College 
BATON ROUGE
W .A .A . ; Alpha Delta Pi.
A nn a  Bell Foster
Candidate forB .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
LAKE CHARLES
Delta Gamma Delta; Zeta Tau Alpha.
Lyman J. Fretwell
Candidate forB .A  .degree in Arts and Sciences 
RUSTON
A minie R u th  Garig
Candidate fo rB .A . degree in A  rts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE 
Kappa Delta.
A rthur  G rant G earheard, Jr.
Candidate forB.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
LUTCHER 
Kappa Alpha.
A lcee J. G elpi, Jr.
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
BATON ROUGE 
Alpha Gamma Rho.
E lizabeth A lice G ibbens
Candidate for B .A . degree in Teachers College 
BATON ROUGE
Representative-at-Large to Co-ed Student 
Government; President of W .A .A ., 28;
Rhythmic Circle; Hikers Club; Owner of 
W .A .A . Blanket; Head of Hiking, ’27; 
Kappa Gamma.
W illiam S. G ilfoil
Candidate for B.S. degree in Chemical 
Engineering 
OMEGA
Newman Club; Mu Sigma R ho; Alpha 
Chi Sigma.
Ertith M arie G reen
Candidate for B .A . degree in Teachers College 
BATON ROUGE
Delta Gamma Delta; Delta Zeta.
W illiam E ugene G roves
Candidate forB.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Cosmopolitan Club; Pi Sigma Alpha; Mu 
Sigma Rho.
Julius Eugene H art
Candidate for B.E.E degree
NEW ORLEANS 
Theta Kappa Alpha.
S E N I O R S
S E N I O R S
Joe R uffin  H eard
Candidate for B. S. degree in Chemical 
Engineering 
WINNFIELD
Captain Cadet Band, 28; Alpha Chi 
Sigma; Mu Sigma Rho; Kappa Alpha.
Joseph R ex  H ebert
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
MILTON
Epsilon Kappa Sigma.
C harles L iddell H ill
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
LAKE PROVIDENCE
Agricultural Club; Pan Hellenic; Alpha 
Zeta; Alpha Gamma Rho.
H. R uby H owell
Candidate forB .A. degree in T eachers College 
GLENMORA
Y .W .C .A .; W .A .A .;  Hikers’ Club; “ L ” 
Club.
H ermann A nthony  H uesmann
Candidate for B.S. degree in Petroleum 
Engineering 
MOREAUVILLE
Geological and Mining Society.
H ubert C. Igau
Candidate for B.S. degree in Geology 
NEW ORLEANS
Varsity Basket Ball; Batallion Adjutant 
'25; “ L ”  Club; Geological and Mining So­
ciety; Scabbard and Blade; Daggers; Theta 
Kappa Beta.
M oise Israel
Candidate forB .A . degree in Teachers College 
COVINGTON
Company Football; Second Lieutenant,Co. 
“ B” ; Newman Club.
M arie Jacocks
Candidate forB .A .degree in Teachers College 
ZACHARY
* M-.Xl-.... -... “ A-A *
Sarah Land Jastremski
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Theta Alpha Phi; Delta Gamma Delta, 
Kappa Delta.
Cary Johnson
Candidate forB .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Editor of Gumbo, ’28; Debating; Scrib­
blers* Club; Women’s Pan Hellenic 2i , 
President, Junior Coeds, 27; Theta Sigma 
Phi; Tau Kappa Alpha; Pi Sigma Alpha; 
Mu Sigma R h o; Kappa Delta.
H enry H. Joyner
Candidate for B.E.E. degree.
BATON ROUGE
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
Mu Sigma Rho; Sigma Nu.
Fay K ah n
Candidate for B .A . degree inArls and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Tigerette Quartette, ’26, 27, 28; Vice- 
President of Semi Chorus, 26; Choral Clu , 
’28; Y .W .C .A . Cabinet, ’27; Secretary 
Freshman Co-eds, ’25; Co-ed Honor Coun­
cil; Student Council, ’28; President of Co-ed 
Body, ’28; Blazers; Women’s Pan Hellenic 
Coucil, ’27, ’28; Sigma Alpha Iota; Mu 
Sigma Rho; Sigma Delta Tau.
H arold S. K emp
Candidate for B.S. degree in Geology 
BATON ROUGE 
Daggers; Theta Xi.
M arion D ean K ent
Candidate forB.A.degree inArls and Sciences 
HAMMOND
Kappa Delta.
K arl A lfred K estenbaum
Candidate for B. S. degree in Petroleum 
Engineering.
VICKSBURG, MISS.
Joseph W arren L emoine
Candidate for B.S. degree in Geology
ALEXANDRIA
Geological and Mining Society; Sigma Chi.
S E N I O R S
N eff L ewis L emoine
Candidate for B .A . degree in A r ts and Sciences
PLAUCHEVILLE
Newman Club.
K arl E. Loeb
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
MORGAN CITY
Scribblers; Pi Sigma Alpha; Mu Sigma 
Rho; Zeta Beta Tau.
R ichard T aylor M artin
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture
FRIERSON
Agricultural Club.
G ilbert Bertrand M artin
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture
LAFAYETTE
Alpha Zeta.
C harles C. M ason
Candidate for B.S. degree in Geology 
MARSHALL, TEXAS
Honor Council; President of Student Body 
and Student Council; Cadet Colonel, ’28; 
“ L ”  Club; Geological and Mining Society; 
Scabbard and Blade; Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
V estal M athis
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
GRAYSON 
Kappa Gamma.
James R alph M cK inley
Candidate for B.E.E. degree 
BATON ROUGE
American Institute of Electrical Engineers; 
Mu Sigma R ho; Theta Kappa Nu.
Florien G rey M cK night
Candidate for B.A.degree inArls and Sciences 
COLFAX
Secretary Junior Co-eds, ’26; Y .W .C .A . 
Cabinet, ’25, ’26; Alpha Delta Pi.
S E N I O R S
Columbus Franklin M eadours
Candidate for B.C.E degree
MERRYVILLE
Square and Compass; Sigma Tau Sigma.
M ae E leanor M enville
Candidate for B .A . degree in A  ris and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Newman Club; AVomen s Pan Hellenic, 
Delta Zeta.
E li T homas M onsour
Candidate for B.S. degree in Geology 
SHREVEPORT
Student Council; Second Lieutenant, Co. 
“ E ” ; Geological and Mining Society.
T hyra M ay M ontgomery
Candidate for B .A . degree in Teachers College 
KAPLAN
S E N I O R S
W ilma M ontgomery
Candidate for B .A . degree in Teachers College 
KAPLAN
M rs. A my K irk M organ
Candidate forB.A.degree inArls and Sciences
TANGIPAHOA
Senior Cap and Gown Committee; V .W . 
C .A .; Mu Sigma Rho.
R ichard A . M ornhinvec
Candidate for B.S. degree in Audubon Sugar 
School 
OPELOUSAS
First Lieutenant, Co. “ B ” , ’26; Alpha Chi 
Sigma; Mu Sigma Rho; Theta Kappa Beta.
Ralph L ewis M oseley
Candidate for B.E.E. degree 
ATHENS
Company Football; R .O .T .C .; American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers; Glee Club.
J. H ereford P ercy




Candidate f  or B. A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
HAMMOND
Gumbo Staff, ’27, ’28; Senior Invitation 
Committee; Hikers’ Club.
Paul  L. P eters
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
James H oward P hares
Candidate for B.C.E. degree
WOODLAND
First Lieutenant, Co. “ B ” , ’27; Varsity 
Basket Ball; Scabbard and Blade; Sigma 
Tau Sigma; Theta Theta.
Ethel  Berenice M ullins
Candidate for B.S. degree in Home Economics 
BATON ROUGE
Bennie A . M urr
Candidate for B.M .E. degree
LUDINGTON
L ula  M. N orwood
Candidate for B .A . degree in Teachers College 
BATON ROUGE
Alpha Chi Omega.
H enry W illiam Page
Candidate for B.M .E. degree 
MONROE
Second Lieutenant, Co. “ A ” ; A .S .M .E .; 
Scabbard and Blade; Mu Sigma Rho; 
Lambda Chi Alpha.
S E N I O R S
S E N I O R S
Iowa A ugusta P hillips
Candidate for  B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
CREENSBURC
A lice E. P itch ford
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
W .A .A . ; Hikers’ Club; Newman Club;
Kappa Gamma.
D orothy Powell
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE 
Kappa Delta.
W illiam M arshall Prescott
Candidate forB .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
OPELOUSAS
First Lieutenant, Co. B.
Pansy Q uine
Candidate for B .A . degree in Teachers College 
BATON ROUGE 
Kappa Gamma.
Sue  Cravens R ecord
Candidate for B .A . degree in Teachers College 
CLINTON
M arshall H. R eese
Candidate for B.C.E. degree
BASKIN
W ilber W olden R ester
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
BATON ROUGE
Second Lieutenant, R. O. T . C . ; Alpha
Gamma Rho.
S E N I O R S
O livia R hodes
Candidate for B.S. degree in Home Economics 
BATON ROUGE
M argaret R ichardson
Candidate for B .A . degree in Journalsim 
BATON ROUGE
Editor of Reveille, ’28; Blazers; Theta 
Sigma Phi; Mu Sigma Rh-.
W . R ussell R oane
Candidate for B.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
RUSTON
Scabbard and Blade; Pi Sigma Alpha.
Clifford R ay R oberts
Candidate for B.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
WEST MONROE
Vice President of Junior Class, ’27; Presi­
dent of Senior Class, ’28; Student Council, 
’26, ’27; Freshman Promotion Committee, ’24, 
’25; Assistant Business Manager of the Gum­
bo, ’27; Business Manager of the Gumbo, 
'28; First Sergeant of Co. “ E ” , ’27; Cap­
tain, Co. “ E” , '28; Louisiana Lancers; Scab­
bard and Blade; Pi Sigma Alpha; Pi Alpha 
Omega.
R oland Francis Samson
Candidate for B .A .degree in Arts and Sciences 
NEW ROADS
First Lieutenant, Co. “ D " ;  Phi Delta Sigma.
E milio Santamaria
Candidate for B.S. degree in Audubon Sugar 
School
MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
Newman Club; Cosmopolitan Club.
D ewitt Lee Sauls
Candidate for B.A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
LONGVILLE
Senior Ring Committee; Second Lieuten­
ant, Co. “ H ” ; Captain of Varsity Tennis 
Team, '28; Company Football; Company 
Basket Ball; Theta Kappa Beta.
M ary Ben Scheen
Candidate forB .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
MONROE
Alpha Delta Pi.
W ood H enderson Scott
Candidate for B.E.E. degree
BONITA
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Frances Sheets
Candidate for  B .A.degree inArls and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Senior Invitation Committee; W .A .A .; Y . 
W .C .A .; Theta Sigma P h i; Delta Zeta. 
*Died February 22, 1928.
A rthur  Joseph Shepard, Jr.
Candidate for LL.B. degree. 
HAMMOND
Reveille Staff, ’23; Glee Club , ‘23; 
Awarded best all-around trainer cup, Fourth 
Corps Area, ’27; Wrestling Team; S.A. 
A .U . Bantam Champion, ’23; Runner-up- 
feather weight, ’25; Pan Hellenic Council, 
’24, ’27, ’28; Lambda Beta Phi.
J. W ayland Smith
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
SIKES
W orld Student Volunteer Conference, De­
troit, Michigan, ’27 ; President of Agricultural 
Club, ’24, ’25, ’26; Y .M .C .A . Cabinet ’27; 
Baptist Student Council; Alpha Gamma Rho.
A dolph Sommer
Candidate for B.A.degree inArls and Sciences 
KAHN
M ary L ucile Spencer
Candidate forB .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
NEW IBERIA
President of Hikers’ Club, ’26; W .A .A .; 
Y . W . C. A . ; Cosmopolitan Club; Kappa 
Gamma.
Edith Spring
Candidate for B.S. degree in Home Economics 
FRANKLINTON
A lbert L. Stegner
Candidate for B.E.E. degree 
PINEVILLE
A .I.E .E .; Theta Kappa Nu.
S E N I O R S
S E N I O R S
C hris G. Stewart
Candidate for B.S. degree in Arts and Sciences 
LEESVILLE
Jenner M. Stewart
Candidate for B.E.E. degree
JACKSON, MISS.
A.I.E .E.
H enry D ave Story
Candidate for B.S. degree in Forestry 
AMITE
V ercie Stracener
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
and Home Economics 
BATON ROUGE
W illiam H ollis Stracener
Candidate for B.E.E. degree 
BATON ROUGE
A.I.E .E.
A lton R. Swindell
Candidate for B.E.E. degree 
LOGANSPORT
A .I.E .E .; Square and Compass; Phi Delta 
Sigma.
E leanor T alton
Candidate for B .A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
MAGNOLIA, ARK.
Delta Zeta.
A rthur  R ichard T aylor
Candidate for B.S. degree in Petroleum 
Engineering
LAKE CHARLES
Geological and Mining Society; Kappa 
Sigma,
S E N I O R S
H arry A rent T aylor
Candidate for B.S. degree in Arts and Sciences 
FARMERVILLE
Cheerleader, ’27, ’28; Varsity Basket Ball; 
“ L ” Club; Scabbard and Blade; Pan Hel­
lenic ; Daggers; Theta Xi.
G ratia T exada
Candidate for B. A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
PLAQUEMINE 
Kappa Delta.
A lton H enry T hibodaux
Candidate for B.S. degree in Arts and Sciences 
HOUMA
Pan Hellenic; Second Lieutenant, Co. 
“ A ” ; Freshman Football, ’24; Pan Hel­
lenic ; Phi Delta Sigma.
M arguerite L ucy T homas
Candidate forB .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
BOGALUSA
Mu Sigma Rho
M rs. R u th  D awson T innin
Candidate for B .M . degree 
GEISMAR 
Choral Club.
Edward Leland T albert
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
CLINTON
Joseph Brooks T oler
Candidate for B.S. degree in Forestry 
CROWLEY 
Kappa Alpha.
Benjamin A . T ower
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
NEW ORLEANS
E mma V . T urner
Candidate f  or B. A . degree in Arts and Sciences 
LEESVILLE 
Chi Omega.
R afael V aldez
Candidate for B.S. degree in Chemical 
Engineering 
GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR
H ershel V inyard
Candidate for B.S. degree in Agriculture 
ALBERTVILLE, ALA.
Varsity Football; “ L ”  Club; Alpha Gam­
ma Rho.
G erald A . V ulliamy
Candidate for B.C.E. degree 
DONALDSONVILLE 
First Lieutenant, Band.
U riah Jewel W estbrook
Candidate for B.S. degree in Chemical 
Engineering
BATON ROUGE
O lga M arie W eiss
Candidate forB .A .degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Newman Club; Chi Omega.
W illiam C harles W hite
Candidate for B.S. degree in Petroleum 
Engineering 
WATERPROOF
Honor Council, ’26; First Sergeant, Co. 
“ E” , ’25; Captain, Co. “ E ” , '26; Geological 
and Mining Society; Scabbard and Blade; 
Kappa Sigma.
S E N I O R S
K athryn M cG ee W illiams
Candidate for M .A . degree 
BATON ROUGE
Cosmopolitan C lub; Theta Alpha Phi.
A lma Belle W omack
Candidate forB .A.degree inArls and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Women’s Pan Hellenic; Chi Omega.
Stewart Earl W orley
Candidate for D.C.E. degree 
BASTROP
Valedictorian of Senior Class, ’28; Sigma 
Tau Sigma; Mu Sigma Rho; Theta Xi.
W illiam Joseph W right
Candidate for D.S. degree in Petroleum 
Engineering 
HOUMA
Secretary and Treasurer of Senior Class, 
28; Geological and Mining Society; Scab­
bard and Blade; Pan Hellenic; Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon.
Sallye Laura W illiams
Candidate forB .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
W allace L indsay Z oder
Candidate for B.M .E. degree 
OPELOUSAS
M artha W hitman
Candidate forB .A.degree in Arts and Sciences 
MERRYVILLE
Hikers’ Club; W .A .A .; Girls’ “ L ”  Club;
Y .W .C .A .
S E N I O R S
M aurice A . P hillips
MONTGOMERY
G uillermo O. V elez
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
Newman Club; Cosmopolitan Club.
Joseph H oward G revemberg
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
“L” Club; Scabbard and Blade; Alpha 
Chi Sigma; Daggers; Senior Invitation Com­
mittee, ’28; Pi Alpha Omega.
Lucio L. A quino
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
Newman Club; Cosmopolitan Club.
Benjamin  A . A rcenas
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
Newman Club; Cosmopolitan Club.
FOURTH YEAR SUGAR
Raiford Lacrone H olmes
WINONA, MISS.
Mu Sigma R h o; Alpha Chi Sigma.
L A W  S C H O O L

SENIOR LAW
A ndrew D ixon Carroll
Kappa Alpha 
MANY
Honor Council; Pan Hellenic; Daggers; 
Phi Delta Phi.
James R obert D awkins
FARMERVILLE
Honor Council; Phi Delta Phi; Mu Sig­
ma Rho; Valedictorian of Law School, ’28.
James R alph G off
Pi Kappa Alpha
ARCADIA
Phi Delta P h i; President of Law School, ’28.
Joh n  T homas G uyton
Lambda Chi Alpha
WHITE CASTLE
Lewis A . N ewsom
Lambda Bela Phi 
SHREVEPORT 
Pan Hellenic.
G eorge A llen K imball
Theta Kappa Bela 
SPRINGFIELD
Pan Hellenic; Phi Delta Phi; Daggers.
SENIOR LAW
G eorge T rezevant O wen
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
DELHI
Student Council; Second Lieutenant, Co. 
“ C ” ; Second Lieutenant, O .R .C .; Scabbard 
and Blade; Alpha Chi Sigma; Phi Delta 
P h i; Pan Hellenic.
John  R uffin P leasant
Kappa Alpha
SHREVEPORT
Daggers; Pan Hellenic; Pi Sigma Alpha;
Phi Delta Phi.
H arry H orn baugh R ichardson
Pi Kappa Alpha




Inter-collegiate Debating Team, ’25; W o ­
men’s Pan Hellenic; Blazers; Mu Sigma 
Rho; Pi Sigma Alpha; Tau Kappa Alpha.
Edward R aleigh Stoker
MANY
Class Football Team, ’ 13; Junior Class 
Orator, '12; Valedictorian of Senior Class,
13; Member of Varsity Debating Team, ’ I I,
12, ’26; Reveille Staff, ’ l l ,  ’ 12, ’ 13; Cadet 
Lieutenant, Co. “ B ” .
G eorge R andall W hitmeyer
Theta X i
SHREVEPORT
Phi Delta Phi; Tau Kappa Alpha; Sec­
retary of Tau Kappa Alpha, ’24; Treasurer 
of Tau Kappa Alpha, ’25; Oratorical Con­
test, ’23.
M'\
SEC O N D  Y E A R  L A W
R alph W . Baucum
Theta X i 
HAYNESVILLE
T heo W ill Bauer
Zeta Beta Tau 
PATTERSON
G reene C handler Furman
Pi Kappa Alpha
SHREVEPORT
R ussell E. G ahagan
Theta Kappa Nu
COUSHATTA
W illiam G reene
Pi Kappa Alpha
LONGVIEW JUNCTION
W illiam P. H ardeman
Kappa Sigma
MINDEN
James L. H elm
Theta Theta
BUNKIE
F. F. H yatt





John  B. K ent
Theta Kappa Nu
OBERLIN




John  B. Cann
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
MONROE
A lbert L. D upont
Epsilon Kappa Sigma 
PLAQUEMINE
Edward V . H udspeth
Theta Kappa Alpha
ROSA





W illiam Bentley L imerick
BASTROP
M ax  A braham O ber
SHREVEPORT
T ruett L. Scarborough
Theta X i  
NATCHITOCHES
J. V ernon Sims
Theta Kappa Beta
MER ROUGE
Joh n  D enson Smith
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
NEW ORLEANS
D avid D. T oups
Theta Kappa Alpha 
RACELAND
J U N I O R S




H erman L. A lford
Agriculture
DEERFIELD
M arie Louise A llain
Teachers College 
MARK
L eo N udin A mrheim
Chemical Engineering 
BATON ROUGE
W illiam W . A nderson
Teachers College 
ELTON
Clesmay J. A rcenaux
Teachers College 
DUSON












Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
W illiam T . Barham
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Arts and Sciences 
OAK RIDGE
Louise Barnett
Arts and Sciences 
ZACHARY
J U N I O R S
J U N I O R S
H erbert B. Baron
Zeta Beta Tau 
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
G. M. Batte
Arts and Sciences 
CHAPEL HILL, TENN.








Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Geology 
FRANKLIN
Paul  G. Borron, Jr
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 











Arts and Sciences 
JACKSON, MISS.
A llen A . Breeden
Alpha Gamma Rho 
Agriculture 
BATON ROUGE






J U N I O R S
G race L ela Brown
Home Economics 
HOPE VILLA




Pi Alpha Omega 






Phi Delta Sigma 
Electrical Engineering 
JACKSON
R eaney M ae Cazenave
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUCE












Alpha Chi Omega 
Music
PONCHATOULA







J U N I O R S
D. S. D ickey
Theta X i 
Arts and Sciences 
CLARKS
T. H arris D owney
Theta Kappa Nu 
Journalism 
BATON ROUGE
Beryl D upu y
Alpha Delta Pi
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Sylvia Elgutter





JAMAICA, B. W. I.
L eo E lliott
Theta Kappa Nu 
Ceolog 1)
PINE PRAIRIE
G eorge T . E nsley
Sigma Chi 
Arts and Sciences 
ALEXANDRIA
M ilton C. Fontenot 
Theta X i 
Geology 
CROWLEY








Falcon R oy Foster
Alpha Gamma Rho 
Forestry
CALHOUN
L. V . Funchess
Theta Kappa Nu 
Arts and Sciences 
OBERLIN








Alpha Chi Omega 
Teachers College 
BATON ROUGE
Earl C. D aigle
Chemical Engineering 
HOUSTON, TEXAS
Edward L. D alton
Arts and Sciences 
PEARL RIVER




A lice D aspit
Kappa Delta 
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
E lizabeth D avidson
Arts and Sciences 
ST. FRANCISVILLE
M ildred D avis
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Stark L. D avis
Electrical Engineering 
GRAMERCY
Polly de G raffenried
Kappa Delta 
Arts and Sciences 
MONROE
Joseph N. D elaune
Agriculture
p r a ir ie v il l e
R. Pau l  G reene
Sigma Chi 
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
R ussell W atkins G reene
Arts and Sciences 
ABBEVILLE
Simeon W allace G remillion





W . R ufus  H aight
Theta Kappa Alpha 
Journalism 
PONCHATOULA
Jared Y . G arber
Pre-Medical 
MORGAN CITY




Ira D. G eorge
Teachers College 
PINE GROVE
H elen G ilkison
Theta Sigma Phi 
Journalism 
HOUMA
Joseph A . G ladney
Kappa Alpha 
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
A line G race
Home Economics 
BATON ROUGE
H eyward G reen 
Theta X i 
Arts and Sciences
FRANKLINTON
J U N I O R S
J. R hodes H arrell
Lambda Beta Phi 
Petroleum Engineering 
BATON ROUGE





Alpha Chi Omega 
Arts and Sciences 
BIENVILLE
A lbert H. H art
Petroleum Engineering 
BATON ROUGE
T heo N oel H atfield
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
L illian H enderson
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
K eno M. H enderson
Chemical Engineering 
BATON ROUGE















Arts and Sciences 
PALESTINE, TEXAS
J U N I O R S
Stuart S. K ay
Lambda Chi Alpha 




Arts and Sciences 
KENTWOOD
H oward K essler
Theta Kappa Nu 
Arts and Sciences 
EUNICE







Epsilon Kappa Sigma 






Alpha Gamma Rho 
Agriculture 
y o u n g s v il l e
Irving E. L egendre
Electrical Engineering 
THIBODAUX
Beulah  L evron
Home Economics 
HOUMA
M argy L itton
Teachers College 
SHREVEPORT
H enry C. Lovett
Agriculture 
BATON ROUGE
J U N I O R S








R eginna M ann
Phi Sigma Sigma 
Journalism 
ALEXANDRIA




D onald C. M artin
Teachers College 
GARDNER, MISS.
H arold B. M artin





Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Bernice M artin





Arts and Sciences 
POLLACK
John  W . B. M cD onald
Theta Theta 
Arts and Sciences
W ilbur J. M cM ullen
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Mechanical Engineering 
BASTROP




J U N I O R S
J U N I O R S
M anuel  N avarro
Sugar Agriculture 
MANILA, P. I.
L ucy M ercer
Alpha Delta Pi 
Journalism 
TAYLORTOWN
Ira D. M eredith
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Arts and Sciences 
GRAYSON
Ernest J. M illet
Agriculture
LAPLACE
Frank  M. M illiken
Geolog})
CROWLEY
V irginia M organ
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
R u th  M ullins
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
D orothy M unson
Kappa Delta 
Arts and Sciences 
CHENEYVILLE
M ildred M urphy
Delta Zeta 
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
R ichard J. M urphy
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Arts and Sciences 
RAYVILLE
O dessa N eck
Home Economics 
MARKSVILLE
Eth el  M eek
Alpha Delta Pi 
Music
SHREVEPORT
W . B. N eill
Theta Kappa Nu 
Geology 
WINNFIELD
G uy  W . N esom
Theta Kappa Nu 
Arts and Sciences 
TICKFAW
H oward N etterville
Arts and Sciences
ST. JO SEPH
P hilip J. N eubig
Electrical Engineering 
PLAQUEMINE
J. T. O rrick
Pi Alpha Omega 
Electrical Engineering 
RAYVILLE






B invete G. Paranpan
Sugar Agriculture 
HORTO, P. I.
Edmond E .  P a v y
Arts and Sciences 
OPELOUSAS




Jessie M. P iper
Electrical Engineering 
SUNNY HILL
Y etta P ressburg
Sigma Delta Tau 
Arts and Sciences 
OPELOUSAS
J U N I O R S
G eorge C. P urvis
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Arts and Sciences 
RAYVILLE
Edgar A . R achal
Theta Kappa Alpha 
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
M. L iddell R andolph
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Civil Engineering 
BAYOU GOULA
H oward R. R atcliff
Kappa Sigma 
Arts and Sciences 
SHREVEPORT




Alpha Chi Omega 
Arts and Sciences 
COVINGTON




A grippa G. R oberts
Sigma Nu 
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
W illiam H. R obbins
Arts and Sciences 
ANGIE
James B. R obertson
Pi Alpha Omega 
Arts and Sciences
FORDOCHE
A rchie E. R obinson
Alpha Gamma Rho 
Agriculture 
BATON ROUGE
Benito O. R oces
Chemical Engineering 
HORTO, P . I.
J U N I O R S
J U N I O R S




A l l ie  H o w a r d  R o m a in e
Electrical Engineering 
NEW ORLEANS
J a m e s  W .  S a x o n
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Journalism
HAMMOND
U r b a n  H . S e a l y
Sigma Chi 
Arts and Sciences 
NEW IBERIA
J a m e s  T. S h e l l
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Arts and Sciences
BASTROP
J o h n  A l e x a n d e r  S m il e y
Agriculture 
BATON ROUGE
A l l e n  K . S m it h
Theta Kappa Alpha 
Agriculture 
NEW ROADS
J o h n  L a u r e n c e  S m it h
Agriculture
BOYCE
Iv y  B . S o r r e l l s
Kappa Gamma Psi 
Arts and Sciences
GRAYSON
B oyd  J o s e p h  S m it h
Phi Delta Sigma 
Petroleum Engineering
BATON ROUCE
C a r l o s  G. S p a h t
Theta Kappa Nu 
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
W. Ir v in g  S p e n c e r
Theta Kappa Nu 
Arts and Sciences 
NEW IBERIA
J U N I O R S
G enevieve Stacey
Alpha Delta Pi
Arts and Sciences 
CURTIS
M rs. V ashti R. Stopher
Kappa Delta 




Arts and Sciences 
TALLAPOOSA, GA.
John  C. Stump
Theta Kappa Nu 
Electrical Engineering 
NEW ORLEANS








Sigma Delta Tau 
Journalism 
VICKSBURG, MISS.
K atherine T erwilliger
Alpha Delta Pi 
Arts and Sciences 
SHREVEPORT
A vonia G en U mbarger
Arts and Sciences 
SHREVEPORT
V erna M arie V ignes
Kappa Delta 
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Ed. D ickinson W appler




Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
John  E lliot W ebb




Arts and Sciences 
NEW ORLEANS
A lice Isabel W ells
Arts and Sciences 
NEW ORLEANS
M atthew  A . W hite
Sugar Engineering 
CHAMBERLIN




L eslie R. W illson
Sigma Chi 
Arts and Sciences 
ALEXANDRIA
Edith M ay W right
Alpha Delta Pi 
Arts and Sciences 
CROWLEY
C larence L. Y ancey
Theta Kappa Beta 
Journalism 
SICILY ISLAND




Louis G eorge Z elenka
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Electrical Engineering 
HOUMA
J U N I O R S
S O P H O M O R E S
“ Your name map flaunt a titled trail, 
Proud as a cockerel's rainbow tail. 
A n d  mine as brief appendix wear 
A s Tam-O-Shanter’s luckless mare; 
Today, old friend, remember still.
That /  am Joe and you are Bill.”
— OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES
S O P H O M O R E S
M athilde A bramson
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Samuel A bramson
Arts and Sciences 
SHREVEPORT
M argaret A by
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
G ussie A lford
Home Economics 
WARNERTON
James Joseph A lleman
Electrical Engineering 
CHURCH POINT
W ille Bert A ndrews
Arts and Sciences 
FARMERVILLE
P hilip J. A rceneaux
Geology 
SU LPH U R MINE
M ilton P hilip A rculeer
Civil Engineering 
NEW ORLEANS
Seaborn R ay A ycock
Agriculture
LISBON
John  Joseph Baker
Electrical EngineeringBATON 
R O UGE
A g r icu ltu re
BATON ROUGE
A lice E.Causey
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Belle R.Causey
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
C harles R ay Corkern
Electrical Engineering 
FRANKLINTON
E mily Stevens Cotton
Engineering 
JACKSON, MISS.
L eroy D aughenbaugh
Civil Engineering
HOLMWOOD
G leen A . D enham
Civil Engineering
BATON ROUGE
G eorge T. D ixon
Mechanical Engineering 
GRAND CAVE
James R ussell D oiron
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
G eorge B. D orr
Arts and Sciences 
CROWLEY






James T. Compton, Jr.
Mechanical Engineering 
ALEXANDRIA
M arcus Edward Cooper
Arts and Sciences 
RAYVILLE
S O P H O M O R E S






R obert W . Cockrell
Engineering
SELLERS
S O P H O M O R E S
Beulah  A nn a  D u n n





W ilkins E lliott
Teachers College 
PINE PRAIRIE
James Frank E llis
Geolog})
SU LPH U R
Landys M . E llzey
Teachers College 
NEW ORLEANS
John  A drian Esnard
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
D avid Falkenheimer 
Arts and Sciences 
VIDALIA
John  L. Favaloro

















R ichard L. Fortenberry
Agriculture
MERRYVILLE
S O P H O M O R E S  
W aldene E. Fremaux
Arts and Sciences 
VINTON
M ary I. Frew
Arts and Sciences 
MELVILLE
H enry M. Furman
Arts and Sciences 
SHREVEPORT





C harles E. G ill
Chemical Engineering
MONROE
A ddison K ennon  G off
Arts and Sciences 
VICKSBURG, MISS.
W illiam A . G oudeau
Arts and Sciences 
MELVILLE
E dgar H. G reene
Agriculture 
JUNCTION CITY, ARK.
M. R agan G reene
Arts and Sciences 
HICO
M ary E lizabeth G roves
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
John  R. H aas
Chemical Engineering
MADISONVILLE
J. R oy H aase
Civil Engineering 
BATON ROUGE
L ilah H abig
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
S O P H O M O R E S  
G eorge S. H am
Engineering 
BATON ROUGE
W illiam Edgar H armon
Engineering 
MEMPHIS, TENN.
A lba E. H arp
Arts and Sciences
ALEXANDRIA
M arguerite A gnes H art
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
G oldie Lee H ause
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
E lizbeth L. H awkins
Music
MEMPHIS, TENN.
M amie H eard
Music
MONROE
H erbert Frank H empen
Engineering
ALEXANDRIA
J. H arry H enderson
Arts and Sciences 
BOYCE
M axw ell H enderson
Arts and Sciences 
BENTON
W illiam Frederick H errin
Arts and Sciences 
BUSH
G ordon E. H ester
Agriculture
CHOUDRANT
Ben Smith H ickman
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
E lizabeth M. H ochenedel
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
S O P H O M O R E S
A ndrew B. H oipkemeier
Electrical Engineering 
BELCHER
Carrie Belle H ollins
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Samuel H. H ouston
Arts and Sciences 
MANDEVILLE
D udley S. H owell
Engineering 
JACKSON, MISS.
H erbert L. Ingalls
Electrical Engineering 
DE RIDDER
M ildred L. Jackson
Arts and Sciences 
BASTROP
L. Jarreau
Arts and Sciences 
OSCAR
Lamar Jones
Arts and Sciences 
GARYVILLE
Lyman Louis Jones
Arts and Sciences 
HAMMOND
Byron R. K antrow
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Edwin W illiam K elsey
Electrical Engineering 
STEELTON, PA.
D un can  S. K emp
Pre-Law
AMITE
R alph Edwin K ing
Engineering 
COTTON VALLEY
E lmer L. K oup
Engineering 
ENHANT, PA.
S O P H O M O R E S
A ugust L ee LaCour




b a t o n  r o u g e
Louis O liver Lane
Forestry)
BOGALUSA
C harles F. L earner
Civil Engineering 
BATON ROUGE
R oy L illey
Electrical Engineering 
MERRYVILLE
James W alter L ipscomb
Electrical Engineering 
ZACHARY
D aisy L ee Long
Home Economics 
LOTTIE
Silvain R obert Loupe
Arts and Sciences 
W HITE HALL
W illie P erkins M atthews
Forestry
DARLINGTON
R. R oy M cCarty
Petroleum Engineering 
SIKES
D orothy D ix M cClendon
Home Economics 
b a t o n  ROUGE
G rady A . M cD uff
Geology
w in n s b o r o
Louis D an M cG ehee
Arts and Sciences 
PICAYUNE, MISS.
D onald M cK ellar
Forestry
ELIZABETH
T heo N ewton M cM ullan
Electrical Engineering 
SILAS BROWN, MISS.
M abel M cN abb
Music
BUNKIE
T . Scott M cV ea
Agriculture
ZACHARY
R aoul Louis M enville
Chemical Engineering 
BATON ROUGE
John  H enry M etternich
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
Franklin  L. M iller
Mechanical Engineering 
SWARTZ
M argaret M ary M illiken
Arts and Sciences 
PIONEER
John  D. M izelle
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
E llen M ontgomery
Music
BASTROP
James Barton M organ
Arts and Sciences 
SHREVEPORT
Steward A. M usselwhite
Agriculture
KILBOURNE






Jesse C laude N olen
Arts and Sciences 
OAK RIDGE
S O P H O M O R E S
G ranville O ber
Arts and Sciences 
MONROE




Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
E unice Patterson
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE






Ewell M artin P lauche
Arts and Sciences
PLAUCHEVILLE
L. Barbee P onder
Arts and Sciences 
AMITE
H arry W . Pope
Agriculture
ANGIE
W illiam D ante Postell
Geology
BATON ROUGE
H omer R eeves Potter
Arts and Sciences 
LAKE CHARLES
Brunette Powers
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
L eona M arie Preis
Arts and Sciences
WATERPROOF
E lizabeth H. P ugh
Arts and Sciences
PLAQUEMINE





T homas E. Q uillm an , Jr.
Journalism 
BENTON, ILL.
W illiam Q uearnes R ankin
Sugar Engineering 
GULFPORT, MISS.
Pansy Jewell R eagan
Arts and Sciences 
WINNSBORO
John  C harles R enfroe
Electrical Engineering
SAN DIEGO, CAL.
W lliam R. R edfield
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
W illie S. R ichardson
Engineering
BOGALUSA
H enry M. R ightor
Journalism 
NEW ORLEANS






Paul  L. R istroph
Electrical Engineering 
ST. FRANCISVILLE




Arts and Sciences 
VICKSBURG, MISS.
O live Lydia R oberts
Teachers College 
PINE GROVE
S O P H O M O R E S
S O P H O M O R E S
Lawrence D evall R obertson
Arts and Sciences 
MELVILLE
Carl C. R obinson
Arts and Sciences 
HAYNESVILLE
Louis G ordon R obinson
Arts and Sciences 
BASTROP




Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE













Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
W ilson Sholfield
Arts and Sciences 
b a t o n  r o u g e
R obert Edward Schexnailder
Chemical Engineering 
SELLERS
Frederick H all Scheider
Arts and Sciences 
LAKE PROVIDENCE
A lton F. Seale
Electrical Engineering 
BOGALUSA
S O P H O M O R E S  
H ubert M. Sims
Arts and Sciences
MER ROUGE
A ndrew R. Singleton
Arts and Sciences 
ANGOLA










Arts and Sciences 
ALEXANDRIA






O liver P. Stockwell
Electrical Engineering 
BATON ROUGE
W illis A . T ait
Arts and Sciences 
LISBON
C laude L. T arver
Forestry 
SICILY ISLAND
James E. T ate
Arts and Sciences 
HERMAN
S O P H O M O R E S  
James S. T atum
Arts and Sciences 
GASTORIA, N. C.
R obert Powell T aylor
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
A n n a  Belle T homas
Music
BATON ROUGE
Charles E lliott T hompson
Arts and Sciences 
MONROE
M yrta T  hompson
Arts and Sciences 
BATON ROUGE
H. Sherrod T owns
Music
UNION CHURCH, MISS.
V esta Louise T ravis
Teachers College 
KENTWOOD
Selma R osalie U titz
Arts and Sciences 
LAKE CHARLES






E lbert M arshall W atkins
Music
WELSH
S O P H O M O R E S
M ary W ebb
Journalism 
BATON ROUGE
V irginia A delaide W ells
Teachers College 
BATON ROUGE
Travis A drian W hite
Arts and Sciences 
SHREVEPORT
E lizabeth W ildes
Arts and Sciences 
SHREVEPORT
D orothy W illiams
Arts and Sciences 
WEST MONROE
W . T. W oodward
Arts and Sciences
WACO, TEXAS
O scar L emmie W right
Agriculture
HARRISONBURG
M artha W yly
Arts and Sciences 
l a k e  p r o v id e n c e
D onald G. Z ink
Sugar Engineering 
CHENAL
F R E S H M E N

F R E S H M E N
M arguerite A bney
ABITA SPRINGS
M arjorie A braham
BATON ROUGE
W illiam P. A dams
BATON ROUGE
R osemary A lexander
OAKDALE




K atherine A rmstrong
BATON ROUGE




















Joe H enry Baynard
BATON ROUGE























John  G. Brooks
SHREVEPORT
L eonce J. Broussard
WEEKS ISLAND
Paul  B. Brown
OAKDALE
Sales A . Browning
COTTON VALLEY




H erman M. Busch
SU LPH U R MINES
H arold C. B utler
VIVIAN
W . S. Calloway
DOWNSVILLE
K irby E. Campbell
PINE PRAIRIE
R oseal C. Carruth
PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS




F R E S H M E N
L loyd Cason
ZACHARY
W esley C hambers
BATON ROUGE




H oward A . Clayton
JONESBORO




E lliot D. Coleman
WATERPROOF
W illiam A . Connelly
BATON ROUGE
L inton C. Cooper
BATON ROUGE




W alter D. Curtis
FOREST
A lbert F. D avid
CHURCH POINT
M ary G ordon D avidson
ST. FRANCISVILLE
M arjorie D eLaune
NAPOLEONVILLE




Louis E. D esobry
MORGAN CITY
John  D eG iglio
LAKE CHARLES
F. A . D on nadieu
REMY
F R E S H M E N
W illie C. D oughty
FELIXVILLE
C lara Belle D ownes
LAKE CHARLES




M eade J. D ugas
THIBODAUX
W ilfred P. D uplessis
GEISMAR
Forrest V. D urand
DENHAM SPRINGS
W . R andolph Earnest
HOUMA








C harles S. Field
CENTERVILLE
P earl D. Fife
HOPE VILLA














F R E S H M E N  
L. C. Fowler
COUSHATTA




T homas L. Gaddis
MARTHAVILLE
T homas S. G andy
BATON ROUGE
G uy  C. G arrison
BATON ROUGE
M adge G arrison
KILN, MISS.
Benjamin D. G ibbens 
h o p e  v il l a
D urbin J. G ibbens
HOPE VILLA
D enzell L. G ill
LEESVILLE
Edward R. G ill
JENNINGS
H enry C. G illen
CAMPTI
A lbert G oldsmith
SHREVEPORT
Joe W . G oodson
OAKDALE
E llanora G orham
LAKE CHARLES
M ary Jane G orham
LAKE CHARLES
C harles G oudeau
BATON ROUGE
H arold W . G ourgues
THIBODAUX
M arjorie G race
PLAQUEMINE
L ucille G raham
MAGNOLIA
Erica G reen
n e w  IBERIA
F R E S H M E N






W illiam M. H all
ABBEVILLE
C harles W . H anagriff
CENTERVILLE
H an n ah  N ickel
CENTERVILLE, MISS.
Jay F. H arbert
JENNINGS
H umphrey H ardy
LECOMPTE
M iriam H armon
CHURCH POINT
John  H arper
DOWNSVILLE
Louis W . H arrell
BATON ROUGE
G arland W . H arris
CARRIERE, MISS.




E mile L. H ebert
NEW ORLEANS
H iram E. H ebert
PLAQUEMINE
O mer J. H ebert
PLAQUEMINE
Carl E. H eck
PORT ALLEN
Sanford T. H erthum
BATON ROUGE
C. A . H ebert
ST. GABRIEL
P hil H icky
FORREST CITY, ARK.
F R E S H M E N
L emuel W . H iggins
MC DONOGHVILLE
Ernest S. H ill
MONROE
E lizabeth H odge 
r a y v il l e
A lfred H oipkemeier
BELCHER




James L. H olmes
CALHOUN
John  T. H ood
WELSH
G us L. H oyt
CHENEYV1LLE
F.dwin L. H u n t
ZACHARY










Ben T . Johnston
SHREVEPORT
John  P. Jones
RINGGOLD
W ade H. Jones







F R E S H M E N
M orris A . K aufman
NEWELLTON
R obert F. K earney
NEW ROADS
Lovic D illon K endrick
HAYNESVILLE
M ary Frank K endrick
JENA
N aomi K ennard
BATON ROUGE
Inez  K ennedy
LAKE CHARLES
Carrol A ndrew K ent
WOODLAND
K atherine K ilbourne
WAKEFIELD
John  W . K ing
COLUMBIA
Ju n e  K irkland
PLAQUEMINE
M rs. W . A . K leinert
NORWOOD
A ugusta K rause
SICILY ISLAND
Earl Paul  K rumbholz
EAST POINT






Edwin R uffin  Lambert
SHREVEPORT
G eorge Bernard Lambert
ST. ROSE
L indsey E. Landreneau
MAMOU




F R E S H M E N








M ary Sue L eBlanc
BATON ROUGE
A lbert Sidney Lee
MAGNOLIA, MISS.
W illiam Burch Lee, Jr.
SHREVEPORT
G enevieve L ee
BATON ROUGE
N annie M ae L ee
OAK GROVE
M argaret L eSage
BATON ROUGE
C harles Edward Lewis
MERAIRIE RIDGE
James F. L ewis
ALEXANDRIA
M arvin N eal L ipp
OAK GROVE














James B. L uker
ALEXANDRIA
Mr
F R E S H M E N
R osa Lynch
SHREVEPORT
Pauline  M aas
BATON ROUCE
C harles Lorimer Lackey
VIVIAN
V ernon C laude M arsolan
COVINGTON
Julian A lgernon M artin
GIBSLAND
Paul  C. M arx
CROWLEY
John  C laiborne M ason
CALHOUN
E lbert R ichard M atthews
TROY




C harles L. M ayer
BATON ROUCE
D oris E. M cD aniel
OSYKA, MISS.
A llen Burton M cD onald
OIL CITY
James M cG uirt
SHREVEPORT
M argaret M cInnis
BATON ROUGE
K enneth  H. M cLaughlin
BATON ROUGE
T heodore H. M cN eely
COLFAX
T essie M cN eese
ANGIE
Bena M cV ea
BATON ROUGE
A da M cW illiams
MONROE
L inda M ercer
TAYLORTOWN
M orton M. M eredith
COLUMBIA
D avid Franklin M iller
WATERPROOF
H olio H enry M iller
SHREVEPORT




M ay Cecile M ire
HOUMA
Fred Louis M istrot
EL DORADO
E lizabeth M itchell
BATON ROUCE
R obert Edward M ixon
BATON ROUCE
R u th  E lizabeth M ixon
AMITE
D orothy M offett
SELMA
C harles Joseph M ontgomery
KAPLAN
D arrow H. M oore
JONESBORO




M adge M oran
BATON ROUCE
John D efoe M orein
OAKDALE
L ucia M organ
BATON ROUCE






F R E S H M E N
F R E S H M E N
D alton L. M yrick
RINGGOLD
Jimmie Sam uel N acol
EUNICE




R u t h  N eely
BATON ROUGE
R aymond T homas N elson
HOMER
C hristeen N ewman
OSYKA, MISS.
R udolph Sessions N ewman
MC COMB, MISS.
Earl D avis N olan
OAK RIDGE
N ettie L ee N orsworthy
COLLINSTON
Earle Lamar N orton
BATON ROUGE
N elda Evelyn N orton
BATON ROUGE
H elen O ber
SHREVEPORT
A nnie M aud O ’Bryan
SU LPH U R MINE
Patrick O linde
JARREAU
M artina O ’Q u in n
COLFAX
Edward B. O rchard
SLAGLE
Frances M yra O sgood
DENHAM SPRINGS
M ilo T oombe Palmer
MINDEN




F R E S H M E N
G eorge N orman Parker
GRAND CAVE






V ivian M arie P ellerin 
b a t o n  r o u g e
M artha Inez  P epper
JUNCTION CITY
L loyd Preston Perrin
KAPLAN




T helma P itre
WESTWEGO
Paul  Everett Postell 
b a t o n  r o u g e
Joel M. P ressburg 
b a t o n  r o u g e
W alter A . R eeves
LAKE CHARLES
Beverly R eiley 
b a t o n  r o u g e
W altice Lemuel R hodes
GRAND CAVE
H owell D ouglas R itter
MANY
A lice Louise R obert
SLIDELL
C hristy Ellis R oberts
KELLY
Jewel W esley R obertson
BATON ROUGE
E ugene Jackson R obinson
WELSH




F R E S H M E N
V an  D aniel R obinson
GILBERT
James Ira R oby
LECOMPTE
James Cooper R olfe
OAK RIDGE
R aoul Simon R osenthal
DALLAS, TEXAS
Jennie Lee R oss
BATON ROUGE
V irginia R ucker
BATON ROUGE




M ary Catherine Sassone
OSYKA, MISS.
R alph P. Saxon
HAMMOND 











H enry Ferdinand Sirgo
NEW ORLEANS
H elen Evelyn Slowey
GARYVILLE
Francis A udley Smith
NEW ROADS
H adley Sidney Smith
BATON ROUGE
H erman Joseph Solda
IRVINGTON, N. J .
L eona Spaht
BATON ROUGE
F R E S H M E N  
E. B. Spiller
FRANKLIN
A lbert Joseph St . D izier
LAKE CHARLES
Ivy H oward Sternberger 
b a t o n  r o u g e
E lizabeth Stewart 









R alph M erle T aggart
LAKE CHARLES
M arion Jo T homas
SHREVEPORT
L eo T hompson 
b a t o n  r o u g e
C hester B. T hibodeaux
BREAUX BRIDGE
W ilfred John  T inney 
b o u t t e
A ndrew S. T omb
JACKSON
Louis B. T renchard
NEW ORLEANS
R ichard Perry T ubbs
BERNICE
James W . T ucker 
b a t o n  r o u g e
John  Curtis T ucker
GILBERT
L ula  Edna T ucker
ZACHARY
John  Scott U nderwood 
b a t o n  r o u g e
W illis R ay V allot
YOUNGSVILLE
F R E S H M E N
C harles Edward V awter
MC COMB
Edward Iz z y  W alker
H U LL, TEXAS
V ergil W . W alker
PICAYUNE, MISS.




Edwin M cFadden W atkins
WEST MONROE
E lson Lafayette W atson
ROSELAND
M ae A lice W hite
BAKER
L ucille W hiteheat
ZACHARY
R oy L ee W hittington
MC COMB, MISS.
H ubert G ervais W illiams
BATON ROUGE
C harles W . W ilson
WALLS
E ustis D u Cote W ilson
COLFAX
M illard R eid W ilson
SHREVEPORT
John  H enry W ise
WOODWORTH
Sadie Louise W itt
GREENVILLE, MISS.
R u t h  W ren
VIVIAN
A da Caroline W yatt
BAKER
















R. O. T . C. Staff
M ajor W m . E. Brougher, P. M . S. & T. and Commandant of Cadets 
Captain A. G. H utchinson , Assistant P. M . S. & T.
Captain W . L. W harton, Assistant P. M . S. & T. 
L ieutenant W . L. M itchell, Assistant P. M . S. & T. 
Sergeant Stine L. Jones 
Sergeant Fred G underson
Regimental Staff
C has. C. M a s o n ....................................................... Cadet Colonel
John  D. K i n g ....................................................... Cadet Captain
Jas. R. M cK i n l e y ................................Cadet First Lieutenant
M ajor E. J. M i l l e t ........................................Cadet Sergeant
First Battalion Staff
Bert E . D u r r e t t ...............................................................Major
Stewart E . W orley . . . .  First Lieutenant and Adjutant
Jas. R. M cK lN L E Y ...................................First Lieutenant and S. O.
Second Battalion Staff
Francis H. A l s t o n .............................................................. Major
W illiam J. W right ........................................First Lieutenant and Adjutant
Cecil B . Cooley .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . First Lieutenant and S. O.
Cadet Band
SENIORS
Joe R. H eard, Captain R. G. Stokely, First Lieut, and Chief Musician
Joe T  O rrick, First Lieutenant A lto R. Irwin, First Lieutenant
JUNIORS
Jesse S. H eard, First Sergeant
O. A llbriton E. A . G ueymard I. Sorrells, Sergeant
P. G. Borron, Jr. C. F. L earner, Sergeant R. J. V ial, Sergeant
A be Berenson E. A . Rachal R. V . W ilkinson
S O P H O M O R E S
J. A lleman, Corporal M. C hesson L. L. Jones C. E. Smith , Corporal
P. J. Berton T . R. Flower, Corporal J. B. Landry E. J. Spears
J. S. Bevill, Corporal D. S. H owell J. L. M cFerren J. M. W alker
H. P. Browning, Corporal H. L. Ingall, Corporal T. N. M cM ullen 
S. A bramson FR E SH M E N  C. E. L ewis
A . E. Breaux J. D eG iglio M. N. H armon E. L. H unt James L ewis
A . F. D avid K. C. Forbes S. T . H erthum  E. P. K rumbholz J. T . M ay
F. M. D ecuir B. D. Frank J. T . H ood M. N. L ipp R. T. N elson
D urrett G ilbert N eal
Company " A "
SEN IORS
B. E. DuRRETT, Major and Company Commander 
G. K. G ilbert, First L ieutenant H .W . PAGE, Second Lieutenant
J. P. N eal, First Lieutenant D. J. D aigle
R. A . H olcombe, Second Lieutenant J. W . Stout
JUNIORS
B. E. P erkins, First Sergeant
F. R. Foster, Supply Sergeant W . S. D yson, Sergeant
E. A . Brown, Plat. Sergeant W . B. N eill, Sergeant
J. E. Brown, Plat. Sergeant W . A . R eeves
S O P H O M O R E S
S. R. A ycock S. S. K ay
H. J. Banco R. L illey, Corporal
M. E. C ooper, Corporal R. R. M cCarthy
A . J. de la H aussay T. S. M cV ea, Corporal
L. H. D yson, Corporal L. B. P onder, Corporal
A . D. F itzgerald G.C. P urvis, Corporal
M. R. G reen, Corporal W . F. Sasser, Corporal
H. L. H eflin A . Seale, Corporal
J. A . H endrix, Corporal J. S. T atum
P. R. Johnson W . A . W hite, Corporal
N. N. Jones O. L. W right
W . G. H igginbotham R. D. Y oung
F R E S H M E N
W . W . A nderson C. F. C lark J. A . M artin
F. V . A tkins G. A . D eW olf R. E. M ixon
J. T . Bacque P. D oyle D. H. M oore
J. J. Bailey L. Fontenot D. L. M yrick
C. Baldridge B. D. G ibbons H. G. N ordyke
W . O. Barclay D. L. G ill T . D. O dom
H. B. Bliss H. G reen L. P. P errin
C. W . Bond J. R. H ass A . P. R abun
P. B. Brown E. H ebert C. E. R oden
O. W . C osby O. H oke I. E. Sternberger
C. T . C askey F. J. Johnson J. C. T ucker
L. D. C ason W . H. Jones F. W . Y awn
SENIORS
J. A . C hauvin, Captain and Company Commander 
C. C. D abadie, First Lieutenant H. A . H uesman
W . M. P rescott, First Lieutenant M. Israel
K. A. K e s t ENBAUM, Second Lieutenant A. R. M o r n h in v e g
B. A. T ower, Second Lieutenant R. B. R eed
JUNIORS
I. D. M eredith, First Sergeant 
U. H. Sealy, Sup. Sergeant
R. A. C rain, Plat. Sergeant J- A. Smiley, Sergeant
E. E. P a v y , Plat. Sergeant J- H. PETERS, Sergeant
L. G. Z elenka, Sergeant J. Lamendila
S O P H O M O R E S
S. S. A rrichi W. E. H armon, Corporal J. B. M organ
E. L. Blanchard, Corporal A. B. H oipkemeier, Corporal F. B. Stinson 
C. R. C orkern, Corporal J. E. Johnston, Corporal M. W richt 
U. C ormier, Corporal R- E. K ing J. B. Y oung
E. L. C reel C. F. M cCarroll E. A . Z achary, Corporal
F. F. D upre, Corporal G. M cD uff D. C. Z inc
E. H. Edwards W . P. M atthews, Corporal W . A . W ilson
S. W . G remillion A . J. M ayeaux
FR E SH M E N
T. C. A nderson A . G raham B. O. M orrison
A . B. Barron J- F. H arbert G. C. M ilford
J. R. Bethard E. E. Johnson J. S. N acol
E. N. Blaize B. T. Johnston M. P. N eilson
J. G. Brooks G. B. Lambert E. J. R obinson
S. A . Browning H. Landis F. L. R odrigue
A . J. Burns C. P L ipscomb J. P. Smith
L. J. Broussard A . B. M cD onald W . Stringfield
M. A . C hampagne J. M cG uirt C. J. Sullivan
W. D. C urtis G. P. M aillet E. M. W atkins
F. V. D urand H. H. M iller G. A. W elman
J. P. Fraim I. M iller A. H. W illiams




R. C. A lley, Captain and Company Commander 
F. H. Fenn , First Lieutenant A. H. G ay M. H. R eese, First Lieutena
JUNIORS
A. S. M cK ean, First Sergeant 
A . E. R obinson, Sup. Sergeant
H. C. L ovett, Plat. Sergeant A. A. Breeden
D. E. Becnel, Plat. Sergeant J. N. D elaune
D. S. H enry, Sergeant E. J. M illet, Sergeant Major
W. C. M arshall, Sergeant T. J. B urnett, Sergeant
L. R. W illson, Sergeant
S O P H O M O R E S
R. D. Blanchard, Corporal  G. T. E nsley J. H. M etternich
J. Blanton C. E. G ill, Corporal M. G. M unson
L. P. Brown, Corporal E. H. G reene, Corporal C. K. O akes, Corporal
M. S. C omeaux L. L. H arp F. D. R ichardson
J. T . C ompton, Corporal J. H. H enderson, Corporal  J. Saurage
T . T . C onger S. H. H ouston, Corporal W . P. Skofield
A. E. D ucote L. C. Locan, Corporal O. P. StockweLL, Corporal
M. P. D orsey, Corporal A. M cK ellar E. J. W helan
L. C. D utsch
FR E S H M E N
W . H. Becker A. P. H ans P. C. J. M arx M. R obinson
C. S. Bergeron C. A. H ebert I. F. M iller J. V. R obinson
C. P. Bourn J. L. H arper S. B. M inturn V. D. R obinson
H. M. Brown A. E. H ickman I. I . M istrot I. C. R olfe
L. M. C alhoun E. S. H ill H. B. M ayeux L. E. Sollbercer
R. E. C hampagne A. H oipkemeier E. F. N orton V. W . Smith
R. L. D avis W . M. L arkin E. B. O rchard R. P. T ubbs
W . R. Earnest W . B. L ee E. L. P eebles E. L. W atson
C. S. F ield L. A. Lamasson T . R amsey B. W ef.kley
A. W. Fontenot
G r e v e n b u r g  S a m s o n  N o r r is
SENIORS
H. J. G revenburg, Captain and Company Commander
C. H. Norris, First Lieutenant R. E. G ahacan
R. F. Samson, First Lieutenant M. A . P hillips
C. L. H ill, Second Lieutenant F. L. P rice
JUNIORS
L. Elliott, First Sergeant 
C. W . A by, Sup. Sergeant
B. F. Babers, Plat. Sergeant J- C. Bice, Plat. Sergeant
T. H. D owney, Color Sergeant P. L. L acarde
H. K essler, Color Sergeant D. O. M artin
H. A. L afargue, Sergeant F. E. W heelis
E. D. W a p p l e r , Sergeant W. C. W ood, Sergeant
SO P H O M O R E S
D. H. Bond H. F. H empen H. R. P otter
A . A . Browne M. H enderson P. L. R istroph
R. A . C offin E. W . K elsey F. H. Schneider, Corporal
G. T . D ixon J- B. M cG raw, Corporal E. J. Songy, Corporal
W . O. Ferguson J- D. M ay M. O. Smith
W . J. Foley, Corporal F. M iller, Corporal C. L. T arver
R. L. Fontenberry, Corporal I. D. M izell, Corporal I. E. T ate
A . K. G off, Corporal H. W . P ope E. L. K oup, Corporal
FR E SH M E N
R. J. A dams G. O. Coignet T. S. G andy J. M urov
W . P. A dams W . N. D arwin G. W . H arris J. A . N elson
J. H. Bankston E. D. D elaune M. Jouett W . J. P arent
D. A . Braud W . C. D oughty R. D. Jouett E. J. R ougeou
O. E. Brock W . P. D uplessis L. E. L andreneau T. H. R ugg
H. C. B utler W . Elliott S. J. L oeb C. P. R utledge
K. E. C ampbell W . K. Evans K. H. M cLaughlin M. R. W ilson
W . W . C arter A . E. F incher                   C. J. M ontgomery
Company " D ”
SEN IORS
C. R. R oberts, Captain and Company Commander 
L. A . Bailey, First Lieutenant E. T . M onsour, Second Lieutenant
L. J. C astagnos, First Lieutenant J. H. Bordelon
A . L. D upont, Second Lieutenant T . J. D avidson
M. C. R eeves
JUNIORS
G. W . N esom, First Sergeant 
R. L. D acey, Sup. Sergeant
C. C. Sessions, Plat, Sergeant R . W . G reene, Plat. Sergeant
E. B. L ouden P. S. H otard, Sergeant
R. C. A llen O. J. R oberthon, Sergeant
A . H. R oumaine, Sergeant
H. L. Brandt, Corporal 
E. G. C ailleteau 
G. I. C ambre, Corporal 
J. M. Carville, Corporal 
R. C ushm an , Corporal 
J. H. D upont, Corporal 
P. East 
M. Evans
S O P H O M O R E S  
L. L. Fair
B. R. G arrison, Corporal 
W . F. H errin, Corporal 
R. J. L aurent
C. E. LeJeune
R. L. M enville, Corporal 
T . B. M cK eethen
S. R. Laupe
S. M. R obertson, Corporal
T. E. Q uillman 
A . J. P ertuit 
W . D. P ostell
R. E. SCHEXNAILDER 
L. P. W oods 
V . A . W oods
FR E S H M E N
D. J. G ay 
R. H. Bannister 
H. H. H ardy 
O. J. H ebert 
H. E. H ebert 
M. A . Kaufman 
D. L ambert 
G. J. L eblanc
A. S. Lee
W . J. M cM ullen 
C. L. M ackey
B. F. M arx 
J. K. M oore
J. B. M orrison 
F. D. N aubic 
P. E. P ostell
J. M. P ressburg 
W . S. R ichardson 
H. D. R itter 
L. M. R atcliff 
J. W  .Robertson 
J. I. R oby 
J. J. Stovall 
R. L. W hittington 
L. H. W oodward
G. A . A lford
H. A . A lford
I. E. Bailey
R. G. Bannister
J. W . Bryant 
J. A . C arville
E. R. C offey 
A . L. D acey





F. A . A tkins, Captain and Company Commander 
W . R. R oane, First Lieutenant V . A . VACCARO, Second Lieutenant
E. E. Carriere, First Lieutenant A . H. Seibert
B. H. Bailey, Second Lieutenant W . F. SENNETTE
JUNIORS
I. E. L egendre, First Sergeant 
A . K. Smith, Sup. Sergeant
S. H. C ooper, Sergeant G. L. R andolph, Plat. Sergeant
E. H. G uillory, Sergeant W . I. Spencer
L. G. L aFeeur, Sergeant J. L. Strickland, Plat. Sergeant
M. P. A rculeer, Corporal 
C. L. Becnel, Corporal 
J. C. C ollins, Corporal 
E. J. C oncienne 
J. H. C ox
J. C. D obler, Corporal 
C. E. Fernandez
S O P H O M O R E S
T . H. G aharan, Corporal
W . G ouden
J. L. C aharan
H. S. H awthorne, Corporal
W . H. Jennings
W . H. Jennings
L. Jones
G. R. K earney, Corporal 
FR E SH M E N
L. D. K endrick 
J. W . L ipscomb 
J. M. M orris
M. S. R oberts, Corporal 
D. J. Senette
A . L. Stewart, Corporal 
R. C. T aylor
J. J. Barbay 
J. V . Bauman 
H. E. C ampbell 
W . A . C onnelly
L. E. D esobry 
A . L. D ugas
M. J. D ugas 
J. M. D uhe 
D. K. Fellows
C. M. Fondren 
H. C. G illen 
H. W . G ourcues 
W . R. G raves 
A . J. G uillet 
C. W . H anacriff 
H . J. H opper 
W . J. L anclois 
S. L anglois
J. O. Larose
V . C. M arsolan 
J. C. M ason 
G. M iller
J. D. O ’Neill
J. P ecorino
W . H. Q uine 
F. A . Smith 
S. F. Simon
M. F. Sirco 
J. C. S mith 
H. J. Solda 
H. G. Spencer 
E. B. Spiller 
C. O. L. Stroud
C. B. T HIBODEAUX




H . D ufresne, Captain and Company Commander 
J. R. H arrell, First Lieutenant C. B. C ooley, First Lieutenant
J. B. C ann , First Lieutenant I. R. B urns
J. H. Smith , Second Lieutenant W . P. Bryan
D. L. Sauls, Second Lieutenant J. C oates
JUNrORS
H. C. C aulfield, First Sergeant 
C. G. SpahT, Sup. Sergeant
S. J. A rceNEAUX, Sergeant I. D. C eorce, Plat. Sergeant
E. L. D alton, Sergeant W . R. H aight, Sergeant
R. C. D udley, Sergeant B. R. M artin, Plat. Sergeant
R. E. A rbour
P. H. A rceneaux, Corporal
D. F. Carrick
V . C ascio
H. W . C avanah
F. O. Easley, Corporal
W . C. G ray, Corporal 
J. Y . Feitel
J. H. Fox, Corporal
S O P H O M O R E S
J. A . E llis
T . J. Jewell, Corporal
G. K eller, Corporal
R. W . K eever, Corporal
S. L ambert, Corporal
H. S. Johnson
P. M ajor, Corporal 
L. D. M cG ehee, Corporal 
J. W . M cG ehee
L. A . M artin
B. A . M urr 
G. P. N aquin
C. C. R obinson, Corporal 
F. R eedy
H. M. R ichtor 
J. D. Sevier 
T . L. T riche 
D. W OGAN
FR E S H M E N
C. I. Borland 
W . H. Bryan 
W . S. C alloway 
T . B. Caulfield 
J. W . C hapman 
L. C. C ooper 
C. L. Folse 
J. C. F erguson
P. D. F ife 
W . M. H all
Y . P. H ammett 
C. M. H enderson 
L. D. K endrick
J. L. L ipscomb 
J. L ivermore
Z. L. L oflin
H. C. L yles 
G. C. M cC ormick 
W . H. M agearl 
C. L. M ayer 
R. B. M organ 
M. T . P almer 
E. J. P earce 
L. J. R ichard
L. H. R oes 
J. A . R obinson 
L. M. R oseman 
J . F.. Seale 
E. E. Saik 
A . S. T ombs 
L. B. T renchard
Company "H "
A lston M cNamara Johnson
SENIORS
F. H. A lston, Major and Company Commander 
H. W. JOHNSON, First Lieutenant C. J. G onsoulin, Second Lieutenant
H. D. M cNamara, First Lieutenant W. I. D uplessis, Second Lieutenant
A . J. A lleman J. W. L emoine A . L. Y earger
JUNIORS
J. C. Stum p , First Sergeant 
J. C. Breaux, Sup. Sergeant
W. L. A rbour, Plat. Sergeant K. A . R obichaux
G. G. Boyd, Sergeant M. J. M elancon
C. J. D avid, Sergeant E. J. O ry
R. R. G rayson, Sergeant C. L. Y ancey, Plat. Sergeant
C. M cV ea, Sergeant
SO PH O M O R E S
J. J. Baker, Corporal B. S. G raves S. A. M usselwhite G. D. Sherman
J. A. Bateman R. J- H aase L. Jarreau P. J. Sous
S. L. Campbell R. B. H enderson  C. H. Johnston C. J. T assin
J. R. D oiron, Corporal R. H aydel C. H. M illican T . J. T ate
L. D auchenbaugh, Corporal  G. E. H ester L. G. R obinson T . A. W hite
J. A. Esnard, Corporal H. M. H urst A. J. Shoup, Corporal
FR E SH M EN
J. H. Baynard C. A. Fenet E. B. M armande W. L. R hodes
I. J. Becnel S. Fertitta L. M. H iggins D. M atthews L. J. Sanchez
E. I. Blevins I. S. Flory R. B. Jennings M. J. M ayer A. J. St . D izier
H. V . Bricnac D. C. G ilbert J. P. Jones D. F. M iller R. M. T aggart
J. W. C hambers P. H ains N. F. LaG range P. O linde W. J. T inney
F. E. C ole B. J. H armon H. H. Lacobee G. N. P arker W. R. V allet
E. D. C oleman F .G .H ochenedel H. A. L anier J. M. P iper J. J. W alsh





PRECEDING any account of the changes in the coaching staff of the university, it would be appropriate to review briefly L. S. U. athletics during the past year. Of course, Gumbo history should begin with the 1927 baseball and track season, but the rather odd football year crowds out both in interest in spite 
of the track team’s winning of the Southern Conference championship.
Starting with a grid team conceded to have at least an outside chance for the 
championship, the Tigers wafted their opportunity over Mississippi hills and North 
Louisiana oil derricks near Shreveport, starting a storm that ended in what would 
have seemed at the first of the year an impossible defeat on Thanksgiving day. 
Perhaps the zephyr that culminated in the devastating Tulane game was inaugurated 
long before the season even started.
To continue our account of storms, which predominated in the athletic year, it 
will be only necessary to mention the signing of Mike Donahue as coach for an 
additional six years immediately following the Alabama game. This was swept 
off the main by the resignation of the veteran athletic director after the Tulane 
game—and a season tempered with disgruntled bickering from the legion of “ Tiger 
supporters.”
As the Christmas holidays drew near, another veteran member of the University 
coaching staff saw his connection with his beloved institution severed. Francis T. 
“ Tad” Gormley, for twelve years track coach and trainer, gave way to Major Fred 
Frey, his former pupil on the athletic teams, as mentor of the L. S. U. track 
and field squads.
Russ Cohen, captain of Vanderbilt in ’ 16, World War veteran, former Georgia 
freshman coach and later chief assistant to Wallace Wade at Alabama, was an-
C O H E N FREY ENIS
nounced as the new director of athletics and varsity football coach. Cohen came 
to the University at the opening of the year and started immediately with his assis­
tant, Ben Enis, to gather the remnants of the football squad into an efficient playing 
machine. His work will be watched with great interest, for if he succeeds he will 
have accomplished what very few coaches at L. S. U. have done.
Harry Rabenhorst, one of the most popular athletic tutors the Tigers have had, 
has made a good record with the varsity basketball and baseball teams. He will 
also serve as assistant varsity football coach, specializing with the backs.
Ben Miller and Roland C. Kizer acted as football assistants, Miller running 
the freshman team and acting as scout with Kizer. Robert Barr Todd, former 
company and reserve star, tutored the freshman line in the rudiments of forward play.
TODD M ILLER K IZE R
THE first varsity golf team ever formed at L. S. U. was sponsored in the spring of 1927 by Director of Athletics M. J. Donahue. Six L. S. U. men 
made the team that won two intercollegiate matches 
and lost a third to a brilliant Georgia Tech quartet led 
by Watts Gunn, nationally known amateur player.
Tom Dupre was captain of the team, and Robert 
Hart, III, Sam Robertson, Burgess Singletary, Carl 
Herkenrath and Walter Hilborn made up the squad.
The Tiger golfers first went to Southwestern at 
Lafayette, where they won every match. On the 
campus, playing at the Baton Rouge Golf and Country 
Club and at the Westdale Country Club, the L. S. U. 
men found real opponents in Captain Watts Gunn and 
his Georgia Tech mates. The Technicians defeated 
the Louisiana golfers in all four matches played.
Gunn and Joe Williams gave an exhibition of 
some of the most beautiful driving ever seen on the 
local courses, while the Georgia captain’s short game 
was very good. Merriman Irwin and Smith completed 
the Tech team. Southwestern closed the season by 
engaging in another losing match to L. S. U., the Purple 
putter pushers taking every round from S. L. I.’s golfers.
Varsity G o lf
F O O T B A L L
1927 Season
CAPT. GODFREY ALT. CAPT. HAYNES
1927 RESULTS
Louisiana College 0;L. S. U.....45 Miss. Aggies ...........7;L. S. U. . . 9
Southwestern . . . 0; L. S. U. . . 51 Arkansas..............28; L. S. U. . . 0
 Ole Miss................13; L.S.U. . . 7
Alabama..........0; L. S. U. . . 0 Georgia Tech........24; L. S. U. . . 0
Auburn........... 0; L. S. U. . . 9 Tulane..........13; L. S. U. . . 6
1927 SQUAD
C A P T .-E L E C T  TIN SLE Y A L T . C A P T .-E L E C T  STOVALL
1928 S C H E D U L E
Southwestern at Baton Rouge, Oct. 6. Ole Miss at Baton Rouge (Homecom- 
Louisiana College at Baton Rouge, ing), Nov. 10.
Oct. 13. Georgia at Athens, Nov. 1 7.
Mississippi Aggies at Jackson, Oct. 20. Tulane at New Orleans (Thanksgiv-
Springhill at Baton Rouge, Oct. 27. ing). Nov. 29.
Arkansas at Shreveport, Nov. 3. Alabama at Birmingham, Dec. 8.
The Bengals started the football season with very bright prospects. Hav­
ing seasoned varsity material and several stars of years gone by who still pos­
sessed a season of eligibility, along with an extra fair reserve roster, the Tigers
1928 S P R IN G  P R A C T IC E
HAYNES GREVEMBERG DURRETT MC CANN STOVALL
were spoken of as “potential champions” very frequently. As the season wore 
along, however, something happened—or rather, many things happened—and the 
“potentialites” never reached realization.
The first game of the season was played against Louisiana Tech in the Tiger 
stadium. Held scoreless for the entire first quarter, L. S. U. failed to show any 
fine prospects as an offensive team. In the last half of the game, however, Haynes 
started a drive that could not be stopped. The big back scored four touchdowns 
before he was finally taken out. Nesom, Huffman and Wilson played the best 
defensive game in the line. The final score was 44 to 0.
The first play of the second scheduled game, against Southwestern of Lafayette, 
broke the morale of the visiting Bulldogs. Percy Brown carried the ball around 
left end for 51 yards and a touchdown in the first scrimmage. A  better offense 
was shown by the Tiger backfield with Godfrey and Haynes out of the game, 
except that “ Hinkey” was sent in during the last quarter to score. The reserve 
backs played fine ball, while Stovall proved himself capable of playing varsity full­
back. McCann, Phelps, and Renfroe were outstanding backs. “ Chubby” Jones 
was the Hercules of the line. 52 to 0 was the final score, with L. S. U. credited 
with 28 first downs.
H A Y N E S  G E T S  L O O S E  A G A IN S T  L A . T E C H
JO N E S  FLOOD REN FRO E H A T C H E R  SW AN SO N
Tinsley’s great work at tackle, Mason’s brilliant punting, Huffman’s consistent 
work at center, and Godfrey’s hard tacklang, combined with fine spirit and fi»ht in 
the entire team, held a smashing Alabama eleven to a scoreless deadlock in a muddy 
quagmire in Birmingham on October 8. It was the first time that ’Bama had been 
stopped in two years, and praises for the L. S. U. players were sung far and wide.
The following Saturday a slight reaction had set in, and a fighting Auburn 
Tiger held the L. S. U. Tigers scoreless for three long quarters in the Montgomery 
game. Only Mason’s entry into the fray during the closing minutes gave the Baton 
Rouge team enough life to score a field goal and a touchdown to win, 9 to 0. Guy 
Nesom’s boot from the 30 yard line coupled with Godfrey’s 40 yard perfect pass 
to Haynes and the latter’s added dash of 20 yards to score were the only bright 
lights of the game. Auburn’s defense was more than tenacious; it was binding.
L. S. U. nosed out the Mississippi Aggies in their game at the State Fair in 
Jackson. The contest was fought bitterly, but the Tigers let down in the last few 
minutes and were almost beaten. A  short pass from Godfrey to Percy Brown, who 
ran 50 yards for a touchdown, was the outstanding play of the game. Freeman’s work 
was notable, too, as he snatched an Aggie pass to place the ball in position for
IN  C O U N C IL— T U L A N E — 1927
H U F F M A N  B A B E R S  NESO M  P H E L P S
another of Guy Nesom’s beautiful field goals. This one decided the game, as the 
Mississippians scored in the last quarter, and were very close to making another 
touchdown as the final whistle blew with the count 9 to 7.
It was a benumbed throng of L. S. U. followers who witnessed a stale Tiger 
team allow the Arkansas Razorbacks to score four touchdowns over them during 
the Fair game at Shreveport. That game has been described as “weird and bewil­
dering.” Tinsley and the other varsity men were completely off form. Alston 
played the best Tiger backfield game, while it remained to “ Chubby” Jones, Austin 
Akin, Frank Ellis and Martin Flood of the reserve line to stop Cole and the other 
Razorback ball carriers.
The center of the L. S. U. line cracked against Ole Miss, and the Blue 
eleven completely outclassed the Tigers in every phase of the game to win, 13 to 7. 
It was Cohen and Wilcox through the center of the L. S. U. line, and the Tigers 
were lucky to hold the score as low as they did. Haynes made the lone Bengal 
touchdown. Tinsley and Weaver starred for L. S. U., the former picking up a 
fumble to bring it 65 yards nearer the enemy’s goal so that Hayne scould take 
it over.
U P  A N D  O V E R — L .  S . U . 9 ; M IS S .  A . & M. 7
WEAVER WILSON MORGAN ELLIS VINEYARD
Georgia Tech gave the L. S. U. players their third defeat of the season. After 
holding the second Tech team to three points in the first half, the Louisianans found 
themselves overpowered in the third quarter by the varsity Tornado. Tinsley was 
put out of the game for the rest of the year with a broken leg. Godfrey’s fierce 
tackling was one of the redeeming elements of the Tiger play.
Playing the last game of the year, against Tulane, without several of their 
varsity regulars, the Tigers went down to a 13 to 6 defeat before the superior pass 
attack of the Green Wave. The running of Banker and McCarroll and the passing 
of Baumbach gave the Tulanians their scoring punch, while Captain Pat Browne 
wound up his career against the Tigers with a wonderful all-’round game. Vineyard 
and Nesom played best in the Tiger line, with “ Chubby” Jones brilliant during the 
time he was in the game. All of the scoring was done in the first half. L. S. U. 
was stopped twice within several yards of their enemy’s last white line only by the 
great work of Pat Browne. Approximately 15,000 people witnessed the game.
From a list of more than a hundred candidates reporting last September to 
Coaches Ben Miller and Robert Todd for the freshman football team, the number 
was soon cut down to scarcely more than two teams. Though they lost one game 
during the year, the Frosh had a lot of drive and pep, and a number of their players 
are rather sure to win places on the 1928 varsity.
The season opened against the Pcplarville Aggies in the Mississippi town with 
a 13 to 0 victory for the Baby Tigers. Reeve’s great kicking and running, along 
with Dashiell’s running and Luker’s good interference won the game.
The next game, on the campus, against the Tulane frosh, resulted in a victory 
being eked out for the Little Bengals. The score of the close contest was 8 to 6.
MONSOUR GREVEMBERG ALSTON
JESS TINSLEY
“ A ll Southern"
Long before the 1927 season had closed, 
it was a well-established fact that Louisi­
ana State’s roving tackle would be nomi­
nated for a postion on the mythical A ll- 
Southern football team. Jess Tinsley, 
converted forward, won his place in the 
sun by his great work in the Alabama 
classic, and made himself the first L. S. U. 
man to be placed on the all-Dixie eleven 
in many a year.
At the close of the season, Tinsley’s 
election as 1928 captain was almost a 
matter of course. He was the team’s out­
standing player, and he had brought recog­
nition to the school through his individual 
effort in one of the hardest fought games 
of the year. His return for his last year 
on the team as its leader under a new 
regime is expected to achieve colorful re­
sults for the Tigers.
Tinsley started his football career as a 
fullback, earning a place on the All-state 
High School team in 1924 from Haynes- 
ville. He continued to play this position 
in the brilliant 1925 freshman team, where 
his defense was of the best but his offense 
no better than some of his running mates. 
It remained for Mike Donahue to place 
the player in his natural position in his 
sophomore year on the varsity. Tackle is his place in the Tiger line, and playing this tackle as 
only Tinsley can play it will earn him further honors at the close of the 1928 season.
B A S K E T B A L L
1928 Season
FOR the first time in many season, the State Tigers placed a basketball varsity in the field of Southern competition which made itself 
felt through its ability to win games. In addition to 
winning, via the clean sweep route, the annual 
series with Tulane for the first time in six years, 
Coach Rabenhorst’s players went title a-questing 
to the Southern conference meet at Atlanta, some­
thing no Tiger team had done in half a decade.
The secret of the Tigers’ punch, which enabled 
them to win 1 3 games and lose only four during 
the season with a score total second only to that of 
Auburn in the South, was in the shape of two 
sophomores, Leslie Gaharan and Guy Garrison, 
who formed the greatest combination of scorers 
the Tigers have possessed for some time.
Playing center, Gaharan was declared one of 
the best all ’round players in Dixie last season, and it was often claimed that he 
would have been a nominee for the All-Southern five had not his team been elim­
inated in the second round of the conference play. Garrison’s goal shooting at 
forward was uncanny, and he ended the year with a very high scoring total.
The team loses only Mason, ex-captain, and Phares, reserve varsity player,
CAPT. MASON
1928 V A R S IT Y  SQ U A D
and Coach Rabenhorst is looking forward to the 
1929 campaign as one of fruitful gain for the bas­
ketball team. Of the other lettermen, Captain- 
elect Leslie Wilson and Claude Harris have one 
more season. Alternate-captain-elect Gaharan,
Garrison and McGehee all have two seasons of 
eligibility. Files, who was not awarded a letter 
because he was out of school at the end of the 
second term, will probably be on the 1929 varsity.
Other prospective varsity men are Ed Hamby, 
sensational Frosh captain of 1926, and Dan Mc­
Gehee, both of whom are expected to re-enter the 
university in 1928-29. Several members from the 
freshman team may endanger varsity positions.
After sweeping Southwestern and Ole Miss 
from their path in straight games, the Tigers went 
on the road last winter to meet their only slump 
of the season. The journey ended with Rabenhorst’s men winning one game from 
Ole Miss and losing one to the same team, but dropping both games to the Mississippi 
Aggies in Starkville.
Back home, the Tigers won straight series against Louisiana Polytech, Tulane 
and Louisiana College before going to New Orleans, where they ended the regular 
season in a brace of victories over the Green Wave.
CAPT.-ELECT WILSON
HIGH SCHOOL GYM— SITE OF HOME GAMES
FILES H ARRIS M C G E H E E  G A H A R A N  PH A R E S SM IT H  GARRISON
Off to the conference with the knowledge that they were to meet the North 
Carolina Tarheels in the first game of the tournament, the Tigers were all keyed up, 
and reached their climax too soon. The team scored a great win over the Tar­
heels, upsetting the dope and causing all forecasts to be changed. But the following 
night the champions-to-be, Homer Hazel’s Mighty Mississippians, whom the Tigers 
had defeated in three out of four games during the season, tripping up the Bengals in 
the Ole Miss march for the championship. The score was 55 to 28.
FRATERN ITY BASKETBALL
The 1927 Pan-Hellenic basketball title was won by the Theta Thetas after 
a close final game with the Kappa Alphas. The score for the Thetas was 20 
to 18. The champions went through their preliminary games in easy style, but the 
last contest was anybody’s until the last toot-toot. McGehee, Quillman and Holden 
formed a nice combination for the champs.
1928 RESULTS
Southwestern . . 17; L. S. U. . . . 40 Tulane.............13; L. S. U. . . . 47
Southwestern . 17; L. S. U. . . . 36 Tulane.............18; L. S. U. . . . 41
Ole Miss . . . .  17; L. S. U. . . . 20 La. College............17; L. S. U. . . . 47
Ole Miss . . . .  25; L. S. U. . . .  36 La. College............22; L. S. U. . . . 47
Ole Miss . . . .  33; L. S. U. . . .  23 Tulane.............20; L. S. U. . . . 36
Ole Miss . . . .  .33; L. S. U. . . .  34  Tulane............ .25; L. S. U. . .. 39
Miss. Aggies . . .46; L. S. U. . . . 26
Miss. Aggies . .. 29; L. S. U. . . .. 23 c o n f e r e n c e
La.Tech . . .... 33; L. S. U. . . .  40 N.Carolina U........38; L. S. U. . . . 44
La. Tech . . . .  .28; L. S. U. . . .  37     Ole Miss . . . . 55; L. S. U. . . . 28
B A S E B A L L
CAPTAIN MC CANN TAKES ONE
1927 Season
W INNING almost two-thirds of their games, the 1927 varsity baseball team came through in nice fashion. The outstanding 
feat of the year was Joe Grevemberg’s no-hit, no­
run pitching against the Tulane Green Wave in 
the final contest of the year. Both Grevemberg 
and Mike Smith, the main cogs in the hurling staff, 
showed up very well and turned in some good 
games. “ Fido” Lanier made his debut as a 
Tiger varsity hurler, and earned his letter with 
promise of better things in 1928.
The Tiger team of veterans hit only two minor 
slumps during the year. Coach Rabenhorst’s play­
ers dropped a brace of contests to Centenary on 
the end of a road trip, and their other games lost 
were to Alabama. The Crimson Tide, touted as 
CAPT. MC CANN one of the best college diamond squads below the
Dixie line, eked out a 2 to I win in the final game, 
while the first was lost to the Capstoners, 6 to 1.
Both Tulane and Loyola went down before the Tigers in their annual series, 
as did Southwestern and Louisiana Tech.
On the team Captain Maurice McCann, at short, faced his last hard chance
1927 Season
with the ringing out of the 1927 season, as did 
Jimmy Heath and Orville Watkins, the two classy 
Tiger outfielders. Of the other lettermen, Pete 
Gilbert, Charlie Mason, “Totsy” Calhoun, Lola 
Godfrey, and Captain-elect Joe Grevemberg all 
have another year, while Mike Smith, Lanier, and 
Jimmy Strick have two more seasons.
REGIMENTAL BASEBALL
The regimental baseball championship of 1927 
was won by Company “C” for the third consecu­
tive year. The champions, aided very materially ; 
by the pitching of “ Buck” King, went through all 
their games in steam roller fashion, meeting and I 
defeating Company “ F,” second battalion cham­
pions, by a 16 to 6 score.
King pitched great ball, and the hard hitting 
“ F” men could only nick him for six runs. Becnel, Hawthorne and Collins were 
best for the losers, while Jessie Nolen on the mound saw his previously nice delivery 




CALHOUN STRICKLAND SMITH GODFREY GILBERT
FRATERNITY BASEBALL
Pi Alpha Omega succeeded Sigma Chi as the possessor of the best fraternity 
baseball team on the campus. The newly crowned champions excelled in heavy 
hitting, which counts for more than fielding in the Pan-Hellenic league.
1927 R E S U L T S
Southwestern . . 0; L. S. U.............. 6
Southwestern . . 2; L. S. U...............3
La. Tech . . . . 2; L. S. U............ 7
Centenary . . . . 6; L. S. U.............. 2
Centenary . . . . 5; L. S. U............3
Loyola.......... .4; L. S. U. . . . 11
Loyola.......... .9; L. S. U...............7
Loyola.......... .0; L. S. U..............5
Loyola.......... .5; L. S. U. . . . 11
Alabama .............. 6; L. S. U...............1
Alabama...............2; L. S. U............1
Standards.............6; L. S. U.............. 5
Tulane............1; L. S. U............7
Tulane............0; L. S. U............. 4
LANIER HEATH MASON WATKINS
T R A C K
1927 Season
1927 brought the first Southern Conference 
championship to L. S. U. After four years of 
finishing not lower than third, Tad Gormley’s 
fighting athletes would not be checked by the loss 
of one of their best point gainers on the eve of the 
meet, and engaged in their most bitter struggle of 
the year with Georgia Tech to win by one point.
Starting off the season with a strong collection 
of veteran and sophomore material, which soon 
shaped into one of the best all ’round track teams 
Tad Gormley ever coached, the Tigers gave hints 
of their championship potentialities by swamping all 
other teams in the Southwestern relays at Lafa­
yette in their first competition of the year. Nesom 
in the weights, East in the high jump, Holladay in 
the javelin, and many of the Tiger track racers 
gave splendid account of themselves. L. S. U. 
scored three times as many points as her nearest 
opponent.
Next came the Georgia Tech relays, and L. S. U. placed second only to the 
University of Indiana. The Tigers led all Southern teams in point scoring, with 
Guy Nesom smashing both records in the shot and discus. East’s tie for first in the
C A PT. BRO W N
S. I. C. CHAMPIONS — 1927
1927 Season
high jump, Holiday’s javelin throw, and Cecil 
Cooley’s hurdling accounted for the great showing 
of Gormley’s “boys.’
A  duel meet with Southwestern of Lafayette 
showed one weakness in the 1 iger team, and that 
was a lack of good sprinters. Henry Bridges 
one of the South’s fastest dash men in 1926, had 
failed to return, and the Tiger speedsters on hand 
were not quite able to hold their own with the best.
Allowing the S. L. I. men to take but two rst 
places, the Tigers rolled up a 77 1/ z  to 26 1/2 vic- 
tory. Cecil Cooley gave great promise in the hur­
dles by clearing the tall barriers in 15 seconds flat, 
tying Weemie Baskin s Southern record.
The first real test of the Tigers’ ability to serve 
as champions came in the dual meet with the 
Mississippi Aggies. Doped to finish well in front, 
the Louisiana athletes at times during the meet 
found themselves trailing, and only the ability to place more men in the field events
won the meet for the Tigers by a 58 to 54 margin.
The Aggies’ annexation of two places in all three of the dashes made it hard 
for the Tigers to catch them, but Cooley, East, Nesom, and Berwick came through 
with the necessary firsts that decided the meet.
CAPT.-ELECT COOLEY
S O U T H E R N  A . A . U. CRO SS C O U N T R Y  C H A M P S , 1927
Tulane did not provide any great opposition for the Gormley title chasers, and 
the 80 to 22 score indicates that the meet was nothing more than a good workout 
before the Southern Conference battle.
Letters were awarded to the following men at the end of the season: Captain 
Henry Brown, Captin-elect Cecil Cooley, Charley Aby, Noble Holladay, Guy 
Nesom, Jimmy Berwick, Leon Mitchell, David Calhoun, Nick Smith, LaFleur, 
Ira D. George, Sam Morgan, John Long East, Larry Spier, Ernest Millet, Rhodes 
Harrell, Thurman I. Harkins, Frank Bennett, Milton Fontenot, Jack Burnett and 
Bert Babers.
From these, Brown, Mitchell, Calhoun, Spier, Morgan, East and Harkins 
ended their careers as Tiger track athletes, while the rest of the lettermen, along 
with some bright prospects from the frosh, will help to make championship teams 
for the next two years.
1927 RESULTS
Southwestern relays—L. S. U. first, 47 points.
Georgia Tech relays—L. S. U. second.
GEORGE M ORGAN M IL L E T  H A R R E L L  SPIER
NESOM  B U R N E T T   F O N T E N O T   H O LLAD AY BERW ICK
ABY SMITH CALHOUN LAFLEUR
EAST
Southwestern, 26J/2I L. S. U., 77 1/2
Mississippi A. & M., 54; L. S. U., 58.
Tulane, 22; L. S. U., 80.
Conference— L. S. U. first, 45 points.
Another track activ.ty engaged in by L. S. U. athletes was the Houston A. A  
U meet idrectly after the Southern Conference. Greeley, Holladay, Nesom and 
Berwick all placed in the games, Nesom making the greatest discus throw of his 
career with 143 feet, l / i  inches.
David Calhoun, Tiger distance runner, placed second in the annual Jackson 
Day five mile race in New Orleans.
The annual Southern A. A. U. cross country race of six miles and more was 
held on the university campus in the fall of 1927, when representatives from all this 
section were defeated by the Gcrmley trained track men Jimmy Berwick won the 
grind, with Wright, Dupont, and Hammett, of the L. S. U. representation placing
close behind the leader.
. rir'Dc BENNETT HARKINSMITCHELL BABERS ./T>i
“tad”
O’D E L L  V A U L T S  13 F T . ,  3/4 IN .
S. I. C. Meet
HILE it was probably not the best Sou­
thern Conference meet that was ever held, 
the competition of 1927 will enter the 
archives of track history as one of the greatest 
team struggles for supremacy that ever took place 
on a Dixie cinder trail.
Georgia Tech, whose star has been outshone 
by the Tiger every time the two have met on track 
and field, led the rank in point scoring in that 1927 
meet, held in Tiger stadium on May 14, until the 
final event was held. Then two grim javelin 
throwers came through with the necessary places 
to win the meet. W. N. Holladay, with first, 
and Jack Burnett, with fourth, brought the L. S. 
U. team from hehind to victory.
Eleven S. I. C. schools sent representative ath­
letes to the meet that found three records broken.
On an almost perfect day, with a slight breeze in the faces of the sprinters, Ed 
Hamm of Georgia Tech leaped through space to a new record of 24 feet, 11% 
inches, in the broad jump; O’Dell of Clemson rocketed over the vaulting uprights 
for 13 feet, 24 inches, for another new record. Pritchett of the North Carolina 
Tarheels circled the track eight times to establish a record of 9 minutes, 57 seconds, 
in the two mile run.
Weems Baskin led the scorers with 13 points, having placed in four events, 
first in the high hurdles, second in the low hurdles, third in the javelin and fifth in 
the shot put. Ed Hamm was second with 10 points, while McCrary of Georgia 
made nine. Guy Nesom of L. S. U. totaled eight.
Following are the team scores: L. S. U., 45; Georgia Tech, 44; Mississippi 
A. & M., 32; North Carolina, 24; Auburn, 21; Sewanee, 161/2; Clemson, 13; 
Georgia, 1 \ / i ; Kentucky, 8; Vanderbilt, 5; and Tulane, 4.
C A LH O U N  A N D  M IT C H E L L  F IN IS H  SEC O N D  A N D  T H IR D

O T H E R  A T H L E T I C S
Frosh Basketball
THE BABY TIGER basketball men went through a season slightly on the losing edge of games won and lost, but all the vicissitudes of the late season start and the loss of several good men because of spring football practice were 
wiped out in the final contest of the year, when Coach Hubert Igau’s team romped 
home over the Tulane freshman team by a score of 44 to 20.
The freshman squad got off to a tardy start, and after a week of practice they 
dropped two games to the Southwestern Bulldog Frosh by scores of 29 to 15 and 
24 to 16. The Bengal frosh tried hard, but were simply outclassed.
A  trip to Ponchatoula revived the Baby Tigers, winning from the high school 
team of that town. The next contest was won in New Orleans by Tulane after 
a close and tepid battle. The score was 42 to 38.
Coach Igau escorted his men on another road trip, this time to Louisiana 
College at Pineville, where they lost the first game, 58 to 39, and won the second, 
38 to 31.
In the last game Igau’s players toyed with the Tulane frosh, and doubled the 
score plus with a second team playing most of the time.
The men who looked most likely for varsity were Larkin, S. Harrell, Kimball, 
Bennett, Moore, Johnston, Dickey and Fontenot, all of whom were awarded letters.
1928 FROSH
Frosh Track
IN the footsteps of their bigger brothers, the varsity track and field team, the 1927 freshmen went through their season undefeated in collegiate circles, but bowed to a local outsider in the form of the brilliant Baton Rouge High School track 
team. The score of the meet between the high school and the freshmen was 62 1/2 
to 44 1/2 Superiority in the field events and the distances outweighed all the effort 
the Bengals put forth. The Southwestern relays attracted the Frosh next, where 
they placed first and second in the only two events offered for freshmen. Noel 
Greeley soared over the high jump at 6 feet to win second, while the relay of Lam­
bert, Miles, Williford and Garrison was first.
In a dual meet with the S. L. I. first year-men, Brown and Greeley starred as 
the Purple frosh carried off the meet by the score 50 to 22. Tulane fared little 
better at the hands of the Baby Tigers, the meet resulting in a 55 1/2 to 40 1/2 Percy 
Brown went on a scoring rampage that day and came in the winner of five firsts, 
in the 100 yard dash, the 220, the broad jump, the discus and the javelin.
Outstanding members of the squad were: Brown and Hendrix, sprinters; 
Wright and Dupont, distance men; Sasser, Richardson, Heflin and Slaughter, 
vaulters; Greeley, high jumper; Lambert, hurdler; Miles, Williford, 440-yard men; 
Songy, weight man.
1927 FR E SH M E N
Varsity Tennis
HE 1927 varsity tenni: team was made up of the same quartet as the previous 
year, with Fred O ’Bannon as captain. “ Fido” Lanier, DeWitt Sauls and 
Leo Gold were the other members of the squad. Diosdado J. Tanco, a 
little stylist from the Philippines, made one trip with the team and played in the 
Southwestern matches.
The varsity net men engaged in four intercollegiate matches, playing Tulane 
on the campus and in New Orleans, the University of Alabama on the campus and 
Southwestern at Lafayette.
In the first Tulane series the Olive and Blue swept the courts, taking all except 
a doubles match won by Lanier and Sauls. In the second series, the L. S. U. play­
ers managed to take two of six matches. Alabama was played to a tie, the Louisi­
ana and Capstone men winning three matches each.
Southwestern proved an easy victim for the 1 iger racquet men, who won every 
match played on the Bulldog courts.
DeWitt Sauls was elected captain of the squad at the end of the season. Some 
likely material is expected back for 1928, among whom are two freshmen, John 
Hackett and Johnson, first year men from the Philippines. Leo Gold and Lanier 
will also be available, as varsity players.
During the summer session of 1927 Gold won the faculty-student championship 
tournament sponsored by the Student Y. M C. A. Gold defeated Chiang Twang, 
of China, for the cup trophy in five hard sets.
Company Football
THOUGH every company in the regiment had a full squad and a regular team competing, though the games were as hard fought and bitterly contested as usual, thought the champions easily distinguished themselves with their 
superior playing—there remains the fact that the 1928 military football league 
games were lacking in something. There was an absence of color, and general 
interest was decidedly dormant.
“A ” company’s Golden Tornado were crowned champions for the third 
consecutive year. It was the second straight triumph of Coach Maurice McCann 
in developing a good all-’round football machine. He deserves especial praise since 
many of his former stars were disqualified because they had played scrub football.
Starting off slowly, the champions did not show their strength until the season’s 
final game, when Coach Mike Monsour’s “ E” eleven, champion of the second 
battalion, was rolled under a 40 to 0 defeat. “C” company, after playing two 
scoreless games with the champions in the semi-final round to finally lose on yardage, 
was the ranking team in the race behind “A .” The other teams were mediocre 
or worse.
Higginbotham, Whittington, Haynes and Dacey stood out among the backs, 
while Bango, Holcombe, Glenn Boyd, Legendre, Young, Dufresne, and Smith 
gave good account of themselves in the different company lines.
CO. “A ”, 1928 CHAMPIONS
W omen’s Athletic Association
THE Women’s Athletic Association is an organization of coeds at Louisiana State University, and is affiliated with the Athletic Conference of American College Women. Its affairs are under the direction of an executive board 
which is elected annually by the organization.
W. A. A., realizing the value of athletics, makes every effort to interest the 
women students in its activities, and offers a wide variety of sports. Among other 
activities the organization presents an annual circus, and each year has a camping 
trip during the Easter holidays.







F R A T E R N I T I E S
M en’s Pan-Hellenic
A . D. Ca r r o l l ........................................................ President
A llen K i m b a l l ................................................. Vice-president
Jo h n  B. Ca n n .......................................... Secretary-treasurer
Lambda Beta Phi—
L. A . N ewsom 
A . J. Shepard
Pi Kappa Alpha—
H. F. T urner 
H . H. R ichardson
Theta Kappa N a—
R. E. G ahagan 
R. C. A lley
Kappa Alpha—
A . D. C arroll 
J. R. P leasant
Sigma Nu—
F. P. Jones
B. E. D urrett
Theta X i—
R. W . Baucum 
H. A . T aylor
Lambda Chi Alpha—
B. F. Babers, Jr. 
W . I. L anier
Zeta Bela Tau—
T. W . Bauer 
L eo G old
Kappa Sigma—
W . P. H ardeman 
J. M. C oussons
Sigma Alpha Epsilon—
W . J. W r i c h t  





Santa M aria 
Joe D uron
Theta Kappa Alpha-—
E. H. G uillory 
R. H aight
Sigma Chi-—
A . B. D aspit 
A . A lexander
Alpha Comma R h o --
C. L. H ill 
E. R. Foster
Phi Delta Sigma-—
R. F. Sampson 
A . H. T HIBODEAUX
Delta Kappa Epsilon—
James O ’Neill 
L. T . G odfrey
Theta Kappa Beta—





A llen K imball 
Frank H yatt 
H ubert Igau
Pi Alpha Omega-—
H arris E nglish 
Joe G revenberc
Theta X i—
W alter G lenn 
H. C. K emp 
H. A . T aylor
S'gma Chi-—
U rban Sealy 






R oberto A rango 
Joe D uron 
R. Santa M aria
Sigma Alpha Epsilon—
C harles M ason 
John Cann
Zeta Beta Tau—
T . W . Bauer 
H erbert Baron 
L eo G old
Lambda Chi Alpha—
A . S. H uffman 
H. S. H awthorne 
W . R. D odson
Pi Kappa Alpha-—
H. H. R ichardson 
K. H. Brown
Sigma Nu—
Bert D urrett 
F. P. Jones 
O tto W eaver
Kappa Sigma—
W . P. H ardeman 
Seth L ewis
Lambda Beta Phi-—
John K ing 
Frank A tkins 
D elaware A lbritton
Kappa Alpha-—
J. R. P leasant 
H. S. E lder 
A . D. C arroll
Delta Kappa Epsilon—




L O U IS IA N A  E P S IL O N  C H A P T E R
Founded Alabama, 1856 
Colors: Purple and Cold
Established, L. S. U „ 1876 
Flower: Violet
Fratres in Facultate
H. V . H owe E. M. V iolette
R. P. Swire
Fratres in U niversitate
Class of 1928
E. H. H aynes C. C. M ason
G. T . O wens W . J. W right
Class of 1929
P. G. Borron R. J- M urphy
C. F. Farrell J. T . Shell, Jr.
T . R. Flower J. E. Smith
Class of 1930
B. P. C ampbell D uncan K emp
T homas O . F iles, Jr. Edward C ooper
John B. C ann J. W . M cG ehee
Sam H. H ouston, Jr. D enson Smith
Class of 1931
E. B. M armonde J- C ooper R olfe
W m. B urch L ee J- M cM ullen

Founded, Washington College, 
Va„ 1865
Colors: Old Cold and Crimson
Established, L. S. U., 
1885
Flowers: Magnolia and Rose
Fratres in Facultate
E. L. Scott 
J. G. Lee
A . T. P rescott 
S. T . Sanders
T . P. Barnes 
R. A . C rain 
H. P. G ayden
Class of 1929
D an H enry 
J. E. Johnston 
N. N. Jones
C .W . Lane 
W . C. M arshall 
R. D. P ercy
J. R. P eters 
A . S. W illiamson
Class of 1930
R. D. B lanchard J- A . G ladney N. B. Stinson
J. E. Burt H. L. H eflin T . P. Stephens
C. G. C onnell R. R. Jones F. A . W ilson
A . J. de la H oussaye J. D. Sevier W . B. W ilbourn
J. R. P helps
Class of 1931
P. C. A rmistead L. P eebles R. P elayo
H. H ardy W . A . R eeves R. W illis
H. H. M iller E. B. Spiller P. H enry
J. H. L eBlanc
Kappa Alpha
A L P H A  G A M M A  C H A P T E R
Fratres in U niversitate
Class of 1928
C. G. V an D ine H. H. Bynum  A . H. G ay
G. B. T homas C. T . Barnette J. P. C oates
J. R. H eard J. H. P ercy H . S. E lder
W . P. C lark A . L. Y erger J. R. P leasant
A . J. G earheard J. B. T oler A . D. C arroll

Kappa Sigma
G A M M A  C H A P T E R
Founded, University of 
Viginia, 1865
Flolver: Lilt) of the Valley/
Established, L. S. U ., 
1887
Colors: Scarlet, Creen, White
Fratres in U niversitate 
Post Graduate 
J. M . C oussons R. W . G rigsby E. P. T a t u m
Class of 1928
W . C. W hite A . R. T aylor
Class of 1929
Seth L ewis H. R. R atcliff
Class of 1930
J. T . Compton M. H enderson C. C. Jones
C. A . Fenet F. H. Schneider W . P. Skofield
A . K. G off W . Q. R ankin S. E. W alsh
Class of 1931
M. U. Broussard T . H. M cN eely M. L. Scovell
E. S. Bailey T . E. M oore L. B. T renchard
W . K. Evans M. T . P almer J. T . W illiams
W . W . C arter C. E. T hompson B. A . W ilkinson

Sigma N u
P H I  C H A P T E R
Founded: V .M .I .,1 8 6 9  
Established at L. S. U., 1887
Florver: White Rose 
Colors: Black, While and Gold
Fratres in Facultate
C. A . Ives J. W . W hittemore
F. F. P illet P aul C. Y oung
Fratres in U niversitate 
Class of 1928
H enry H. Joyner F. P. Jones Bert E. D urrett
Class of 1929
R obert L ee Bailey Leilan G. L aFleur A. L owry Sentell
M artin S. F lood Benson L. P almer B. G. Singletary
Ben S. H ickman A grippa G. R obert J. L. Strickland
Jules R oux
Class of 1930
H armon E. Briggs C harles F ield T. Scott M cV ea
J. M. C arville M. W . L ouden H omer R. P otter
Sam C. M urray
Class of 1931
S hirley S. A rrighi C ourtney M. Fondren H enry C. M inuet
W . H. Becker W . W . H all Ben O. M orrison
J. W . Bryant Frederick C. H ochenedel James T ucker
J. A . Carville G. R. K earney E. I. W alker
D ean W . C oleman  R. F. K earney H ubert W ax
G eorge B. D orr P aul W . L aFleur J. S. W ebb
J. N. Lowrey
Fratres in U rbe
J. A . A mos G. K. Favrot I. S. Jones E. M. P ercy
H ughes A rrighi S. A . G ourrier R. P .Jones C. V . P orter
F. A . Bailie C. O. G roves T. S. Jones H . L. P uckett
W . M. Barrow L. D. H earin W . A . L obd^ll John R eymond
R. B. Benton G. C aldwell H ercet H. S. M onjet A . G. Seifried
O. Bouanchaud Jack H erget E. S. M orrison Bourg W addill
F. E. Boudiette H enry Jastremski R. G. M cM ahon W . D. W all
C. W . C arlton J. H. Jolly L. B. N oland H orace W ilkinson, Jr.
B. A . C ross F. B. Jones R. R. P ecue L. J. W illiams
T . B. D upree

Pi Kappa Alpha
A L P H A  G A M M A  C H A P T E R
Founded: University of Virginia, 
1868
Colors: Carnet and Old Cold
Established at L. S. U 1903 
Flower: Lily of the Valley
Fratres in U niversitate
Class of 1928
J. R. G off H. H. R ichardson
Class of 1929
K. H. Brown 
W . M. G reen 
J. W . T ooke 
W . C ollins
G. C. R icaud 
J. C. Breaux 
L. G. Z alenka 
G. C. F urman
W . S. R ichardson 
J. L. A tkins 
T ed R amsey
H. M. F urman 
C harles R oden 
C layton C askey
Class of 1930
T om C onger
G. C. V ordenbaumen 
A . J. Shoup
A . B. H oipkemeier
Class of 1931
R. T . N elson
R andolph E rnest 
W alter Q uine
H. F. T urner 
J. L. M cFerrin 
Fred H errin
H ubert Landis 
D an G ilbert
A . L. H oipkemeier

Sigma Iota
A L P H A  A L P H A  C H A P T E R
Founded:
L. S. U „ 1904
Colors:
Blue and Brown
Fratres in U niversitate 
Class of 1928 
F. J. D uron
Class of 1929
P. R. Santamaria 
A . M orice 
R. O. R ivera
Class of 1930
M. I. M erlin R. Cose
R oberto A rango R. R. G uell
Class of 1931
J. G arcia M . G uell
N. Sala L. M endez

Zeta Beta Tau
P I C H A P T E R
Founded: College of 
City of New York 1898
Established, L. S. U., 
1911




















U P S IL O N  Z E T A  C H A P T E R
Founded, Boston University, 1909 
Colors: Purple, Green and Gold
Established, L. S. U „ 1914 
Flotver: Violet
C. R. H ummel 
G. F. W hite
Fratres in Facultate
R alph H ayes D. R. OsTERBERGER 
C. L. OsTERBERGER
Fratres in U niversitate
J. P. D odson, Graduate
J. T . G uyton 
W . N. H olladay
C L A S S  O F  1928
W . I. Lanier 
H. W . P age 
F. W . Bennett
W . R. D odson 
J. L. H eath
C L A S S  O F  1929
A . S. H uffman 
G. K. G ilbert
I. D. M eredith 
B. F. Babers
L annie C alhoun 
James C ollins
R. A . C offin 
C. A . Erlincer
S. S. K ay
CLASS OF 1930
B. E. P erkins 
W . J. Foley 
J. M. M orris 
H. S. H awthorne
C L A S S  O F  1931
A . B. Barrow 
A . L. Stewart 
W . T . W alden 
W . A . W ilson 
R. C. T aylor
J. E. Bailey 
Edward W atkins
P. B. Brown 
E. R. Lambert
Theta X i
A L P H A  A L P H A  C H A P T E R
Founded, Rensslaer Polytechnic 
Institute, 1864
Colors: Blue and White
Established, L. S. U „ 1920 
Flower: Chrysanthemum
M. B. V oorhies
L. J. A lleman 
H. S. Kemp 
R oyce H olcomb
A . L. D acey 
J. P. N eal
W . G lenn 
V . R ogers 
P. M arx
O. W . C rosby 
J. G. Berret 
J. B. M orrison
Fratres in Facultate
J. B. Francioni
Fratres in U niversitate
C LA SS O F  1928
H. A . T aylor 
M. C. Fontenot 
S. E. W orley 
F. T . C lark
C LA SS O F  1929
R. L. D acey
C LA SS O F  1939
E. P. Folse 
T . L. Scarborough 
L. D auchenbauch 
L. L. Broussard
C L A S S  O F  1931
R. L. D avis 
J. P. Jones 
J. S. U nderwood 
A . W . Fontenot
J. J. M unson
R. W . Baucum 
R. M. K emmerly 
R. W . W hitmeyer
H. G reen 
D. S. D ickey
A . R. Singleton 
C. E. Barham 
L. M. Ford
C. G oudeau 
L. J. P arker 
E. S. H ill

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Z E T A  Z E T A  C H A P T E R
Founded, Yale, 1844 
Colors: Red, Blue and Gold
Established, L. S. U ., 
1923
Fratres in Facultate
R. L. D avenport G. R. M urrell
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928

Theta Kappa N u
L O U I S I A N A  A L P H A  C H A P T E R
Colors:




Dr. Irby C. N ichols Dr. R oy L. M ayhew
R embert C. A lley 
P eter E. L. G reen 
R alph M cK inley
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
Fred H. Fenn 
D avid P. Blackshear 
M ark M itchell
R ussell E. G ahagan 
Jerome Bowling 
A lbert Stegner
J. E lliott W ebb 
T . H arris D owney 
W . Irvinc Spencer 
L loyd V . F unchess 
C arlos G. Spaht
C L A S S  O F  1929
G uy W . N esom 
A lex S. M cK ean 
John C. Stump 
V an W . B urns 
C lifton B. Singletary 
Ben S. G raves
G ordon H iccinbotham 
W enzell N eill 
H oward K essler 
L eo Elliott 
J. B. K ent
Jesse C. N olan 
M ilton P. A rculeer 
Joseph J. Baker
CLASS O F  1930
O liver P. Stockwell 
Frank L. M iller 
H enry C. G ahagan
James Saurage 
W illiam R edfield 
Landon Blackshear
John D. D ashiell 
John W alsh 
H. G rady Spencer
C L A S S  O F  1931
Earle N olan 
G eorge W elman 
C layton R utledge
W esley R obertson 




G A M M A  I O T A  C H A P T E R
Colors: Norman Blue and Cold 
Founded, Miami University, 1855
Flotver: White Rose 
Established, L. S. U „ 1925
Fratres in Facultate
D r. A . G. R eed M. M. W ilkerson
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
W . A . A lexander 
J. A . C hauvin
A . B. D aspit 
C. W . A by
Jack Burnett 
L. R. W illson
J. E. C rossley 
D . L. M cP herson
C LA SS O F  1929
L. C ole
C harles M cV ea 
R. P. G reene 
G. T . E nsley 
C. M. H arris
H. D. M cNamara 
J. W . L emoine
F. D. R ichardson 
E. C. R olfs 
U. H. Sealy 
A . B. W arner
C L A S S  O F  1930
M. S. R oberts 
L. P. B rown 
W . E. H armon
W . F. Sasser 
E. M. W atkins 
H. S. Johnson
J. H. Baynard 
T . B uford 
Estes C ole 
W . A . C. C onnally
H. P. C onnell 
P hil C onnell
C LA SS O F  1931
J. P. Fraim 
I. S. Flory 
A lva E. H arp 
S. M. Lawrason
Fratres in U rbe
R obbin C oons 
R embert Stearns 
E. A . D avis
J. B. L uker 
Jess D . T insley 
M. G  .M unson 
C. W . W ilson




A L P H A  E P S I L O N  C H A P T E R
C L A S S  O F  1931
Founded, Urbana, III., 1904 
Colors: Green and Gold
Established, L. S. U „ 1926 
Flower : Pink Pose
Fratres in Facultate
W . N. C hristopher G. D. M arckworth G. W . K nox
E. B. D oran
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
W . I. D uplessis C. L. H ill J. W . S mith
H. V ineyard
C L A S S  O F  1929
F. R. Foster H. B. M artin A . E. R obinson
A . A . Breeden
C L A S S  O F  1930
A . J. P ertuit
W . P. D uplessis J- A . M artin A . Larriviere
E. L. H u n t  H. C. L ovett W . W . R ester
W . J. P arent E. G reen W . A dams
A . D. F itzgerald C. E. Fernandez S. H. C ooper
W. E. Lee
Fratres in U rbe
E. C. T imms C. Ingram
H. J. R odrigues C. O. H opkins N. A llen

Founded, L. S. U.,
1916
Flo Tver: Pansy 
Colors: Purple and While
Fratres in Facultate
H. A. M ajor T. Earle Johnson
A . L. Boyer 
W . A . C ooper
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  *1928
G eorge R. H atcher
J. H. P hares 
R obert B. T odd
H ugh Ed. C assidy
C L A S S  O F  1929
James L. H elm 
John W. B. M cD onald
M aurice G. M cCann
C harles A . G illaspie 
James P. G illaspie 
T. D. H olden
C L A S S  O F  1930
L amar Jones 
L. O. L ane
L ouis D. M cG ehee 
T homas E. Q uillman 
C. J. Shaeffer
W . H. Jones 
John K. M oore
L ouis M. R atcliff
H. Cary Comish 
P. H. D upuy
C L A S S  O F  1931
C harles E. V awter 
V irgil W . W alker
Fratres in U rbe
John L. East 
W. L. H awthorne
A . B. W estbrook
R oy L. W hittington 
John H. W ise
E. R oger Jones 
A . B. W yatt
Theta Theta







Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
L M. C row G. A . K imball H. C. Igau
T . J. D avidson D. L. Sauls R. A . M ornh.nveg
L. J. C astagnos
C L A S S  O F  1929
T  T  H yatt P. C. M orcan C. W . Stuckey
' H. K aufman A . R. M ornh.nveg C. L Y ancey
D. S. M adden H. H. Stovall W . T . W oodward
C L A S S  O F  1930
H. B. B reedlove G. C. G arrison
B. R. G arrison J- V . Sims
T . T . D upre Sims
C L A S S  O F  1931
M. N. Lipp J- G. T ucker







G eorge V. C otton 
Joe T . O rick
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
H arris M. E nglish
A lbert J. G revenberg 
C lifford R. R oberts
J. B. R obertson 
Francis H. A lston
C L A S S  O F  1929
W . G. C aldwell, Jr. 
C onrad H. C ollier 
N. D. F ranklin
J. H. G revenberg 
R. A . H eard
J. S. T atum 
F. L. Jones
H arry Browning 
J. S. Bevill
C L A S S  O F  1930
D udley H owell 
C lyde Johnson 
R oy L illy
John P ollard
G. D. Sherman 
W . J. Sherman 
L. J. R isch
J. D. M izelle
Joe G oodson 
H orace R ussell
C L A S S  O F  1931
T homas G andy 
H arry Brown
J. F. L ewis 
Forrest Y awn
C harles E. M atthews
PATRONS







B. D. A llbritton
C L A S S  O F  1928
L. A . N ewsom 
E. Joe James
A . J. Shepard, Jr.
C L A S S  O F  1929
A . P. W eems R hodes H arrell
F. A . A tkins A . J. L andry
O. C. A llbritton E. D. W appler
J. D. K ing
C L A S S  O F  1930
Edward C ailleteau L ouis A lbritton N. A . W ilson
John C. R enfroe P earse M cC ullough G. S. H am
C harles Starkey
C L A S S  O F  1931
L ewis H arrel L. H. H arrel James M cG uirt
A ndrew T omb
Fratres in U rbe
C. W . P eters Fred J. G race, Jr.
P. F. D rury R. F. D uelfer R. B. P ickles

Theta Kappa Alpha
Colors: Blaclf and Cold 
Founded, L. S. U., 1923
L. R. Bailey
E. H erman G uillory 
E. V . H udspeth 
M. F. G uidry
F. G. P rophit 
A . Seale
R. H. Bannister 
K enneth R ichardson 
D. A . M instrop 
E. H. H ebert
C L A S S  O F  1928
R. S. C ooper
C L A S S  O F  1929
T . O. W oods 
W . R. H aight
C L A S S  O F  1930
E. A . R achal 
S. P onder
C L A S S  O F  1931
R. G. Bannister 





A . K. Smith 
D. D. T oups 
T . H ampton
P. J. Bertin 




H . M oore

B. H illman Bailey 
A lonzo A . Bodin
C L A S S  O F  1929
H. C lyde C aulfield 
P aul L irette
John R ussell D oiron 
John A drian Esnard 
J. H erman Fox
C L A S S  O F  1930
W . A llen G oudeau 
Samuel J. L ambert 
C. F. M cC arroll
Lawrence P eebles W oods 
R eginald D. Y oung 
P aul J. Solis
R oy R. R iordan 
Boyd J. Smith
C L A S S  O F  1931
A . H. W illiams 
M illard R eid W ilson
C larence Boutte 
Y oung F rancis H ammatt
N estor F. L aG rance 
W . H. M acearl 
James I. R oby
Founded, L. S. U „ 1924 
Flower: Sweet Pea
Colors:
Peking Blue and Silver
Fratres in Facultate
P rentice H . O ’Bannon
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
H arry A . D ufresne M arshall H . R eese James N icholas Smith
A lton R. Irwin L. E. R obin A . R obert Swindell
G ordon D. Johnston R oland F. Samson A lton H. T hibodeaux




S O R O R I T I E S
r
Kappa Delta
E P S IL O N  C H A P T E R
Founded: Virginia State Normal, 1897 
Established at L. S. U 1909
Flower : White Rose 
Colors: White and Green
SORORES IN FACULTATE
M arjorie B. A rbour P hoebe L. Beale H elen M. Carter
SORORES IN U n IVERSITATE 
Elsie K ean, Graduate
C L A S S  O F  1928
E ileen D onahue Cary Johnson
A nnette D uchein A minie G arig M arion D ean K ent
D orothy F leming Sarah Land Jastremski D orothy P owell
C L A S S  O F  1929
A nnabel A tkinson M arie L ouise Jackson
M aud M erritt C ook P olly de G raffenried Frances M ahier
Katherine D erryberry M rs. G ladden H arrison V ida P elayo
Ethel D ixon M arnie H olcombe V erna V ignes
C L A S S  O F  1930
C laude M. Brooks Carrie Bell H ollins
R obbie L ee H anna R ay H olcombe M rs. N oel M urray
P ledges
K atherine Barrow G race M iller
D orothy Bourgeois Scott D uchein Elizabeth Johnson D orothy M unson
C ornille Burns Jo L orice F icken L ucille Johnson T helma P attison
M argaret Carter  M ary L ewis Fort  K atherine K ilbourne Edgar R oberts 
A lice D aspit W aldene Fremaux L ouise L owe M rs. V ashti Stopher
C eleste D erryberry Ellanora G orham Joyce L udeau G ratia T exada
A melia D evall M arjorie G race M argaret M cInnis M arion T homas
M rs. M ary D oherty N ell G ray Bena M cV ea M artha W yly
SORORES IN URBE
M rs. E. B. A llen M sr. C. E. C oates M rs. C. K ing N an P ercy
Ella V . A ldrich M rs. D . C onrad M rs. B. K irkpatrick M rs. A . M. P erkins
M rs. J. M. Barnett M rs. J. E. C opas M rs. C. F. LaG rone M rs. A . T . P rescott
M rs. Sadie H. Baskin M rs. B. A . C ross M ildred M organ M ary R eed
M rs. L ake Bass H elen C ushman M rs. A . K. M cInnis M argaret Snowden
H elen Beale M abel C ushman M rs. F. M cInnis M ary Snowden
M rs. Fred Benton M rs. E. A . D avis R achel M cInnis Fleda Stroube
M rs. W . E. B ingham M rs. T om D utton M rs. A . W . N orman M rs. C. B. T urner
M rs. M. M. Black,J r. M rs. R. Edmonds M rs.C .L.O sterberger M rs. M. P. W olford 
M arion Brooks M rs. W . N. Farver M rs. G . T . O wen M rs. W . H. W right
M rs. J. Broussard M rs. P. P. G ordon F rances P eake Jane Y erger




O M E G A  C H A P T E R
Founded:
W eslayan Female College, 1851 
Established at L. S. U., 1914
Flower: Violet 
Colors: Blue and White
SORORES IN FACULTATE
M rs. M arcus M. W ilkerson M rs. M ary C. H ercet
Elda M ae Edgerton 
L eona Erwin 
M argaret Fort
L eola D enny 
Beryl D upuy 
M arion H aile
M argaret A by 
M atsy A rmistead 
Shirley C laire Brown
SoRORES IN U n IVERSITATE
C L A S S  O F  1928
T heresa Irvine 
L ucy M ercer
C L A S S  O F  1929 
Ethel L eBlanc 
Ethel M eek 
E lla Lois M illdrum
C L A S S  O F  1930 
W innie D ean C ason 
Cyllene C isco 
M ary P auline D ickens 
C atherine H ill
Florien M cK nicht 
M ary Scheen 
M ary A lma T ompkins
G enevieve Stacy 
K atherine T erwilliger 
Edith W right
Elizabeth H ochenedel 
Ethel W ebb 
Elizabeth W ildes
C L A S S  O F  1931
M arie A miss D oris L eBlanc R osa L ynch
Flora Estelle Brown Sue L eBlanc L inda M ercer
P eggy M oore 
M abel M cN abb
M rs. T erma A rmstrong 
M rs. D an B urden 
M rs. C. C ampbell 
M rs. M aury de Lapeyrouse 
M iss A thalie D enson 
M iss M aude D ickens 
M rs. S. D oherty 
M r. L. B. Eastland 
M rs. R ose E ichelberger 
M iss A cnes Favrot
SORORES IN URBE
M iss Beverly Favrot 
M iss Sadie Favrot 
M rs. C yril G rouchy 
M rs. P at H eard 
M rs. T . P. H eard 
M iss M arie K roger 
M rs. W . L. O wen 
M rs. G eorge P eterkin 
M rs. H enry P uckett 
M rs. F uqua R andolph
M rs. W . O. R alston 
M rs. G eorge R eymond 
M rs. G eorge R ose 
M rs. O. W . R osewall 
M rs. Fred Sanford 
M rs. G uy Starns 
M rs. A ldrich Stroube 
M iss Josephine Stumberg 
M iss M arie L ouise W alsh 
M r. J. W hitaker
M rs. W . E. Broucher 
M rs. W illard Byrd 
M rs. W . R. H endrix
P a t r o n esses  
M rs. Jess Johnson 
M rs. F. B. Jones 
M rs. M cN eil
M rs. J. Y . Sanders 
M rs. O. B. Steele 
M rs. L. J. W illiams

Founded:
Oxford University, 1902 
Colors: Rose and Green
Established, L. S. U., 1917 
Flower : Kilarney Rose
SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE
C L A S S  O F  1928
Eleanor M enville Ertith G reen
V ircie W illiams 
L ouise M artin 
Sidney Brame
E mily C otten 
C orrine D avidson 
E unice P atterson 
Brunette P owers
R uth  N eely 
Irene N eely 
M rs. K leinert
M rs. W iles Bacot 
Josie Burris 
M rs. Carolyn C ooke 
M rs. L. S. D oherty 
H azel Barmon 
M rs. Fred Frey 
M rs. W . H. G ates 
M argaret G ladney 
R achal V iolette 
Laura P owers 
N orris M cC lellan
CLASS O F  1929
M itylene Floyd 
Joyce Jones
C L A S S  O F  1930
Elizabeth Sheets
CoRALIE GlLFOIL
G oldie H ause
C L A S S  O F  1931
V irginia R ucker 
M arguerite P ecot 
M ae A lice W hite
SORORES IN URBE 
M rs. R obert G oodman 
M rs. H olt H arrison 
M rs. L. E. H imler 
M rs. H. V . H owe 
M rs. Fred Johnson 
M rs. C. J. K ean 
M rs. G. R. W hitmeyer 
M rs. C .A . W eir 
M rs. H enry V oorhies 
M rs. Francis T heilbar 
M rs. R alph L oveland 
M rs. W illiam L aycocke
Eleanor T alton
D olores V ickers 
B illie Boyd 
M ildred M urphy
Frances Judd 
Edith P urdy 
Irma W all 
D oris Becker
N aomi K ennard 
Isabelle Bull 
D orothy W illiams
N ora N orris 
V era Booze 
M argery Stewart 
L ib M cG uire 
R ebecca Simmons 
Fanny D ay Booth 
Edna M cL ean 
Florence Stewart 
G race Sheets 
L aura R edden 
Sarah N ewsom
P atr o n esses
M rs. John Brent 
M rs. Frank C arruth 
M rs. Ben D evall 
M iss Blanche D uncan
M rs. H olliday D upuy 
M rs. S. W . G ladden 
M rs. G lenn N ordyke 
M rs. R obert Stafford
M rs. W alter P richard 
M rs. John H eroman 
M rs. J. F. G rey 
M rs. W . E. H inds
Delta Zeta
S I G M A  C H A P T E R

Chi Omega
P H I  G A M M A  C H A P T E R
Founded:
University of Arkansas, 1895 
Colors: Cardinal and Straw
Established, L. S. U., 1924 
Flower: While Carnation
SORORES IN FACULTATE
M rs. H. S. D aggett M rs. E. L. Berdon
SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE
C L A S S  O F  1928
O lga W eiss
Josephine D orsey A lma Belle W omack
Beryl R eily G enevieve Bourg
H azel A nderson 
T ressie C ook 
M arie D ean
Fannie Bailey 
Elizabeth H awkins
H elen R uth  A nderson 
M argaret Bates
E ula D rake 
E leanor C onnell
L eah K elly Foos 
Belle Stanard 
Jean L amkin
C L A S S  O F  1929
Florence M ercier 
L orraine M axwell
C L A S S  O F  1930
Eloise L andry 
V irginia Landry
C L A S S  O F  1931
M argueretta L eSace 
C hristine N ewman 
M adge G arrison
SORORES IN URBE
P earl M cV ea 
Juliette D augherty 
M argaret H earin
SuDIE K eNNON 
Edwin a Foster
M argaret L anius 
Sallie K ent P hillips
Beverly R eily 
D oris M cD aniels





Z E T A  C H A P T E R
Founded:
Cornell University, 1917 
Established at L. S. U 1924
Flower: Tea Rose
Colors :
Cafe au Lail and Old Blue
SORORES IN FACULTATE
Justine M endelsohn R ay Sommer
Sylvia Elgutter 
L eah K ahn
M athilde A bramson
D eborah A bramson 
M rs. Julian Belisle 
H ilda Elgutter
M rs. D. G reenburg
SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE
C L A S S  O F  1928
Fay K ahn
C L A S S  O F  1929
Y etta P ressburg
Janice R ubenstein 
Evelyn T eller
C L A S S  O F  1930
L eona P reis Selma U titz
C L A S S  O F  1931
Sadie L ouise W itt
SORORES IN URBE
M rs. L eo Freeman 
M rs. M arion K ahn
M rs. H. M oyse 
L ydie Sommer 
E linor W eil
P atr o n esses
M rs. E. K. H irsh 
M rs. I. H. R ubenstein M rs. V . A . Sasche

P atron esses
M rs. Jane C. H ochenedel 
M rs. T . P. Singletary
M rs. D. R. W eller 
M rs. H. C. Y arbrough
M rs. A nthony D oherty 
M rs. D on B. H earin
Alpha Chi Omega
B E T A  G A M M A  C H A P T E R
SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE
C L A S S  O F  1928
Lois C ulpepper Elizabeth Ferguson L ula N orwood
Founded:
D eP auw University, 1885 
Established at L. S. U., 1926
Flower: Red Carnation 
Colors:
Olive Green and Scarlet
L ouise A nderson 
Katherine B urns
L eona C olmer 
Bessie C urrow
W illie Bert A ndrews
Bernice M artin 
Irene R eeder
E llen M ontgomery
C L A S S  O F  1931
Elizabeth H odge
M rs. F rank F. H yatt
C L A S S  O F  1929
Frances H arrison
C L A S S  O F  1930
M ildred Jackson 
M argaret M illikin
Evelyn M organ 
Joyce W ashburn
SORORES IN URBE
M rs. C arruth Jones 
M iss L ucile O tey M iss C arolyn T iebout

Kappa Gamma
Founded, L. S. U „ 1923 
Flower: White Chrysanthemum
Colors :
Nile Green and Silver
SORORES IN FACULTATE
O dette M. G uilbeau
SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE
C L A S S  O F  1930
Beulah D unn 
Stella Jones
Beverly P atterson 
M ary M illican H elen P itch ford
C L A S S  O F  1931
M rs. J. R amires 
M r s . V . V . Sessions 
M rs. R ichard W eslinc
H elen Boudreaux 
Fern Eaton
M rs. J. J. Bailey 
M rs. F. G. C lark 
M rs. T. O. H arris
Erica G reen D iana LaFleur
A ugusta K rause D oris M illican
R uth  K roenke
P atr on esses
M rs. R aoul L evy 
M rs. B irdie L oveland
C L A S S  O F  1928
V irginia C ampbell Elizabeth G ibbens A lice P itchford
L uceil C hambers V estal M athis L ucile Spencer
P ansy Q uine
C L A S S  O F  1929




Founded: Hunter College, 1913 
Colors: Blue and Cold
Established, L. S. U „ 1927 
Flotver: American Beaut}) Bose
SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE
C L A S S  O F  1928
L illian Jacobs Boudier G olda Schill L ucille Joseph P ollock
C L A S S  O F  1929
R egina M ann
C L A S S  O F  1931
P auline M aas Edwyne Joseph
SORORES IN URBE
Sybil M aas M rs. L eonard L evy
L erlind R oseman M rs. T helma Beer
M rs. Jack W all
P atr on esses
M rs. C harles M aas M rs. E mile Karpe
M rs. B. G odchaux M rs. C harles Belisle

Women’s Pan - Hellenic
Alpha Chi Omega-—
M argaret M illiken 
Bessie C urrow
Kappa Comma—
L uceil C hambers 
V irginia C ampbell
Della Zela—
CORALIE GlLFOIL
E leanor M enville
Alpha Della P i—
C atharine H ill 
L ucy M ercer 
L eona Erwin
Phi Sigma Sigma-
G olda Schill 
R egina M ann
Kappa D e l t a - Chi Omega- Sigma Delta Tau-
M arion K ent A lma Belle W omack
Katharine D erryberry Fanny Bailey
Fay K ahn 




Elsie K ean 
E ileen D onahue 
W aldine Fremaux 
Edgar R oberts 
Scott D uchein 
M arie L ouise Jackson 
D orothy Fleming 
Sarah Jastremski
Delta Zeta—
D orothy W illiams 
Sidney Brame 
Brunette P owers 
M itylene Floyd
Sigma Delta T au—  
Janice R ubenstein 
Y etta P ressburg 
Evelyn T eller
Phi Sigma Sigma—  
P auline M aas 
R egina M ann
Alpha Delta Pi—  
T heresa Irvine 
L eola D enny 
E lla L ois M ildrum 
L eona E rwin 
Ethel W ebb 
Ethel L eBlanc
Alpha Chi Omega—- 
Bernice M artin 
Evelyn M organ 
Elizabeth H odges 
Bessie C urrow 
K atherine B urns
Chi Omega—
Beryl R eily 
Beverly R eily 
M argaretta L eSage 
Josephine D orsey 
V irginia L andry 
M argaret Bates 
T ressie C ook








(National Professional Journalistic Fraternity)
Fratres in Facultate
M arvin G. O sborn M arcus M. W ilkerson
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
P aul C. M orcan
A lex B. D aspit 
T . H arris D owney
James W . Saxon
C L A S S  O F  1929
W . R ufus H aight
Nat M cC ord Sheets
W . Irvinc. Spencer 
C larence L. Y ancey
Theta Sigma Phi
(Honorary Journalistic Sorority)
Alpha Kappa Chapter Installed November, 1927
SORORES IN FACULTATE
M arjorie A rbour Ida Blanche O gden
SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE
C L A S S  O F  1928
L illian Jacobs 
C ary Johnson
M argaret R ichardson 
A nnette D uchein
C L A S S  O F  1929
Jo L orice F icken 
M ary W ebb 
Estelle T annehill
H elen G ilkison 
Frances Baker 
A nnabel A tkinson
R egina M ann
SORORES IN URBE
Sarah T hielbar Sarah Jones
M ary W eber D etta L indsly Scobell
G race Sheets
Alpha Chi Sigma
(National Professional Chemical Fraternity) 
PSI CHAPTER
Founded Universiy of Wisconsin, 1902 Esablished, L. S. U., 1914
D r. P. M. H orton 
D r. R. Freas
Fratres in Facultate
Dr. E. A. Fiecer 
Dr. L. Stewart 
R. L. M enville
A . R. C hoppin 
F. J. R obichaux
W . F. M cC ormick
Fratres in U niversitate 
Graduates
F. M. Camps-C ampins R. W . P rovine
D. P. Blackshear 
L. E. M eyers 
T homas L owe
CL.4SS O F  1928
J. R. H eard
R. A . M ornhinvec 
U. J. W estbrook
M. C. Edwards 
J. P. C oates 
W . S. G ilfoil
A . H. Seibert 
J. H. G revenburg
C L A S S  O F  1929
W . E. L ee 
E. C. R olfs 
J. E. C rossley
R. L. H olmes 
C. A by
H onorary M ember 
Dr. C. E. Coates

A . R. Boyett
R. R. A lley 
B. D. A llbritton 
A ngelina C. A nzalone 
T . W . Bauer 
F. W . Bennett 
M rs. E. L. Bradsher 
R. L. C arleton 
J. R. D awkins 
Frances Flory 
Fred H . Fenn
M u Sigma Rho
(Honorary Scholastic Fraternity)
P hoebe Beale 
M rs. H. S. D aggett
Fratres in Facultate
M rs. A . P. D aspit 
Fred C. Frey
M arcus M. W ilkerson 
M rs. M arcus M. W ilkerson
Fratres in U niversitate 
Graduates
F. M. Camps-C ampins 
R ussell L. D aussat
C L A S S  O F  1928
W . E. G roves 
W . S. G ilfoil 
J. R. H eard 
L ola M ae H unt 
H. H. Joyner 
Cary Johnson 
Fay K ahn  
T homas L owe 
K arl E. L oeb 
M rs. A my K. M organ
W . F. M cC ormick
R. A . M ornhinveg 
J. R. M cK inley
J. R. P leasant 
H. W . P ace 
J. R. P eters 
M argaret R ichardson 
W . F. Senette 
G olda Schill 
Marguerite T homas
S. E. W orley
N. J. C orona 
A . B. D aspit 
E. C. D aigle 
M ae D onahoo
C L A S S  O F  1929
R. L. H olmes 
Jules F. Landry 
H. A . LafARGUE 
W . B. L imerick 
W . S. M arks
Y etta P ressburc 
A grippa G. R obert 
E. C. R olfs 
J. D enson Smith
M ary B. A llison 
W illie B. A ndrews 
J. J. Baker 
M arjorie Bordelon 
Belle C ausey
C. E. Fernandez 
C oralie G ilfoil 
R obbie L ee H anna 
Catherine H ill 
Sam H . H ouston 
Byran R. Kantrow
Edith P urdy 
P aul L. R istroph 
L ouis G. R obinson 
E ilzabeth W ildes 
D onald G. Z ink
C L A S S  O F  1930

Sigma Alpha Iota
(National Professional Music Sorority)
Founded, Ann Arbor, 1903 Established, L. S. U., 1926
SORORES IN FACULTATE
W ilma E. N obling  M rs. O ramay Ballinger W elsh
M rs. N ita Babin Berdon
SORORES IN UNIVERSITATE
C L A S S  O F  1928
Fay K ahn  H attie V era Booze
Fern D avis
L ois C ulpepper
R uby Simon
E lizabeth Ferguson
CLASS O F  1929
L illie W ileman Sylvia E lgutter
E loise L andry
C L A S S  O F  1930
M argaret L anius 
E lizabeth H awkins 
A nna Belle T homas
Irma W all
Stella P ierce 
M arjorie H arp 
D oris Brooks
SORORES IN URBE
Elizabeth M cM illan 
M rs. D oralie Cassano 
E loudie C urry
M adge B utler 
Kathryn C onard 
L aura R edden
M rs. W . E. H inds
M rs. W . Carruth Jones 
M rs. E. B. D oran
P at r o n e sse s
M rs. L oren C. M cK inney  M rs. J. H olliday D upuy
M rs. H. W . Stopher 
M rs.E. O. T rahan
M rs. A . M. Schutzman  




Founded: University of Michigan, 1869 Established at L. S. U D e c .  10, 1927
Fratres in Facultate
Ira S. Flory N ewman F. Baker
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
B. D. A llbritton 
A. D. C arroll 
J. R. D awkins
J. R. G off 
G. A . K imball 
G. T . O wen
J. R. P leasant 
A . J. Shepard 
G. R. W hitmeyer
F. A . Blanche J. R. F ridge
H. P ayne Brazeale G. C. H erget
B en R. M iller
C. V . P orter 
J. Y . Sanders, Jr. 
J. P. W allace
F. H. A lston 
W . P. H ardeman
Fratres in U rbe
James O ’N eill 
E. K. T heus
C L A S S  O F  1929
P. M. H ebert 
F. F. H yatt

Pi Sigma Alpha
(Honorary Political Science Fraternity) 
TH ETA CHAPTER
Founded, University of Texas Established, L. S. U „ 1926
Fratres in Facultate
A rthur T . P rescott 
C harles W . P ipkin
H arriet S. D aggett 
N. F. Baker
R. T aylor Cole 
M. M. Black
Fratres in U niversitate
J. M. C oussons 
G olda Schill 
Jules F. L andry 
C ary Johnson 
H. A . L afargue 
R. L. C arlton 
R. W . G rigsby 
A . G. R obert 
M argaret Stephenson 
W illie Bert A ndrews 
Elizabeth W ildes
Seth L ewis 
Y etta P ressburg 
T heo W . Bauer 
K arl L oeb 
James B. M organ 
L ouis G. R obinson 
Byron R. K antrow 
A lice E. Causey 
D iedrick R amke 
A lice D. D aspit 
T hyra M ontgomery
M elvin Evans 
A be Berenson 
P aul G. Borron 
C icero C. Sessions 
D uncan S. D ickey 
H ilda Stephenson 
Sudie K ennon 
M ary Belle H uff 
L uther H. D yson 
John R. P leasant 





Founded, N ew England Conservatory of Music, Boston, Mass., 1913 
Established at L. S. U., 1927 Colors: Gray and Blaclf
W alter L. V ignes
Fratres in Facultate
H. W . Stopher
Fratres in U niversitate 
C L A S S  O F  1928 
L. J. A lleman G ordon R. C ranfill
C L A S S  O F  1929
T. H arris D owney Jesse S. H eard Ivy B. Sorrell
L loyd V . F unchess Sherman S. M cFerrin C larence L. Y ancey
R odolfo O. R ivera
C L A S S  O F  1930
H arry P. Browning James B. Landry H. Sherrod T owns
R obert W . C ockrell J. D enson S mith E lbert W . M atkins
G eorge C. Stout
Fratres in U rbe
E. Louis Berdon A. M anley C ulpepper D alton S. R eymond
R ichard M. C ooter E. R oger Jones
Tau Kappa Alpha
(National Honorary Debating Fraternity)
Fratres in Facultate
D r. J. Q. A dams, National President T . Earle Johnson
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
Cary Johnson 
E ileen D onahue 
G olda Schill 
Edward Stoker
R andall W hitmeyer
American Institute o f Electrical Engineers
Established, L. S. U „ 1927
R embert C. A l l e y ...................................................................... President
H enry H. Jo y n e r ........................................................ Vice-President
Loren A . Ba i l e y ....................................................... Secretary
M. B. V o o r h ie s ............................ Honorary Chairman
L. J. A lleman 
R. C. A lley
L. A . Bailey 
Jerome Bowling
M. H. Elissalde 
A . J. G revenberc 
U ral G uillory
J. E. H art
C. F. Blouin 
J. J. Bridges 
H. C. C aulfield
C L A S S  O F  1928
T . H. H enderson 
H. H. Joyner 
S. M. Lawrason 
W . S. M arks 
C. P. M olaison 
R. L. M oseley 
J. J. M urray
C L A S S  O F  1929
I. E. L egendre
J. T . O rrick 
B. B. P ierce 
A . H. R qmaine
J. R. M cK inley 
W . H. Scott 
A . L .S tecner 
J. M. Stewart 
R. G. Stokeley 
W . H. Stracener 
E. V . Swafford 
A . R. Swindell
J. C. Stump 
A . S. W ebke 
L- G. Z elenka

Geological and Mining Society
Founded, Stanford University, 1892
W . C. W hite 
W . J. W right 
E. T . M onsour 
C. C. M ason 
L. M. C row
A ctive M embers
C L A S S  O F  1928
A . R. M ornhinveg 
K. A . K estingbaum
C. A . N orris
D. J. D aigle
M. C. Fontenot 
A . R. T aylor
Established, L. S. U „ 1924
B. J. S mith 
J. P. N eal 
J. W . L emoine 
H. A . H uesman 
S. N. H enderson
C L A S S  O F  1929
D. L. M cP herson C. M. H arris
Faculty M embers
D r. H . V . H owe P. T . P ost F. F. P illet




J. B. Francioni 
B. H. Singletary
J. A . M artin 
R. M organ 
R. E. M athew 
J. R ichard 
J. F. Smith
E. L. W atson 
M. D ugas
T . S. Bridges 
R. L. Fortenberry 
C. H. G reen 
A . D. F itzgerald 
H. C. H ester 
T . S. M cV ay 
C. B. R oark 
M. G. W right 
C. C. Fernandez
F. R. Foster 
H. B. M artin 
R. T . M artin 
J. L. Smith
G. B. M artin 
J. W . Smith 
W . I. D uplesis 
R. M. Johnson
W . R. D odson 
J. G. L ee, Jr.
G. D. M arkworth
E. C. T ims
W . N. C hristopher
Student  M embers
E. M ayer
C. H. M ayer 
W . L. M itchell
D. M. M cC artney 
J. M. M artin
H. N orman 
O. T . O wen 
A . J. P ertuit 
H. J. P ost
F. W . R eaves 
W . W . R oster 
A . E. R obinson 
O. J. R obertson
D. J. Sennette
E. M. Seal
A . D. St . R oumain 
S. F. T higpen
C. V incent 
O. L. W richt 
E. A . Zachary
D. A . Bernaldes
G. C. Solidum 
W . D. C urtis 
D. J. G ill
J. O. H oke
R. T . A lexander 
A . A . Breeden 
D. C. Brumfield
C. Bergeron
D. J. Broussard 
L. B. Brown
T . H. C ooper
S. L. Calhoun 
C. M. D uplessis
T . C. D ykes
C. E. Fernandez 
F. R. Foster 
J. W . G erard 
N. C. G aar 
C. S. H olton 
W . F. H errin 
W . E. H ester 
W . T . H unt 
J. B. H ebert 
J. A . H endrix 
L .O . L ane 
L. C. Lovette 
H. C. L ovette 
H. A . Jones 
A . L ariviere

Scabbard and Blade
H onorary M embers
M ajor G eneral L eJeune C olonel H. C. L ong
A ssociate M embers
M ajor W . E. Brougher 
Capt. A . G. H utchinson
R. C. A lley 
F. H. A lston 
F. A . A tkins 
J. H. C hauvin 
B. E. D urrett 
H. A . D ufresne
F. H. Fenn
J. H. G revenberc
G. K. G ilbert
Capt. W . L. W harton 
L ieut. W . L. M itchell
I. R. H arrell
J. D. K inc 
C. C. M ason 
C. H. N orris 
H. W . P ace 
W . R. R oane 
C. R. R oberts 
J. N. Smith 
W . J. W richt 
Stewart W orley
A ctive M embers
Officers of local company:
Cadet Col. C. C. M a s o n .......................................................................... Captain
Cadet Captain J. H. G revenberc . . . .  First Lieutenant 
Cadet Captain R. C. A lley . . . .  Second Lieutenant 
Cadet Captain F. A . A tkins .................................F irst Sergeant
E. E. C arrierre 
John C ann 
Leo C astacnos 
M. H. Fontenot 
R. E. G ahacan 
J. N eal 
J. T . O rrick 




R. L. Davenport J. B. Francioni O. W. Rosewall
E. B. D oran W. R. Hendrix B. H. Singletary
I. L. Forbes E. L. Jordan R. A. W asson
J. G. Lee
Fratres in U niversitate
C L A S S  O F  1928
Charles L. H ill Cecil B. Cooley W illie F. Senette
G ilbert B. Martin
CLASS O F  1929
Harold B. Martin W atson B. Melan Harry P. Gayden
Alpha Zeta
L O U I S I A N A  C H A P T E R
(National Professional Agricultural Fraternity)
C A M P U S  O R G A N IZ A T IO N S
Young W omen’s Christian Association
C A B IN E T
M arjorie Bo r d e l o n ................................................. Program
Louise A n d e r s o n ..........................................................Music
Isabelle Bu l l ..........................................................Finance
Clementine La n i e r ......................................... World Service
H elen G i l k i s o n ..........................................................Publicity
W illie Bert A n d r e w s ................................................. Social
M ildred Ja c k s o n ........................................................ President
Edith P u r d y ................................................. Vice-President
Y etta Pr e s s b u r g .........................................................Secretary
Isabelle Bull......................................................................... Treasurer
L ouise M a r t i n ..................................................Representative
Evelyn M o r g a n ................................................. Representative
W omen’s Athletic Association
E X E C U T I V E  B O A R D
E lizabeth G ibbens . . . . . . .  President
G ranville O b e r ......................................... Vice-President
YETTA P R E S S B U R G .......................................... Secretary
A ngelina A n z a l o n e .........................................Treasurer
T illie A b r a m s o n ......................................... Social Chairman
H E A D S  O F  S P O R T S
V elma Ba r b i n ......................................................... Volley Ball
R oy Co l e ..........................................................................Basket Ball
A line G r a c e ..........................................................................Hockey
M arjorie Bo r d e l o n ......................................................... Baseball
V irginia M o r g a n ..................................................................Track
M arguerite H a r t ..................................................................Tennis
Irene Spielman........................................................................ Swimming
Juanita T e r r y ..................................................................Hiking
Young M en’s Christian Association
Ja m e s  W e t h e r f o r d .................................................................. President
I. B. So r r e l l s .................................................................. Vice-President
D o n a l d  M a c K e l l a r .........................................................Secretary
J. W e y l a n d  S m i t h .................................................................. Treasurer
C H A I R M E N  O F  C O M M IT T E E S
G. G. Bo y d .......................................... Blue Ridge Committee
W. P. A d a m s ........................................................ Boys' Work
CARLOS Sp a h t .......................................... Church Relations
R. W. Co c k r e l l ...................................................... Deputations
H. G. Sp e n c e r .......................................... Discussion Groups
L. S. Br i d g e s ......................................... Student Employment
D. C. M a r t i n ............................ Christian World Education
J. B. M o r g a n ............................................................ Publications
P hilip P f e f f e r ........................ Reading Christian Literature
A ndrew T o m b .......................................... Morning Watch
L loyd V . Fu n c h e s s ................................................. Socials
T. A. W H I T E .......................................... Vocational Guidance
J. A. S M I L E Y ................................................. Sick Visitations
Frank A t k i n s ................................... Freshman Promotions
C larence Y a n c e y ................................................. Publicity
G. W. D a m e r o n ............................................................ Secretary

Scribblers
Established at L. S. U. in 1922, 
for the purpose of fostering interest in literary composition.
C ary Johnson
A lex D aspit 
Frances Baker
M arion Blackman 
D eborah A bramson 
C aroline Sholars 
Barbara G iles 
Sybil M aas 
C. E. H ardin 
Edna M cL ean 
R uth  H arris 
Sarah Jones
A ctive M embers 
C L A S S  O F  1928 
K arl L oeb
C L A S S  O F  1929
Jo Lorice F icken
A lum ni M embers 
D oris L aCombe 
M ary L eolia Baker 
R obbin C oons 
M ary G ilmer 
C ora D ancy 
M aury de L apeyrouse 
G. S. M oberly 
H omer V oilette 
R achel V iolette
M ark M itchell
J. T . W etherford 
Frances M ahier
Q uincy Ewing 
Beverly Latham 
L. J. P helan 
G race Sheets
PODINE SCHOENBERCER
W alter Schwam 
L ydie Sommer 
V allie T insley 
M arguerite Y oung
H onorary M embers
M ajor W . E. B rougher M rs. L. C. M cV oy
Baptist Student Council
J. W ayland Sm i t h ................................................. President
W . B. L i m e r i c k ............................B. Y . P. U . Representative
G ranville O b e r .......................................... Vice-President
D onald M cK e l l a r .......................................... Vice-President
L illian Ba n k s t o n ................................... Secretary-Treasurer
S. L. BRIDGES . . . .  Immanuel Church Representative
E rline W a t s o n ................................................. Sunday School
A nnie L ee G i n n ................................................. Y . W . A .
H enry H e n d e r s o n ................................................. Chorister
Seth H u d s p e t h .......................................... Extension Work
Jacqueline P h e l p s ................................................. Publicity
M ildred Be r in g e r ........................................................ Pianist
C hristine Ca u s e y .......................................... Social Chairman
Judith M cGr e g o r ................................... Student Secretary
Cosmopolitan Club
Member, Asscciaticn of Cosmopolitan Clubs
Founded: University of 
IVisconsin, 1902
Established at L. S. U., 
1927
O fficers
Benjamin A . A rcenas, Philippine I s la n d s ......................................................................President
W . Irving Spencer, L o u is ia n a ..............................................................Vice-President
M ildred Jackson, L o u i s i a n a ...................................................... Secretary
Bruce P. Campbell, South A f r i c a .............................................. Treasurer
A dolfo M orice, N i c a r a g u a ............................................................................. Auditor
James N. P. W ebster, Hawaiian I s l a n d s ............................... ....... ................ Business Manager
H onorary M embers
D r. C harles W . P ipkin G eorge W . D ameron
M embers
W illie Bert A ndrews, Louisiana 
LuciO L. A quino, Philippine Islands 
A nnabel A tkinson, Louisiana 
Frank del T oro C ampos, Porto Rico 
F rancisco M. Camps-C ampins, Trinidad 
M rs. G eorge W . D ameron, Louisiana 
A ugustus D eL ee, Louisiana 
T . H arris D owney, Louisiana 
Jose F. D uron, Spanish Honduras 
Frank C. Elliott, Jamaica 
L ouise E ngbarth, Mississippi 
L loyd V . F u NCHESS, Louisiana 
Tose G arcia, Cuba 
H elen G. G ilkison, Louisiana 
H erman F. G olding, Philippine Islands 
W illiam E. G roves, Louisiana 
Elizabeth H ackett, Philippine Islands 
Cales H . H enderson, Louisiana 
D r. W . E. H inds, Louisiana
M rs. W . E. H inds, Louisiana 
,1. B. K ent, Louisiana 
R icardo N. M arcial, Philippine Islands 
D onald C. M artin, Massachusetts 
Tames Barton M organ, Louisiana 
M anuel C. Navarro, Philippine Islands 
M aud O ’Bryan, Louisiana 
Fernandi M. P anlilio, Philippine Islands 
T homas L udwig P aulsen , Germany 
Benito R oces, Philippine Islands 
E milio Santamaria, Philippine Islands 
Ivy B. Sorrell, Louisiana 
H enry G rady Spencer, Louisiana 
L ucile Spencer, Louisiana 
Irene Spielman, Louisiana 
G uillermo O . V elez, Philippine Islands 
D attatray G. W alawalkar, India 
Kathryn M cG een W illiams, Louisiana 
Sallye L. W illiams, Louisiana
P ledges
M ildred Brignac, Haiti H annah S. N ickel, Kansas
H enry Brignac, Haiti V icente G. P aranpan, Philippine Islands
A custin D ollazo, Porto Rico M arguerite P ecot, Louisiana
Jose C ollazo, Porto Rico N estor Sala, Porto Rico
U lises C adilla, Porto Rico Edward T . Short, Philippine Islands
U lysse C ormier, Louisiana Carlos G. Spaht , Louisiana
Jules F. Landry, Louisiana P aul J. Solis, Louisiana
Florien M cK night, Louisiana Cleo T aylor, Louisiana




A gatha L acroix A lice C apdeville D r. L. J. L assalle
A ctive M embers
O dette G uilbeau
R. N. G reene 
E. G ionelloni 
E rnest G ueymard 
H arrell G ourgues 
A line G race
A . J. G revenberg
S. N. G remillion 
W . S. C ilfoil 
O mer H ebert 
M arguerite H art 
P. S. H otard
H. E. H ebert 
C. H anacriff 
J. R. H aas 
C. A . H ebert 
H ebert H empkin 
H. H urst 
A . H. Israel
T . J. Johnson 
June K irkland 
G uy Keller 
D iana L afleur 
M ildred L eBlanc 
D elores Lobrano 
Eloise L andry
N. F. L aG RANGE 
M argaret L anius 
H. A . Lafarcue 
S. R. L oupe 
N. L. L emoine 
P eggy M oore 
M ay M ire 
Eleanor M enville 
M ildred M urphy 
E. J. O ry
M aude O ’Bryan 
M artina O ’Q uinn 
E. M. P lauche 
R uby P rice 
H elen P itchford 
A lice P itchford 
V . P ellerin 
M arguerite P ecot 
T helma P itre 
Fred P anlilio 
K earney R obichaux 
J. L. Ross 
A . H. R omaine 
D oris Smith 
M ary Smith 
M ary Sassone 
Ivy Sternberger
R. J. Solda 
H. J. S irgo
S. P. Simon 




L ettie Smith 
C. J. T assin 
C. B. T hibodeaux 
G. O. V elez 
R. J. V ial
L ucille W hitehead 
J. C. W ebre 
L ydia W alsh 
O lga W eiss 
M illard W ilson 
Ed. W appler 
L ouis Z elenka
K atherine A miss 
M arguerite A bney 
C. J. A rcenaux 
A . J. A lleman 
Ben A rcenas
A. A. Browne
E. L. B lanchard 
J. W . Bryant 
M yrthe Babin
B. H. Bailey 
James Bordelon 
J. T . Bacque 
H ilda Becnel 
H. Brandt
Shirley C laire Brown 
A. E. Breaux 
G erald Berret 
G. I. C ambre 
Jules C arville 
M. S. C omeaux 
U. C ormier
C. C. C ouvillion 
Ed D esobry 
M arjorie D elaune
D. J. D aigle 
M. J. D ugas 
John D eG iglia
F. M. D ecuir
J. H. D upont 
A . E. D ucoti 
M argaret D abadie 
P hilo East
M. C. Fontenot
K. C. Forbes 
A . J. G uilliot 
C. J. G onsonlin
Patronesses
M rs. Sanford M rs. Smith

Choral Club
E lizabeth Fe r g u s o n ..............................................................President
M rs. C. A . T a m p k e ...................................................... Vice-President
A nna Belle T h o m a s ..............................................................Secretary
Iva P e r k i n s ..............................................................Business Manager
M argaret L a n i u s ......................................................................Treasurer
Fay K a h n .....................................................................................Historian
String Q uartet
M rs. J. A . W e l s h ......................................................................First Violin
Silvia E l g u t t e r ......................................................................Second Violin
L ily W i l e m a n .....................................................................................Viola
M amye Sue R u h l ............................................................................. Cello
H elen R uth A nderson A nnie H ays M adge M oran
M atsy A rmistead M amie H eard H annah N ickel
K atherine A rmstrong C atherine H ill W ilma N obeling
M yrthe Babin M ildred Jackson M artin O ’Q uinn
R oxine Beard Fay K ahn Iva G. P erkins
M rs. E. L. Berdon N aomi K ennard Jacqueline P helps
M ildred Beringer M rs. W . A . K leinert A lice P rather
V era Booze Eloise L andry V irginia R ucker
M ildred Brignac M argaret L anius Juliet Sebastian
L eona C olmer M ildred L eBlanc R uby Simons
Fern D avis Edna L ongino M rs. C. A . T ampke
Elizabeth Ferguson R osa L ynch  A nna Belle T homas
Eleanor Fleming M abel M cN abb M rs. R uth  T innin
Edwina Foster Ethel M eek Erline W atson
Erica G reen D orothy M offett A udrey W illiams
E lizabeth H awkins Ellen M ontgomery M arthy W yly
THE SEMI-CHORUS
T H E  TIGERETTE Q U A R T E TTE
THE GIRLS’ ORCHESTRA
F irst B asses
L . S. Bridges 
H. P. Browning 
W . A . Connelly 
T. P. Fraim 
O. T. H oke 
K T . H ood 
T. D. S mith 
G. C. Stout 
C. W . W ilson
S ec o n d  B asses
R. W . C ockrell 
F. O. Easley 
M  P. N eilson 
I. B. Sorrells 
E. M. W atkins 
Jimmie R olf
TIGER QUARTET
L. S. U . Glee Club
W. L. V l G N E S ................................................. President
E. M. W a t k i n s ..................................................................Secretary
H arris D o w n e y ..................................................................Treasurer
C l a r e n c e  Y a n c e y ......................................Business Manager
J. E. W e b b ..................................................................Accompanist
H . W .  St o p h e r .................................................................. D i r e c t o r
F irst T enors
J. A . Bateman Jack D ye H. H enderson  Jack L ivermore  W . L. V iGnes
S ec o n d  T enors
B. H. Bailey L loyd V . F unchess H. S. T owns
H. B. Baron J. F. L ewis I. E. W ebb
T. H. D owney J. B. Landry C larence Y ancey
L. S. U. GLEE CLUB




Clifford R. R oberts 
Business Manager
H elen G ilkison 
Associate Editor
H oward K essler 
Associate Business Manager
T homas E. Q uillm an , Jr. 
Assistant Editor




T. H arris D owney 
Organizations
Susie P endarvis 
Co-ed Organizations
W . Irving Spencer 
Sports Editor
A lex Barrow D aspit 
Features Editor
G enevieve L ee 
M ilton A rculeer 
E ileen D onahue  
Art Editors
C l if f o r d  R .  R o b e r t s  
Business Manager
Reveille Staff
M a r g a r e t  R ic h a r d s o n  
Editor
M argaret R ichardson 
Editor-in-Chief
A lex B. D aspit 
Assistant Business Manager
H elen G ilkison 
Associate Editor




James W etherford 
Feature Editor
(Honorary Senior Society for Women)
Founded at L. S. U. in 1922— now petitioning Mortar Board
C L A S S  O F  1928
M argaret R ichardson C ary Johnson
G olda Schill Fay K ahn
A lum nae  M embers
Estelle D arsey L avinia M cC uire
R eah L evy D eborah A bramson
M arjorie Stewart M rs.Fred C. F rey
C aroline T iebout L ucy Barnette
E lizabeth M acM illen Sarah Jones
M rs. H arriet S. D aggett Edna A rnold
Katherine D ay T helma G olden
R achel V iolette E una L amberg
R ay Sommer Louise K roger
Nancy H udson M arjorie P itchford
M arguerite K. Y oung G race Sheets
N ita Babin M ildred Bauer
D orothy C oppage A nnie M ae F uller
Elsie M ae D oran Juliet Jolly
L ouise H ampton Eleanor O tt
M rs. H enry V . H owe Josephine Stumberc
Blazers
“ A  L U C K Y  B R E A K ”
Dramatics at L. S. U .
“A  Lucky Break,” a three-act comedy by Zelda Sears, was the first pro­
duction offered this session by the L. S. U. players. Under the direction of 
Prof. J. Q. Adams and T. Ear’e Johnson, it played most successfully in Baton 
Rouge twice, and on tour in five Louisiana towns: Opelousas, Rayne, Crowley, 
Franklin, Jeannerette and New Iberia.
The leads were played by John Ray Powers, Beryl Reily, Sarah Jastremski 
and Lamar Jones. Others in the cast were Stella Weber, Kathryn Williams, Theo 
W. Bauer, Alma Belle Womack, Josephine McGehee, L. L. Henricks, T. Earle 
Johnson, Frances Mahier, Ethel Mullins, Mae Alice White, and W. A. Wilson.
The scene of the play is laid in a hotel in a small town, and the plot concerns 
the return of a New York millionaire to his old heme town. He falls in love with 
the daughter of an old friend, and the romance is considerably complicated with 
that of two guests.
“ Mary the Third,” directed by Mrs. A. P. Daspit and presented by the Little 
Theatre Guild, next claimed interest in dramatic c'rcles This play dealt with the
“ MARY THE THIRD”
problem of the modern girl and relations with the older generation. The scenic 
effects were splendid, with the automobile scene in the second act and the breakfast 
room staging in the last especially well done.
The leads were ably played by Marie Louise Jackson and Paul Borron, and 
ethers in the cast included Alex Daspit, Rachel Mclnnis, Mrs. Hazel Mercer 
DuCles, Taylor Cole, Katherine Barrow, Jesse Coates, Clyde Pearce, George 
Hagaman, Mary Reed and Mrs. L. W. Peters.
The third presentation this year was a program of three one-act plays under 
the direction of Mrs. E. P. Flower cf the Department of Public Speaking. “The 
Opera Matinee” was a satire on modern society life, and the scene was laid in the 
boxes cf a great opera house The conversation was sometimes witty, sometimes 
dull, but always typical and clever.
 "Thursday Evening” was one of Christopher Morley’s vivid presentations of 
heme life, and it pictured a family scene with a young couple attempting to “ get on” 
with both mcther-in-laws visiting them. The story of their squabble and recon­
ciliation was very well played.
In “ The Duel” two suitors try to win the hand of the fair Henriette, a French 
w'dcw. Their methods are in definite contrast, and the reactions of the heroine are 
most amusing. She talks of equality, and sighs for truth, but when it is offered she 
scorns it for the sweet words of flattery.
The cast of “ The Opera Matinee” included Helen Gilkison, Doris Cary, 
Louise Engbarth, Stella Weber, Mildred Jackson, Erica Green, Hannah Nickel, 
Madge Garrison, Mae Alice White, Camille David, Irene Hollier, Ruth Wren, 
Helen Boudreaux and Bessie Hackett.
In “ Thursday Evening” were Mrs. Hazel Mercer DuCles, Paul Peters, Irene 
Spielman, and Elizabeth Hodge. The cast of “ The Duel” was Lucia Morgan, 
Lamar Jones and Harris Downey.
The next production was presented by Theta Alpha Phi, national dramatic 
fraternity, under the direction cf Mrs. E. P. Flower, “ Polly with a Past.” The 
leads were played by Frances Peake and Paul Borron, and others in the cast were 
Lamar Jones, Lucia Morgan, Harris Downey, Mrs. Hazel Mercer DuCles, Alex 
Daspit, Paul Peters, Dixon Carroll, Theo W. Bauer, and Frances Mahier.
As a part of the program for “College Night” during the State High School 
Rally, Earle Johnson directed a one-act play, “Good Medicine.” The latter part 
of May, another production, a musical comedy entitled “ In Old Louisiana” will 
be presented under the direction of Mrs. E. P. Flower and Mrs. C. E. Coates.


W ho cares, since they are gay 
A nd patently to kiss,
If her lips can only say 
Age-worn banalities—
W ho cares?
What if she is so dumb 
That the ordeal of a thought 
Makes her poor head numb 
A nd leaves her sore distraught— 
Who cares?
W ho cares, since she is fair. 
This debonair co-ed—
If her copper-colored hair 
But caps an empty head- - 
W ho cares?
W ho cares, since they are gray, 
A nd lure one ’gainst his will 
If her eyes betray 
That mentally she is nil—
Who cares?
N O T  I !
— A . B. D., ’28
“ Who was this guy Pizarro, anyway?”
“ Fellow the Pierce-Arrow car was named after, you blankety-blank idiot! 
How you manage to sit up in class a whole year and not absorb anything, I can’t 
see. Now me—I’ll admit I don’t study, but I do pay attention! Where was I? 
Oh, yeah—Coronado was with Cortez at first, but he got a hunch he’d pile up more 
dough if he played a single, so he cut the party and—”
"Say did you get out to Coronado Beach when you were in California last 
summer? Hot dogs, scenic railways, bathing beauties, and more ocean than a 
tee-totaller could drink in a year. Met a cute li’l—”
“Shut up, dog! 52 from 465 leaves 431. That’s the number of pages we’ve 
still got to study! And at the rate we’re going, it won’t take much more than 42 
hours. As I was saying, in 1506—or was it 1605?—the pope issued a bull sayin’ 
which land belonged to which—’
“ In French, we read a story the other day about the pope’s mule. He must 
be quite a hick—mules, bulls, etc. Hey, you’re smothering me! What do you 
think I am, anyway?
“ Isabella died before long, so Columbus found himself minus a job. He 
decided to—”
“ Say, did I tell you Ben got a place with the Texas people, and he says—”
And so far into the night.
Moral: If you study your lessons two by two,
You’ll flunk them one by one!
The Night Before Finals
BEFORE THE L. S. U.-TULANE GAME
A L M A  MATER, WE ADORE THEE, WE WILL E’ER—look out for 
those sparks, Jim !-TALK IT UP, FELLOWS. TALK IT UP—gee, 
it’s most like a picture, with the stars and the Campanile ’neverything— 
YOUR SPIRIT FROM PLAQUEMINE POINT. OR-then I said if he 
felt that way about it he could just—QUIET OVER THERE, BOYS—terribly 
tired of standing up, aren’t you? — DON’T FORGET TH A T YOU ’RE 
HOSTS AND GENTLEMEN—guess she’ll come on the special, I don’t know 
-H O W  ABOUT A  LITTLE CHATTER, LITTLE CH ATTE R-bet 
you a box of candy against a ki—FIFTEEN BIG ONES FOR THE TIGERS 
ONE, TW O T H R E E -L E T ’S GO NOW! LET’S GO!
The Pep Meeting

The Campanile at Night
Lofty and towering memorial,
Rearing your head so high,
The whole World spread out before you, 
What can you hear in the slfy ?
You seem so sad and so sorrowing,
Bathed in the pale moon’s light.
You look  to be mourning the lost ones 
W ho were filled in the World’s Big Fight.
In the sound of your chime’s low murmur, 
Borne on the cool night air,
I can hear the souls of the soldiers, 
Whispering softly there.
Then your chimes crash out and rumble. 
Recalling a sea-fight at dawn,
With huge cannon belching and roaring, 
And the stormy sea claiming its own.
Lofty and towering memorial,
Monument silent and stark.
Though We forget, you remember
Those departed, who dwell in the dark-
— C. H .
Cherchez la Femme
For every sin of man,
In Spain or Hindustan,
N o cause is offered than 
A n  itching palm.
That answer is not new 
Nor false, but not so true 
A s this, an age-old view— 
Cherchez la femme.
Remember Anthony,
W ho lost his royalty,
Cave up his liberty,
In quest of balm.
H e told his land good-bye,
On foreign soil to die,
Became an exile— W h y ?  
Cherchez la femme!
W ho caused disorder rife 
In Europe’s ordered life,
Caused war and storm and strife 
That broke the calm?
King Henry— was it he?
Was it the Pope's decree?
Or Anne Boleyn? ’ Twas she! 
Cherchez la femme!
And so in every clime,
In every age and time,
T o  fa te fu l W om an-k ind,
Let man salaam.
For every sin of man,
O f lord or beggar’s clan,
In England or Japan,
Cherchez la femme.
—C. H.
“ Er, by the way, may I kiss you?”
“ Sir, what do you mean?”
“ Well, of all the dumbness!”
* * *
“ What’s the big hole in the pavement?”
“ Some sceptic threw his Parker pen from the top of the Campanile.”
* * *
Cop on a cycle: “ Hey, whatya mean going down Third Street the wrong 
way ? ”
“ Flighty” in her Ford: “Oh, I’m so sorry! I just washed my car and I 
can’t do a thing with it.”
* * *
When asked, because of the universal respect for his mighty intellect, what 
was the quickest way to get a book out of the library, Sam Houston answered: 
“ Multiply the area of the base by the altitude and you will get the volume imme­
diately.” And he lives to tell the tale!
* * *
Dr. Guthrie: “ Who invented radio?”
Smart Stude: “ Paul Revere. He broadcasted with one plug.”
* * *
Sophistication P lus
Bert: “ I’m wearing my room-mate’s patent leathers.” 
Jo Ficken: “ Why, what for and wherefore?”
Bert: “ The patent on mine expired.”
(Editor’s Note: Ha, ha!)
* * *
In Collegiate C ircles
There’s many a slip after the cup’s met the lip.
*  *  *
Elda Mae is still wondering why Rouge blushed when she said she had a 
good deal of trouble adjusting her curriculum.
*  *  *
You know exams are just around the corner when the flighty flappers begin to 
set up to the greasy grinds with the neat note-books!
*  *  *
Sail right to make hay while the sun shines, but make love when the moon 
goes behind a cloud.
The flappers of today are the chaperones of tomorrow.
¥ ¥ ¥
A  beau in Baton Rouge is worth two in Oshkosh — and the girl you left 
behind you, after all, is not a co-ed.
¥  ¥  ¥
Love may come and love may go, but endearing epistles will always be 
stationery.
¥  ¥  ¥
’Taint any fun to be shocking anymore—nobody gets shocked, and the lack
of an audience makes any show a flop!
¥  ¥  ¥
College Mystery No. 9736: Why a girl with cotton stockings never sees a
mouse. By the way, a stitch in time will save nine men from stiff necks.
¥ ¥ ¥
Smart Alec says he loves a co-ed who lies, steals and swears. She steals into
his arms, lies there, and swears she loves him.
¥ ¥ ¥
Of two evils, always choose the one with the best frat pin.
¥  ¥  ¥
I’m still wondering why Skeeter laughed when I said I didn’t think it was 
good form to cross the knees!
* * *
Where there’s a won’t, there’s probably a way.
¥  ¥  ¥
A  guilty conscience is the mother of invention—ask Mrs. Coleman.
¥ ¥ ¥
So long, folks. Toodledy-ooh! I’ve got to dust off a seat in the bus. See 
you in the family album!
Love and the Advertisement
If I love you, dear—
Then floxvers I must buy.
Not for your funeral bier.
For you, my love, shan’t die—
But flowers can, you see, my dear.
Speak better far than I.
If 1 love you, dear—
A nd rvho can doubt I do?
Then I must soon appear 
With box of chocolate goo—
To clearly demonstrate, my dear.
M y  C O N S T A N T  T H O U G H T  O F  Y O U .
If I  love you, dear—
I ’ll B U Y  T H A T  F IV E  F O O T  S H E L F
So you’ll need never fear 
That I'll disgrace myself 
B y seeming out of place, my dear,
'Mongst men of ivit and pelf.
If I love you, dear—
A s you, in sooth, lveil know,
Then I must stop right here,
ChiropodistWard go.
I know you wouldn’ t like it, dear.
That C O R N  U P O N  M Y  T O E .
If 1 love you, dear—
Then I must fain invest
M y  fund for C H R IS T M A S  C H E E R
In car at your behest,
To show I fully realize, dear,
That you D E S E R V E  T H E  B E S T .
If I love you, dear—
The coin I might have spent,
I ’ll deposit year by year 
To draw Us F O U R  P E R C E N T ,
To keep you warm and whole, my dear.
When nou are O L D  A N D  B E N T .
E'en though I love you, dear.
This sad, sad fact is true—
Some things are more than mere,
Plain mortal man can do:
To B U Y  and S A V E  and S P E N D , my dear, 
Though it were all for you.
A nd since I love you, dear—
Dees not that love suffice,
That it must thus appear 
With tags to mark its price?
And you really cant believe, my dear,
A ll things that A D V E R T IS E .
— A. B. D.
“ You know, there’s one thing I like especially about my girl.” 
“ Zatso? Watzat?”
“ The guy she goes with!”
*  *  *
Infirmary Inmate: “ Doctor, as man to man, what are my chances?” 
Optimistic M .D.: “ Splendid, my boy, splendid. But I wouldn’t start read­
ing any long continued stories.”
*  *  *
A rgumentation and D ebate
Firm young gentleman: “ The first time you contradict me I’m going to 
kiss you.”
Fair young lady: “ You are not!”
*  v *
He (sadly) : “ The old-fashioned girl certainly knew how to get a dinner.” 
Second He (ditto) : “ The modern girl does, too, but she uses a different 
method! ”
*  *  *
Tom: “ Dick’s girl is pretty as a picture!”
Harry: “ Yeah, but oh, boy—what a frame!”
Student: “ I don’t like some of these flies.”
Obliging Waiter: “ Well, just pick out the ones you don’t like, and I’ll kill 
’em for you.”
*  *  *
The Girl: “ Well, Dad, I’m engaged to Joe.”
The Dad: “ You don’t mean it!”
The Girl: “ Of course not, but it’s lots of fun.”
*  ¥  *
Jimmie: “ It’s a terribly shaky business.”
Buck: “ What is?”
Jimmie: “ Playing with dice.”
¥ ¥ ¥
“Just why do you think you would make a movie star?”
“ My S. L. smokes a pipe—and I like it.”
¥ ¥ ¥
“ Here, waiter—I’ve waited almost an hour for that turtle soup. 
“ Sorry, sir—but you knew yourself how turtles are! ”
¥ ¥ ¥
Confidentially: “ Can you keep a secret?”
Sympathetically: “ Mum’s the word.”
Confidentially: “ I need five bucks right away.”
Magnanimously: “ Have no fear—it is as if I had heard nothing.”
¥ ¥ ¥
‘N ot as bad as she’s painted.”
They Pass in Review
GRAB a seat on the College Roost—that architectural convenience around the I Campanile—, forget you are a unit of the University (a leader of tomorrow, * the cream of the State, etc., etc.) and watch ’em as they pass in review. 
You’ll laugh at ’em, these co-studes of yours, these types of the collegiate, and 
you’ll chuckle a bit with Bobbie Burns. He knew his stuff, did Bobbie, when he 
wished for an introspective looking-glass (or something of the sort.) And here’s 
the answer to a poet’s prayer!
“ Didn’t I tell ya it pays ta rate leg? Th’ idea of that ole hoss givin’ me only 
75, when I sat on the front row and at least tried to look intelligent! Gosh ding 
it! A  run in my hose, and Double V ’s, too. B’lieve me, I told him . . .” She’s 
passed. Type number 1 —the Gold-bricking Coed.
*  *  *
"H er ! She got pinned the second date she had with ’im. He’s a fright— 
slow, if you’ll believe it—of course, their pins are awfully cute, but . . .” Not a 
single purr, but you can almost feel the claws. A  cat convention. A  co-ed con­
clave. And type number 2, the Candid Co-ed. (“ I’m going to be frank with 
you” and “ It’s for her own good.” )
“ I didn’t completely comprehend the plausibility of his assertation—” Hold 
tight! Type number 3, the Stude that Studies. Enough to ruin the collegiate at­
mosphere of any institution!
* * *
But here comes the man we all adore, the man of confident bearing, who greets 
the thousand “ Hi there’s” with a silent smile. Such popularity must be deserved! 
Ah! he wears the Purple “ L.” Type number 4, the Athlete.
*  * *
“ Boy, lamp the lula I lugged cut last night. Talk about your” —The Campus 
Crush, and general all-around nuisance. (Speaking entirely from a masculine 
viewpoint.)
¥ * *
Here comes—Oh gee, it’s our date. We are tired of types. We want a 
coke. And we jump from our perch and—Gosh ding it! That darn stucco. A  
run in our hose. And Double V ’s, too. Types, and Bobbie Burns. Oh, hum!
* * *
“ The Stars and Stripes Forever”
Elopers (breathlessly): “ How much for a marriage ceremony?”
Modern Justice of the Peace: “ Five dollars.”
Elopers: “ But we haven’t that much money! ”
Aforesaid M. J. O. P .: “ Well—I can give you a trial marriage for two 
dollars.”
*  *  *
Co-ed: “ That book you lent me was terribly dry, porfessor. I thought you 
said there was a naughty problem in it.”




M r. G erald A llen , Jr.
Personal Escorter
Tots and kiddies took to school and returned home in perfect condishion
if received that way.
Military Disiplin. Rates 25c a week. Special rates to twins. Refined conversa- 
shion. No extra charge for nose wipin’. All I ast is a trial.
—Ad in Choteau, Mont., newspaper.
* * *
“ I can’t help wondering what the modern girl will be—say, twenty years 
from now.”
“ Oh, about three years older.”
* * *
POOR THING!
The Intellectual: “ Do you like Gissing?”
The B. but D. Co-ed: “ Sorry—I don’t know how to giss.”

W hen W e Rummage Thru the Files
“ Thus it will be seen that the good influences exerted by the society of the 
young ladies of Baton Rouge on our student body is of the greatest benefit, as it 
instills into them the spirit of chivalry, that is almost indispensable to a military 
education, and at the same time promotes studying, as only those cadets who by 
hard study manage to make first or second grade are allowed to absent themselves 
from the barracks; this of course makes it impossible to neglect lessons for the com­
pany of young ladies.” —Gumbo, 1900.
* * *
“ The L. S. U. German Club was organized in the fall of 1898 by the social 
lights then in full blast at the State University. Its purpose from the start has been 
to increase and nurture the pleasures of the fair and gallant wearers of old gold and 
purple by a cultivation of the Terpsichorean art. In this happy pastime of youth s 
fair delight, the trying, tiresome moments of each month’s laborious study have been 
beguiled away, and the minds and hearts of the jubilant ‘trippers’ refreshed for 
vigorous study.” —Gumbo, 1902.
* * *
Idle T houghts of an Idle Senior
Straws show which way the wind blows—but so do felts.
A  beer in the hand is worth two in the Busch factory.
Treat, and the world drinks with you; swear off, and you go it alone.
In the matter of a kiss, a great many men would follow up a lead, but a good 
many wouldn’t.
Consider the rabbits in the field: They toil not, neither do they spin; yet Solo­
mon in all his glory was not more averse to race suicide than one of these.
—Gumbo, 1904.
* * *
T he Purple and th e  G old
“ The purple is for splendor.
For the mantle and the throne;
And gold is for the royal crown 
That royal brows have known.
The purples is for honor,
And the gold is for success—
So fill the cup and drain it.
To the flag our hearts confess!"
—Gumbo, 1905.
T imes H aven ’t Changed M u c h !
“ What would happen,
If Coates wouldn’t forget what he wanted to say?
If we should really get a gymnasium?
If Himes should get cheated out of five cents?
If Prof. Sanders would only give five tests a week?
If the lake were put ‘out of limits?’
If Joe would sell on credit?
If Dr. Bennett should marry a co-ed?”—Cumbo, 1907.
* ¥ *
Page T he R eveille!
“As Seniors, we welcome our new responsibilities. To the honor system we 
shall be faithful. We earnestly desire to make the academic honor system stronger, 
more stringent and more vital. Convinced that it is the best custom here, we will 
stand by it for aye.”—Cumbo, 1908.
* * *
W alking H ome (18 Years Ago)
“ I’ve just been out riding in Crea Pugh’s Mercedes.”
“ Have a good time?”
“ Oh, fine! but it was awfully muddy. Just look at my shoes!”
—Cumbo, 1910.
(Note: Lest the innocent reader be led astray, some explanation is perhaps 
necessary. Automobiles had not then reached their present state of mechanical 
perfection. They were subject to frequent break-downs. See?)
* * *
Yes, hazing is gone. The song of the belt is heard no more in the land, 
and the merry clatter of the slapperatus is stilled, the trunk strap is covered with 
dust, and the gauntlet is no more; and a pathetic figure goes to join the grand old 
customs of wife beating, polygamy, dueling and scold-ducking.”—Gumbo, 1913.
¥ ¥ ^
“ If the co-eds are determined to have athletics of some sort, why don’t they 
organize a crochet team? The University would buy the needles. An excellent 
idea! Our traditions must be preserved. What more beautiful sight could there 
be than a willowy damsel of sixteen odd summers, with damask cheeks, rose-bud 
lips, tip-tilted nose, limpid eyes, lily white brow, and shell-tinted ears, demurely 
crocheting a tidy? Nothing.” —Cumbo, 1915.
Reveille Popularity Contest
M ary L ewis Fo r t ...................................................................Prettiest Co-ed
B u c k  K i n g ...................................................................Best L o o k in g  M a n
Sarah Jastremski, V irgie W illiams .................................. M o s t P o p u la r Co-ed
H. A . T a y l o r ........................................................... M o s t P o p u la r M a n
A vonia U m b a r g e r ..................................... M o s t C ollegiate Co-ed
John  Ca n n ............................... .....  . M o s t C ollegiate M a n
Fay K a h n .............................................M o s t A d m ire d  Co-ed
G uy N e s u m ................................................M o s t A d m ire d  M a n
Cary Jo h n s o n .............................. M o s t In te lle c tua l Co-ed
Sam H o u s t o n ..............................M o s t In te lle c tu a l M a n
Jo L orice FlCKEN . . . .  M o s t Sophisticated Co-ed
B ert D u r r e t t ..............................M o s t ophisticated M a n
A n nabel A t k i n s o n ................................... M o st R a d ic a l Co-ed
E li T . M o n s o u r .............................................M o s t R a d ic a l M a n
Charlie M a s o n ........................................................... Best A th le te
Jo D O R S E Y ............................................................Best Dressed Co-ed
A l  Bo y e r ...................................................................Best Dressed M a n
R osa L y n c h ...................................................................Best Co-ed D ance r
Capt. H u t c h in s o n ....................................................M o s t P o p u la r Professor

The New History
Editor’s N ote: The following are unabridged and unaltered samples from a vast collec­
tion of verse which has found its anonymous way, day by day, to the desl( of a certain history 
professor. The chief profession of the aforesaid professor is professing an interest in culture 
and the arts and in attempting to inculcate this interest in innocent and unsuspecting members of 
his classes. That he has been very successful with the co-eds on the old campus is attested to 
by these gallant attempts at poetry.
A  LAMENT
Yes, it’s true! I hate History!
(Least, I don’t like it much.)
When you have to learn about Nightingales 
And Seven-Headed Men and such!
I’m not in a poetical mood,
(As I guess you can see,)
And I don’t know much History—
But I hope you give me “C !”
* * *
WYCLIFFE A  RESOLUTION
1Vycliffe was a reformer,
H e was a very wise guy; 
H e  was opposed to the clergy, 
And here the tale did lie.
One history prof likes poems so much 
That when he gave a test 
H e Was disappointed into tears
That the freshies didn’t do their best.
Wycliffe died a happy man,
In simple Christian bliss.
But before his ashes were quite dry, 
His soul— it Went amiss.
H e  wanted the history of England in verse, 
With all the answers in rhyme,
But, lo and behold, what could We do?
H e didn’t tell us in time!
Pope Boniface declared it cursed. 
Cliff’s bones Were all dug up, 
St. Peter turned his back on him. 
So Lucifer took the pup.
Excuse historical errors.
In History I do not shine.
But when it comes to poetry—
I push a wicked line!
But now us freshies are hurt and sore 
Because our dear prof thinks 
There's not a poet among our gang— 
That We are a bunch of ginks.
But on N ew  Year's D ay we did resolve 
That, henceforth and forever,
V e rs e s  We w i l l  g iv e  lo you.
Yes, sir. We will endeavor!
There is certainly one day I am longing for,
And that is the end of the World when I can see Dubois!
1 will kick him good without hesitation
For prescribing such a thing as Woman’s education.
Didn’t little Jeanna of the olden days
Get through the World without reading H ayes?
* * *
A  Revision o f History
Apologies to Mr. Robinson and to Mother Goose
O f all the dates in history.
To one my mind doth go— 
Eleven-hundred-eighty-three,
When Constance Wed Defoe.
Constantine was a pagan priest 
Who sings in the heavenly choir. 
While now at Pluto's board doth feast, 
Luther, an English squire.
Cleopatra of skin and bone 
Employed the Gothic mode.
A nd oh! I heard such moans
When she emerged— from her abode.
Fatima, an Egyptian maid.
Threw bones beside the Nile 
With Abelard, her erstwhile flame. 
Whom sometimes she did rile.
Saladin Was a Viking bold 
Who struck Mohammed down; 
Dagobert, a smith of gold
Who paved the streets of London town
Philip Augustus of Mexico
Was quite a shark at g°lf< Vou know. 
Something like our history prof,
To whom we now our hats do doff!
When Richard of the Lion Heart 
Went on a party gay.
His brother Johnnie did his part 
A nd tended to the hay.
P. A . a birdie always made,
But We have faith in M r. Mac.
So if old Philip’s score he'll raid.
Our staunch support he’ll never lack■
Eloise was a movie star 
Who signed a contract fat.
The famous Magna Carta,
A nd bought a brand new hat.
Marozia, a lady broad,
Unwisely dressed quite Romanesque, 
While Alaine of the Twisted Beard 
Her beauty tried in vain to mask-
A nd now, oh sir, our tale must end.
But if for more you wish,
W e ’ll right away to it attend.
And We’ll hand you a seasoned dish.
But if, oh prof, you plan to scoff 
A t this, our mean attempt.
W e ’ll fold our tents as the Arabs do— 
And henceforth hold our peace.
C ary Johnson 
Most Intellectual Co-ed
T E L L  T H E  B O Y S  T H A T
T A Y L O R ’S 
BEST FLO U R
Is Like the School
T H E  B E S T
of Its Kind
All the Grocers Have It
Kaufman B ldg., N. Blvd. and T hird St .
Featuring
D u n la p  H a ts
For Young Men
OTHER HATS, 3.50 UP 
Shirts — Hose — Neckties
COHN FLOUR AND  
FEED CO.
Sam H ouston 
Most Intellectual Man
C A P IT A L  C IT Y  
A U T O  CO.. Inc.






Every Pair of Shoes
We Sell
W E  A R E  A L W A Y S  S H O W I N G  
T H E  N E W E S T  M O D E L S
•STYLE SHOP OF THE SOUTH"
H. A . “ R ed”  T aylor 
Most Popular Man
W H IT E  F A N
FOOD PRODUCTS
WHITE FAN FLOUR 
WHITE FAN PEAS 
WHITE FAN CORN 
WHITE FAN CATSUP 
WHITE FAN PEACHES 
WHITE FAN PINEAPPLE 
WHITE FAN VINEGAR
D IS T R IB U T E D  E X C L U S IV E L Y  B Y
Louis Levy 
Grocer Company
Baton R ouge ......................... L ouisiana
W E  R E C O M M E N D  
W ITE - LITE
Best Grade Plain Flour
TOW N MAID





B A T O N  R O U G E , L A .
R osa L ynch 
Best Dancer
THRIFT in youth gives the start.
In middle age it loans the advantage of investment. 
In old age it guarantees security.
U SE O U R  F A C IL IT IE S
C O M M E R C I A L S A V I N G S T R U S T
L O U IS IA N A  N A T IO N A L  B A N K  
T H E  B A N K  OF B A T O N  R O U G E
U N IO N  B A N K  T R U S T  CO.
Bert D urrett 
Most Sophisticated Man
Joe Lorice Fickf.n 
Most Sophisticated Co-ed
P H O N E  3000 225 F L O R ID A
GEO. V/. G A R IG  TRAN SFER
Twenty -five Years Service
We Give Results - -  - -  Not Excuses
Y O U R  L A S T  S H IN G L E  
You’ll Never Need to Re-roof if You Apply 
JOHNS-MANVILLE RIGID ASBESTOS SHINGLES
L A N D R Y  B R O S .  L U M B E R  C O .
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
St. P hillip and South Blvd. P hone 1269
Service, Courtesy, one 
price, quality goods, hon­
esty in all things—this is 
the inflexible policy that 
has budded the New Rey- 





The Largest Growers of Ornamental Plants
in the South. W e make a Specialty of 
Home Landscape Designing and 
Planting.
Send for Catalogue and Tell Us 
What W e Can Plant for You
W e Furnished the Plants and 




Capt. A . G. H utchinson 
Most Popular Prof
Compliments of
W ogan & Bernard
Architects for the University
I F THIS business were to deal with the world for a day only and should never need the good opinion of its cus­
tomers, we might be less interested in an effort to maintain 
our good reputation for tomorrow, next week, next year.
W e  re thinking ahead and naturally keeping ahead. 






W E L S H  & L E V Y
BATON ROUGE
Y ou  Never Pay More 




Your Electric Plant Is The 
HEART of Your City
Your electric power plant is the heart of 
your city. Twenty-four hours every day, its 
giant generators are busy pouring electricity 
through the network of veins.
Imagine the inconvenience should this ser­
vice be interrupted. This “ heart”  “ must be 
kept beating.”
A  corps of men is ever ready, no matter the 
weather, to see that this service is maintained.
Baton Rouge Electric Co.
Phone 2500
P O W E R  -  L IG H T  ~  C A S  
T R A N S P O R T A T IO N
“ T H E  S T O R E
Y O U  H E A R  
SO MUCH  
A B O U T ”
Charlie Mason 
Best Athlete
Alfred D. St. Amant
INSURES L. S. U.
Insure your property, your­
self or the success of your 
investment through him.
Corner T hird and Convention 
BATO N  ROUGE, LA.
W O L F ’ S B R E A D
"K N O W N  F O R  IT S  Q U A L I T Y ”
W M . W O L F ’ S B A K E R Y
THE L. S. U. GUMBO
for the Eighth Consecutive Year Selects as Their Official Photographer
G uy N esom 
Most Admired Man
R E M B R A N D T ’S S T U D IO
447 THIRD STREET 
BATON ROUGE, LA
L O R E C O
GASOLINE — MOTOR OIL
EV E R Y  condition of motoring is anticipated and the needs 
accurately supplied in Loreco 
Gasoline and Motor Oil. The 
friendly red and white emblem 
bearing the good name “ Loreco” 
is the pledge of honor that is re­
ligiously upheld at every Loreco 
Service Station.
L o r e c o  E T H Y L  G a s
Perfect Motoring Satisfaction is stepped up still another notch in Loreco 
Ethyl Gas— in which is combined all the splendid qualities of Loreco Gas­
oline and Ethyl Brand of Anti-Knock Compound.
LOUISIANA OIL REFINING CORPORATION
PRODUCERS MARKETERS
Compliments of the
L. S. U.  Boarding 
Club
Modernly equipped cafeteria, 
owned by the State, where 
wholesome food is served at 
lowest possible prices.
REFINERS
C A N D Y
A  Tasteful Remembrance
Four Lines to Choose from 
W H I T M A N ’S
H O L L I N G S  W O R  T H 'S  
N U N N  A L L Y ’S
M ISS S A Y L O R ’S
Stroube Drug Co.
“ FONE FO R TY ”
A nnabel A tkinson 
Most Radical Co-ed
M ey er  Bros.  D r u g  
C o m p a n y
Established 1852
S t . L o u is  —  N e w  O r l e a n s
T H E  L A R G E S T  D R U G  H O U S E  
IN  T H E  W O R L D
Eli T . “ M ike” Monsour 
Most Radical Man
TE R R Y &  JU D E N  CO.
L IM IT E D
141 CARONDELET STREET ...............  NEW ORLEANS, LA.
M E N ’ S F I NE  F U R N I S H I N G S
M A K E R S  O F A L L  K IN D S OF
U N I F O R M S
A L S O
LINEN SUITS A N D  SH IRTS T O  M E A SU R E
C H A R LO T TE SV IL LE  W O O L E N  M ILLS
C H A R L O T T E S V IL L E , V IR G IN IA
Manufacturers of
H IGH  G R A D E  U N IFO R M  C LO TH S IN S K Y  A N D  
D A R K  BLUE SH A D E S
F O R
ARM Y, N AVY AND OTHER UNIFORM PURPOSES AND 
THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT AND THE BEST QUALITY
C a d e t  G r a y s
Including Those Used at the United States Military Academy, at 
W est Point and Other Leading Military Schools of the Country
P R E S C R IB E D  A N D  U S E D  B Y  T H E  C A D E T S  O F
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
DINING R O O M  A N D  K ITC H E N  EQUIPMENT
Always Furnished B y
L o u b a t  Glassware  & C o r k  C o . ,  Ltd.







Sole R epresentatives of
Steinway, Vose, Shoninger, 
Brambach, Milton, and 
Gulbransen Pianos
SOLD ON EASY TERMS 
Write for Catalogs
G R U N E W A L D ’ S
"Everything in Music”
JACKSON , M ISS. N E W  ORLEAN S, LA .
Branch Main Office
T H E  V A R S I T Y  S H O P
Home of
BRAEBURN AND H ART SCHAFFNER & M AR X CLOTHES 
W ALK-OVER AND NETTLETON SHOES 
“ W e Always Have the Latest University Models”
YOUR LEADING JEWELER
T H E  M O S T  Q U A L IT Y  F O R  
L E A S T  M O N E Y
W e Have a Large Assortment of Ladies and 
Gents’ Strap Watches
Engraving While You Wait
Our Special Attention Given L. S. U. Students
G O O D  F U R N I T U R E
A  Material Contribution 
to the Fulsome Things of Life
Baton Rouge, La.
W e Sell Everything That Students Need
L. S. U . S T U D E N T S  STO RE
W . C. D eL a u n e , M a n a g e r
No reputation was ever built 
on name alone. There m ust be 
som ething behind it and a rea­
son for  it.
Behind the name o f Lyons 
stands the H ouse— the Service 
— the ability and determ ination 
to maintain the highest stan­
dard in the quality o f our pro ­
ducts. These —  along with effi­
cient organization , solid reputa­
tion, u p -t o -d a t e  m ethods and 
prom pt and courteous service
- — com bine t o  guarantee that 
standard o f e x c e lle n ce  w it h  
which the H ouse o f Lyons has 
always been associated.
If you  are desirous o f  main­
taining a reputation for .quality, 
there is satisfaction  in know ing 
that the element o f  doubt is 
eliminated when you  buy from  
us. Our name is sufficient guar­
antee and is a sym bol o f relia­
bility.
THE HOUSE BEHIND THE NAME
An Ever-Widening Clientele Is the Best Testimony to the Soundness of our Policy 
Your Inquiries Will Be Welcome
I. L. L Y O N S  & C O M P A N Y , Ltd.
W H O L E S A L E  D R U G G IS T S  —  M A N U F A C T U R IN G  CH EM ISTS  
N E W  O R L E A N S ..................................................... U.  S. A.
W e Outfit Laboratories and Hospitals Completely
White Bros. 
Co.
JE W ELE RS
AND
O P T IC IA N S
Highest Quality 
  Diamonds, Watches, 
Jewelry and Silverware
Convenient Terms If Desired 
345 Third Street 
Roumain Building 
Baton Rouge, La.Give a Gift that Says “ Bon Voyage” 
for All of Life’s Cruise
“STANDARD"
MOTOR OIL
M A K E S  M O T O R S
R U N  S M O O T H E R
“ Standard” Motor Oil is scientifically de­
signed to meet the lubrication needs of the 
motor in your automobile. It is made from 
the “ heart cut”  of specially-selected crudes, 
and is refined by special processes which in­
sure a high lubricating value, and absolute 
purity and uniformity.
Its tough, elastic film stands up under tre­
mendous heat and compression pressures, ef­
fectively lubricates all bearing surfaces, and 
reduces friction and wear to a minimum— pro­
tecting the working parts of your motor under 
varying and trying conditions of clearance, 
temperature, speed and load.
“ Standard”  Motor Oil is made in several 
consistencies— Light; Medium; H eavy; Heavy 
X , and Heavy X X — one of which is just 
right for your motor. Consult the Chart of 
Recommendations, which is displayed by 
every “ Standard”  Dealer. Always ask for 
“ Standard”  Motor Oil by name— and state 
consistency desired. Sells for 25c a quart, 
everywhere you see the Bars-and-Circle trad- 
mark— and is worth it.
Standard Oil Company 
of Louisiana




